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I - SCOPE AND SUMMARY
This is the final report for the Deployable Antenna Phase A study (FY-78 study), con-
ducted by the Grumman Aerospace Corporation under NASA Contract NAS8-32384 for the
Marshall Flight Space Center. The FY-78 study was conducted as a follow-on to a previous
study by Grumman on the same subject (FY-77 study).
The purpose of the FY-77 study was to define a shuttle transportation system (STS)
flight experiment for the demonstration of a large (50 to 200 meters) deployable antenna
system.
The objectives of the FY-78 study, covered by this report, ware:
• Re-examine the applications for large deployable antennas
• Define flight demonstration objectives
• Make a preliminary design of the flight article
• Define the flight program and ground development program, including the support
equipment
• Refine the programmatics.
1. 1 13ACKGROUND
Several flight demonstration options had been defined in the FY-77 study, as shown in
Fig. 1-1. The first, and least expensive, option was a single flight to demonstrate the light-
weight deployable antenna, which could be a parabolic reflector or a space-fed phased
array. Since the demonstration antenna defined for the single flight option was refurlable
(and could, therefore, be flown again with configuration change from parabolic reflector
to phased array), the second option was to plan more than one flight demonstration. Further
options included ref light of the antenna with the addition of test electronics systems for
limited mission demonstrations of radar, communication or radiometry. These demon-
strations would measure performance parameters critical to the application, but the demon-
stration would test antenna performance only and would not be an application system 1,-. se.
The option of a free-flying system was also included.
The results of the FY-77 study were broad in scope, surveying a large number of
applications, antenna configurations, and flight program options (Ref. 1-1). The FY-78 study
examined fewer options in greater depth; the relationships between these two efforts is shown
in Fig. 1-2.
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1.2 STUDY OBJECTIVF AND TASKS
The FY-78 stud., had as its ove-rall objective a complete Phase A project definition of
selected Deployabk Antenna missions. The study was performed in four tasks, with some
interaction, as described below (Fig. 1-3).
• Task 1 - Performance Requirements Analysis - revised and expanded definition
of performance requirements for free -flight mission systems with emphasis placed
on requirements of specific radar, radiometry and communications missions
• Task 2 - System Definition and Design - provided a complete Antenna System pre-
liminary design, including shuttle interfaces and support, with expanded design
activities including structural, RF system and reliability analyses
• Task 3 - Orbital Operations Analysis - defined design reference missions for
antenna development flights which support multiple utility requirements of future
application missionsg
• Task 4 - Programmatics Analysis - prepared programmatic data (cost and
schedules) and development plans for all space and ground equipment necessary
to accomplish the objective demonstration missions.
1.3 SUMMARY OF RESULTS
The principle result of the study was a preliminary design of a deployable -antenna
flight article. This design was the basis for definition of the following items:
• Interface structure in the orbiter r---load bay to launch, operate and retract the
deployable structure
• Overall size, weight of the flight article
• Instrumentation for development, pre-flight and on -orbit tests
• Estimates of the flight time required for structural testing, RF testing, and
refurling of the baseline Antenna system in the shuttle-attached. mode
• Support equipment requirements
• Ground development program for all of the above
• Baseline program cost and schedule
• Preliminary definition of functional testing of the deployed antenna to obtain results
that cen be extrapolated to the needs of application' systems
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• Structural analysis of the shuttle-attached deployed antenna and mast during
attitude control
• Reliability analysis of the flight experiment.
The performance requirements analysis was based on previous studies of space sys-
tems that need antennas in a diameter range of 30 to 300 meters and in a frequency range of
200 MHz to 14 GHz. The flight demonstration system is expected to be in the range of 50 to
200 meters. The applicability to future systems of deployable antennas was considered,
-	 whether or not the prior studies anticipated deployable antennas. The major systems con-
sidered were communication, radar and radiometry. It is expected that these systems will
be revolutionized by large deployable antennas and that the deployment demonstration will
`	 spur their development.
1.3.1 FLIGHT ARTICLE
The preliminary design of the deployable flight article uses a structure that is capable
of supporting either a flat-faced phased array or a paraboloidal reflector. The phased array
configuration, with instantaneous beam steering, is required for radar and beam-hopping
communication satellites. The reflector can be used for fixed-beam communication and
radiometry satellites. The phased array system is important to the potential of a NASA/DoD
joint demonstration mission, and was viewed as the most probable configuration option for
the first flight experiment. If this option is selected, the baseline experiment will measure
the performance of the structure and phased array antenna system, and the results can be
used to predict the performance of the deployable paraboloid. Since the deployable structure
is refurlaute and re-usable, the option would then exist to modify the antenna to a deployable
multi-cone approximation to a paraboloid (for which a preliminary design was made in the
FY-77 study) for a second flight demonstration.
The phased array antenna system used in the flight article design is a passive lens. It
forms a beam by focusing energy radiated from an antenna feed near the focus. The lens
action results from phasing of the antenna elements by RF transmission lines in the array.
The lines are of fixed lengths that are adjusted during construction of the array. The lengths
are set modulo one wavelength; the result is a zoned lens that will operate at a fixed
frequency, a fixed focal length and a fixed off -boresight beam direction.
The passive phased array avoids the need for RF modules, which would add considerably
to the cost. One or more antenna beams can be generated by one or more feeds, bimulta-
neously or sequentially, provided the feeds are not displaced from the focal point by more
than ten beamwidths .
1-6
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1. 3.2 SIZE AND WEIGHT
c
	
	 The analysis and programmatics were based on the 100-meter deployed-diameter
design (Fig. 1-4). The parameters of a 50-meter diameter flight article, which would be
less expensive and less cost-uncertain than the 100-meter antenna is also shown in Fig. 1-4.
It was planned that the phased-array lens would use 16-dipole subarrays and be designed to
operate in L-band (1300 to 1400 MHz). The 100-meter antenna will require 18,000 sub-
arrays. Higher frequency or fewer dipoles per subP rray will increase the number of sub-
V	 arrays, the weight of the system and the manufacturing costs.
1. 3.3 INSTRUMENTATION
AThe instrumentation for on-orbit tests will consist of electro-optical distance mea-
suring equipment (E-O DME) for precise static measurement of the positions of structural
nodes, photogrammetic cameras for dynamic measurement of the vibration modes of the
structure, and thin-film thermocouples, strain gages, and accelerometers. There will be
an interface with the orbiter data management system (DMS). There will be a quick-look
system for on-board verification of data acquisition, but the primary data reduction will
be post flight.
Similar instrumentation will be used for development and preflight tasting, including
preflight testing of the instruments themselves.
1. 3.4 FLIGHT-TIME, REFERENCE MISSION
The first cut at a schedule of orbital operations is shown in Fig. 1-5. The baseline
tests are scheduled in detail (4 days), while time available for limited mission testing
(3 days) is indicated. More accurate scheduling of the limited mission testing awaits
further definition of user test requirements (see subsection 3.4).
1. 3.5 SUPPORT EQUIPMENT REQUIREMENTS
Several items of support equipment were defined. The new unique items are a
shipping container to handle and protect the flight article, and a payload specialist's
station to be used in f light.
1.3.6 GROUND DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
Figure 1-6 lists the development activities to acquire data for design of the flight
system, to run tests to verify the design, and for acceptance testing.
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WEIGHT (LB)
COMPONENT 50 m ARRAY 100 m ARRAY
GORE ASSEMBLY (3 PLANES) 617 2470
RIM MEMBERS (TUBES & HINGES) 176 221
STAY SYS (STAYS, REELS, MOTORS) 40 77
HUB 134 279
STAY PLATFORMS 21 31
DRUM ASSEMBLY 235 442
GORE TENSIONING SYS 46 77
ANTENNA SUBTOTAL 1269 3697
ORBITER MAST 312 625
MAST CANISTER (INCLUDES DEPLOYMENT MECH CLAMPS& RINGS) 110 115
JETTISON SUPPORT MECH & ANT MOUNT 20 30
FWD SUPPORT STRUCTURE 146 294
AFT SUPPORT & ANT PIVOT 310 822
RF SUSSATELLITE (INCL SPIN TABLE) 180 180
INSTRUMENTATION 215 215
UMBILICAL WIRE 150 300
TOTAL PAYLOAD 2712 5978
OB20 .001 B
Fig, 14 Flight Configuration
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EVENT
ORD
LAPSED TIME
HR:MIN
AT
HR:MIN
ORBITER
ATTITUDE REMARKS
LIFT-OFF 00:00
STAGE SRBi 00:02
MECO 00:08
OMS-1 00:09
OMS-2 00:52
ORBITER & PAYLOAD C/O 01:40 00:15
OPEN PAYLOAD DOORS 01:55 00:05
SUBSAT TURN ON B C/O 02:00 00:10
ESTABLISH SUBSAT DEPLOY ATT 02:10 00:05 Y-POP; —X VERT
SUBSAT SPIN UP 3 DEPLOY 02:15 00:10 Y-POP; —X VERT ORBITER BACKS AWAY FROM
SUBSAT
ESTABLISH SUBSAT TRACK 02:25 00:05
MEAL 02:30 01:00
SPACE ACCLIMATION 03:30 05:30
MEAL 09:00 01:00
FREE TIME 10:00 02:15
PRE SLEEP ACTIVITIES 12:15 00:45
SLEEP 13:00 08:00
POST SLEEP ACTIVITIES 21:00 00:45
MEAL 21:45 00:45
ESTABLISH ORBITER ANT ERECTION 22:30 00:05 Y-POP; —X VERT
ATTITUDE
DEPLOY RMA WITH TV CAMERA 22:35 00:10 Y-POP; —X VERT
C/O & START ANT. STRUCT/THERMAL 22:45 00:10+ Y^POP; —X VERT DATA ACQUISITION CONTIN-
DATA ACO UOUS FOR MISSION DURATION
ERECT ANT. PACKAGE IN PAYLOAD 2255 00:20 Y-POP; —X VERT RM•2 ERECTS ANT.; ANT. SEN-SORS VERIFY ANT. PACKAGEBAY & VERIFY IS PROPERLY ERECTFO AND'
LOCKED IN POSITION FOR RE-
MAINDER OF DEPLOYMENT
SEOUENCE
DEPLOY RM•2 WITH TV CAMERA 23:15 00:10 Y-POP; —X VERT RM-1 3 -2 ARE POSITIONED
FOR OPTIMUM VIEWING
HOLD ACTIVITIES FOR SUNLIGHT 23:25 00:35 Y-POP; —X VERT SUNLIGHT REGD FOR DE-
PLOYMENT VIEWING
DEPLOY ANTENNA MAST 24:00 00:30 Y-POP; —X VERT
VERIFY MAST DEPLOYMENT 24:30 00:20 Y 'OP; —X VERT SENSOR DATA REVIEWED TO
ASCERTAIN PROPER MAST
DEPLOYMENT
HOLD ACTIVITIES FOR SUNLIGHT 24:50 00:40 Y-POP; —X VERT SUNLIGHT REGD FOR DE-
PLOYMENT VIEWING
DEPLOY ANTENNA 25:30 00:40 Y-POP; —X VERT
VERIFY DEPLOYMENT 28:10 00:45 Y-POP; —X VERT
ESTABLISH MINIMUM DISTURBANCE 28:55 00:05 Y-POP; —X VERT
ATTITUDE
ACTIVATE E-ODME & START MEASURE- 27:00 00.45
MENTSEQUENCE
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 27:15
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETR IC PLATES 27:30 00:30
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 27:46
MEAL 27:50 00:40
0e20-0508(1)
Fig. 1 .5 DapioyaW Arbnne Demo DAM Timdine (Shoot 1 of 4)
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EVENT
ORD
LAPSED TIME
HR:MIN
AT
HR:MIN
ORBITER
ATTITUDE REMARKS
ESTABLISH FULL SUN ATTITUDE 28:30 00:05
CONTINUE E-ODME MEASUREMENT 28:35 00:45 FULL SUN STRUCWTHERMAL
SEQUENCE MEASUREMENTS
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 2840
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 29:00 00:35
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 29:10
ESTABLISH EDGE SUN ATTITUDE 29:15 00:05
CONTINUE E-ODME MEASUREMENT 29:20 01:10
SEQUENCE
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 29:25 EDGE SUN STRUCWTHERMAL
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 30:00 01:10 MEASUREMENTS
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 30:30
ESTABLISH 45° SUN ATTITUDE 30:35 00:05
CONTINUE E-ODME MEASUREMENT 30:40 01:05
SEQUENCE
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 30:45 45° SUN STRUCWTHERMAL
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 31:00 MEASUREMENTS
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 31:15 01:00
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 31:30
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 31:45
ESTABLISH DYNAMIC DISTURBANCE 31:50 00:05
ATTITUDE
CONTINUE E-ODME MEASUREMENT 31:55 DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS
SEQUENCE
FIRE - Z THRUSTERS 32:00
32:30 01:00
33:00
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 32:00
PLATES 32:30 01:00
33:00	 J
MEAL 33:30 01:00
FREE TIME 34:30 02:00
PRE-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 36:30 00:30
SLEEP 37:00 08:00
POST-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 45:00 00:30
MEAL 45:30 00:45
ESTABLISH PATTERN MEASUREMENT 46:15 00:15 X-POP
ATTITUDE
ESTABLISH & VERIFY SUSSAT/ORBITER 46:30 01:30 Xi :,F PATTERN
PATTERN MEASURING EQUIP INTERFACE MEASUREMENTS
PATTERN DATA ACQUISITION 48:00 03:30
MEAL 51:30 01:00
ESTABLISH PATTERN MEASUREMENT 52:30 00:15 Y-POP•
ATTITUDE
VERIFY SUBSAT/ORBITER PATTERN 52:45 00:15 Y.POP PATTERN
MEASURING EQUIP INTERFACE MEASUREMENTS
PATTERN DATA ACQUISITION 53:00 03:00
FREE TIME 56:00 01:00
MEAL 57:00 01:00
FREE TIME 58:00 02:30
PRE-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 64:30 00:30
0820.0508(2)
Fig. 1 .6 Dt ployWo Anttnnn Demo DRM Tim4lirn (Shoot 2 of 4)
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EVENT
ORD
ELAPSED TIME
HR:MIN
AT
HR:MIN
ORBITER
ATTITUDE REMARKS
SLEEP 61:00 06:00
POST-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 80:00 00:30
MEAL 80:30 00:45
ESTABLISH COMM EXP ATTITUDE 70:15 00:15 Y,POP; —X VERT
ESTABLISH A VERIFY SUBSAT/ORBITER 70:30 01:15 Y-POP. —X VERT
COMM EXP MEASURING EQUIP
INTERFACE
COMMUNICATIONS EXP DATA 71:45 03:45 Y-POP; —X VERT
ACQUISITION
MEAL 75:30 01:00
COMMUNICATIONS EXP DATA 76:30 02:00 Y-POP; —X VERT
ACQUISITION
RECONFIGURE ANTENNA ELECTRONIC 78:30 01:30
CONFIG FOR RADAR EXP
FREE TIME 80:00 01:00
MEAL 81:00 01:00
FREE TIME 82:00 02:30
PRE-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 84:30 00:30
SLEEP 85:00 06:00
POST-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 93:00 00:30
MEAL 93:30 00:45
ESTABLISH RADAR EXP ATTITUDE 94:15 00:15
VERIFY RADAR ELECT EQUIP 94:30 00:30
RADAR CLUTTER EXP DATA 95:00 04:00
ACOUISITION
QUICK LOOK CLUTTER DATA 96:00 03:00
EVALUATION
MEAL 99:00 01:00
RADAR COOPERATIVE TARGET 100:00 05:00
EXP DATA ACQUISITION
QUICK LOOK CO.OP TARGET DATA 101:00 041
EVALUATION
MEAL 105:00 01:00
FREE TIME 108:00 02:30
PRE-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 106:30 00:30
SLEEP 109:00 08:00
POST-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 117:00 00:45
MEAL 117:45 00:46
ESTABLISH ATTITUDE FOR ANTENNA 118:30 00:10 Y-POP; —X VERT
RETRACTION
POSITION RMs WITH TV CAMERAS 118:40 00:20 Y-POP; —X VERT
FOR OPTIMUM VIEWING
ACQUIRE E-ODME RIM MEMBER 119:00 00:10 Y-POP;—X VERT
TARGET
HOLD FOR SUNLIGHT 119:10 00:50 Y-POP; —X VERT SUNLIGHT READ FOR VIEWING
RETRACT ANTENNA 120:00 00:40 Y.POP; —X VERT
VERIFY RETRACTION 120:40 00:10 Y-POP: —X VERT
HOLD FOR SUNLIGHT 120:50 00:40 Y-POP; —X VERT SUNLIGHT READ FOR VIEWING
RETRACT MAST 121:30 00:30 Y-POP; —X VERT
VERIFY RETRACTION 1.2:00 00:10 Y-POP; —X VERT
STOW ONE RM TV CAMERA 122 10 00:10 Y4W; —X VERT
0620-0508(])
Fig. 145 Depiov" Mtsn,^^ Goren DRM TimNilw (Shm 3 of 4)
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EVENT
ORD
ELAPSED TIME
HR:MIN
AT
HR:MIN
ORBITER
ATTITUDE REMARKS
HOLD FOR SUNLIGHT 122:20 00:40 Y-POP; —X VERT SUNLIGHT REGO FOR VIEWING
LOWER ANTENNA PACKAGE INTO 123:00 00:20 Y-POP; —X VERT
PAYLOAD BAY 6 SECURE
VERIFY ANTENNA PACKAGE STOWAGE 123:20 00:30 Y-POP; —X VERT
STOW RMs A TV CAMERA 123:50 00:10 Y-POP; —X VERT
MEAL 124:00 01:00
CLOSE OUT ANTENNA EXP & ORBITER 125:00 04:00
MEAL 128:00 01:00
FREE TIME 130:00 02:30
PRE-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 132:30 00:30
SLEEP 133:00 08:00
POST-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 141:00 00:45
MEAL 141:45 00:45
DE-ORBIT R LAND 147-30
0620.0508(4)
Fig. 1-5 Deployable Antenna Demo DRM Timeline (Shut 4 of 4)
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1.3, 7 PROGRAMMATICS
Figure 1-7 is a schedule of activities leading to a baseline deployable antenna demon-
stration test. If functional tests are included, the added test equipment must be made avail-
able early enough to support this schedule. The items in the ground development program
will also be scheduled to match the overall program schedule.
'	 1.3.8 FUNCTIONAL TESTING
The fact that the interface between RF electronics and the antenna is through space
from the antenna feed introduces the concept of guest experimenters, who would provide
test electronics to be flown with the baseline antenna system. The guest experimenters
would provide the feeds and associated electronics for communication, radar or radiometry
experiments, which would be conducted after the baseline deployable antenna flight article
had been used for the deployment demonstration and structural static, dynamic and thermal
tests. For any of the future applications the flight demonstration is an antenna test; the
guest experimenters would conduct limited mission demonstrations which are tests only of
the suitability of the antenna for the missions.
1.3.8.1 Communication Applications
Examples of guest experimenter tests which would be conducted in communications
include:
• Baseline antenna pattern measurements, mainlobe and sidelobes to show resistance
to interfering signals or jamming
• Demonstration of isolation of one antenna beam from the effects of sidelobes of
multiple additional beams in the same antenna
• Measurement of the power level that the antenna can handle before the onset of
intermodulation (IM) crosstalk between multiple communication channels, by
plotting the third-order IM levels as a function of power level of two fundamental
signals.
For the beam-hopping communication system applications, it will nut be possible to demon-
strate electronic beam steering, if the fixed passive zoned lens antenna is used. The base-
line experiment, however, will show that the phase shifters, properly adjusted, form a good
antenna pattern at the desired angle off boresight. It is not necessary, therefore, to demon-
strate beam hopping as part of the antenna flight test. Laboratory tests of diode phase
shifters, amplifiers and digital logic can be used to demonstrate that application systems can
have electronic beam steering.
1-13
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1.3.8.2 Radar Application
For radar applications, the guest experimenter tests would include
i	 • Baseline antenna pattern measurements as for the communication application.
These measurements will be made using the free-flying signal generator and will
determine the aidelobe levels as a starting point for the subsequent radar-oriented
measurements
• Measurements to demonstrate that ground clutter integrated over the sidelobes is
negligible compared to ground clutter in the main lobe and targets in the main lobe.
These tests will compare clutter returns received while the beam is earth pointing
with clutter returns received while the beam is pointed above the horizon
Measurements to determine that a multiple elrment feed system and an adaptive
cancellation loop can form deep sidelobe-cancellation nulls in the antenna pattern.
These tests will use the free-flying signal generator as a signal source. The
experimenter will supply the feed system to mount in the orbiter payload bay, and
will have the option of recording signals for post-flight sidelobe cancellation or of
doing in-flight sidelobe cancellation if he has suitable flight equipment for that
purpose.
In the radar tests, since a radar transmitter and receiver will be used for the clutter tests,
an opportunity exists to obtain, as a dividend, measurements of ground return (radar clutter)
from space, where a few orbits of data collection will provide wider earth coverage than
has been obtained in years of measurements from aircraft. The opportunity exists to provide
a radar transmitting and receiving system with a wide dynamic range to gather data such
as the amplitude of very strong clutter peaks that have often been lost in prior measure-
ments from aircraft. The radar experiment would also gather Doppler bandwidth data on
ground clutter, necessary to the design of and prediction of the performance of the future
radar Doppler filter systems. For this purpose it is necessary that the spectrum be mea-
sured to or below the -60 dB point, as compared to existing data that go only to about -30 dB,
Data from various kinds of land, ocean sea states, arctic terrain, snow and ice at various
grazing angles, would be recorded by the radar experimenter and would be reduced post
flight by various signal processing algorithms, not necessarily in real time. If the
experimenter were to arrange a flight of a known aircraft target to intersect the footprint of
the antenna beam on one or more orbits, post flight data reduction would demonstrate
detection of the known target. An in-flight display would also be provided to verify that
good data were being recorded. Of course, many unplanned aircraft detections will occur
as the orbiter passes the air-traffic areas of the earth.
1-15
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1.3.8.3 Radiometer Applications
In addition to antenna pattern measurements to calculate the antenna beam efficiency,
the real losses in the a.ntenra are important. The guest experimenter would provide test
equipment to inject a known signal after the antenna to calibrate the receiver. The antenna
will then be Pointed at a quiet area of the sky while the total receiver noise level is mea-
sured. These measurements together can be used to derive the antenna noise temperature
and losses, which can be compared with predictions. The results can be used to calculate
	
_	 the performance of proposed future radiometry antenna wnfigurations.
1.3.9 MULTI-MISSION TESTS
There is, further, an opportunity to combine the limited mission demonstrations:
the radar transmitter and receiver could be dssigned to serve the communication demon-
stration, and the radar receiver could serve the radiometer, if such an arrangement
were planned in advance.
The limited mission demonstration tests will be done following the baseline deployable
antenna demonstration. The baseline lightweight deployable antenna demonstration would
be a single flight experiment that would produce results with the least complex test program.
It would include the passive phased array antenna, laser instrumentation to survey the
deployed structure, phot-)grammetric cameras to observe the dynamic response of the
deployed structure, and a system to measure antenna patterns in flight. The orbiter will
provide attitude control electrical power, and data management; the on-board personnel
will monitor the experiment via TV cameras on two RMS, and the personnel can take action
if anything appears to be going wrong during depioyment. Thus the manned orbiter itself
is an important part of the baseline experiment. In addition, it will be used to set a series
of fixed sun angles for thermal tests, to impulse the deployed antenna structure to excite
the several lowest frequency vibration modes for dynamic tests, to provide angular rotation
of the antenna for pattern measurements, and to position the antenna beams for the limited
	
.^	 mission experiments.
1.4 REFERENCES AND BIBLIOGRAPHY
1-1	 J. Schultz et al, Grumman Aerospace Corporation, Deployable Antenna Demon-
stration Project Final Report, NAS8-32394, March 24, 1978
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2 - PERFORMANCE REQUIREMENTS ANALYSIS (TASK 1)
2.1 INTRODUCTION
The performance requirements analysis task was scoped to provide a technical
definition of the antenna capabilities and specifications projected for future applications.
These technical requirements are the basis for the definition of a flight article for a large
lightweight deployable antenna flight test. In the FY-77 study we considered the antenna
requirements of a large number of applications systems (the list is shown in Fig. 2-1)
as the basis for definition of teat objectives of a deployable antenna 50 to 200 meters in
diameter. As an example on which to base antenna flight tests, we also defined the
parameters of a mission reference system for each class of application.
The FY-78 study concentrat J on communication, radar, and radiometry applications.
The objective was to define firm requirements for functional test of the antenna, as opposed
to system test requirements for application systems. Some antenna tests are common to
all applications, while some are unique to a particular application.
2.2 THE LITERATURE OF FUTURE LARGE-ANTENNA SYSTEMS
The systems considered in the study were proposed in previous studies (see bit,liog-
raphy) of systems that need large antennas. In the frequency range (0.24 to 14 GHz) and size
range (50 to 300+ meters) of interest, the largest antenna is 700 meters for soil moisture
radiometry (Ref. 2-1) at about 0.6 GHz, the second largest is space based radar at 300
meters (Ref. 2-2), while the majority are in the 30 to 100 meter range. The system studies
contemplate various approaches to large antenna structures: assembly in space of large
antennas built of structural elements launched from the ground, assembly of structural
elements built in space, and deployable reflectors and lenses. With few exceptions
the system studies do not treat the structural analysis, expected deformations, or the
tolerance budget of the envisioned antenna systems beyond the requirement to avoid loss
of gain by more than one dB. It will be shown in Section 3 that although low sidelobes and low
gain loss go together, it is the sidelobe requirement that sets the structural tolerances.
Even where one-dB gain loss can be tolerated in the power budget, for satisfactory sidelobe
performance the gain loss must be limited to approximately 0. 02 dB. Thus, some of the
system studies may be somewhat optimistic in their antenna performance expectations, as
will be discussed in subseCtior. 2.3.
i
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I.
2.2.1 COMMUNICATION APPLICATIONS
Small antennas generate wide beams, large antennas generate narrow beams, the
beamwidth in radians being approximately the reciprocal of the diameter in wavelengths.
Communications satellites that use antennas small enough to fit the shroud of the launch
vehicle generate beams that cover whole continents. When these small antennas are used on
ii
	
communication satellites, as at present, any ground station within the ground spot canf»
receive signals from the satellite. One consequence is that a large amount of RF power
must be radiated by the communication satellite because a very small fraction of the
power is captured by the earth antenna. Another consequence is that large antennas are
needed at the earth station to allow it to produce a small spot in the sky. Unless the earth
i
9 station produces a small spot in the sky (geostationary orbit) , signals from other communi-
cation satellites will interfere with the signals from the desired satellite. Furthermore, it
is necessary that communication satellites maintain sufficient spacing in orbit that they do
i
not enter another's territory; individual orbital parking places are required and assigned.
The satellite can use a single frequency band only once, because it has no way to discrimi-
nate among signals arriving from different ground stations.
Large antennas on communications satellites will change the picture. With large
antennas the earth spots will be small, as small as 30 nautical miles in diameter. The
satellite will be able to direct its beam toward the desired ground station; it will transmit
and receive signals only with ground stations within the small earth spot, but it can produce
other earth spots and it can re-use the same frequency band again in each of its earth spots.
Earth stations on the same frequency must maintain a two-spot spacing on earth, but there
is no roquirement on the spot in the sky because the satellite antennas discriminate
between ground stations. Thus the earth stations may use small antennas, the satellite and
the earth station can use lower RF power, and the frequency bands can be re-used hundreds
of times.
At present, earth stations number in the hundreds. Forecasts of future communication
requirements lonvision tens of thousands of earth stations. For the reasons cited above, the
world has run out of orbital parking spaces and frequency allocations to handle the projected
satellite communication traffic.
} A very important part of the solution to breaking through these present barriers to the
growth of satellite communication is the development of large deployable antennas for com-
municstion satellites. The large antenna in space reduces the required RF power, antenna
2-7
size and cost of the ground stations, permits closer orbital spacing of communication
satellites, increases the amount of communication traffic that can be carried, and
greatly reduces the overall communication system acquisition and operating cost.
Two options are covered in the literature. One option is to build a scanning beam
satellite that will produce a single narrow beam that can be electronically steered from
ground station to ground station to interchange signals. The other option is to build large
satellites that produce simultaneous multiple beams directed at the ground stations (sub-
scribers) . One type of scanning beam system (Ref 2-5) for the 12/14 GHz communication
band uses time division multiple access (TDMA) with a phase-steered array antenna capable
of being pointed at any of 100 contiguous spots in the continential United States. In this
system the satellite antenna beam is successively directed at earth stations to transmit
and receive signals from each and to interchange signals between them. It accommodates the
whole 500 MHz bandwidth of the 12/14 GHz satellite communication band. It has a large
antenna (ten times the diameter of an equivalent wide-beam satellite), requires only one
percent of the radiated power, yet it suffers no loss of communication capacity compared to
the small-antenna wide-beam satellite. As mentioned in Ref. 2-5, the satellite antenna
illumination can be tapered to produce low sidelobes. Thus other scanning spot-beam
satellites could be used in the same frequency band. With reasonable scheduling of beam
pointing to avoid simultaneous illumination of the same earth spot, a very large frequency
re-use factor could be achieved.
A larger (30 meters, 4 GHz) scanning-spot-beam satellite system (Ref. 2-6) could
use a narrow bandwidth transponder to interchange computer data between a very large
number of small earth terminals. This system produces a similar saving of transmitter
power in the uplink and downlink, and requires ito internal message switching system in
the satellite because it uses TDMA and switching is achieved by beam steering. The small
earth spots also permit other satellites to share the same frequency band. The concept is
easily adaptable to remote area mobile communications applications (aircraft, ground
vehicles, or small fixed stations) (Ref. 2-32 and 2-33).
For very high density communication traffic between fixed earth stations, many
studies of multibeam communication satellites are available (Ref 2-7 through 2-23).
Although most of these studies have been directed at satellite systems that produ--e over-
lapping beams, and enough beams to fill the earth area (such as CONUS) that they serve, this
configuration is not necessarily optimum; a smaller-than-full number of spots will probably
suffice because the dense traffic originates and terminates in the most densely populated
areas.
2-8
In addition to message traffic and computer data, an important communication
satellite application is educational and entertainment broadcasting. There is world-wide
interest in future systems to handle television and voice radio signals, either for net-
working or for direct-to-home broadcasting. In the last few years 1400 receive-only
ground stations have been installed in the United States for satellite inputs to CATV and
PBS systems. Frequency congestion and orbital congestion are bound to develop also in
broadcasting, which can be relieved only by large satellites. Less literature is available
on broadcast satellites than on message-communication satellites (Ref 2-24 through 2-26),
but the subject has been debated extensively in the United Nations (Ref. 2-27). It is clear
that part of the debate is caused by the perception that small earth spots and low Sidelobes
are not possible. Flight demonstration will change this perception, and should lead
eventually to frequency allocation for, and commercialization of, direct broadcast
satellites worldwide.
The specification requirements of communication antennas are summarized below.
2.2.1.1 Communication Antenna Parameters
The range of parameters in the source documentation for communication satellites,
excluding antennas smaller than the orbiter payload bay and frequencies higher than 14 GHz,
are listed below. The antenna flight experiment should be designed to produce results
that can reasonably be extrapolated to a variety of future systems.
• Frequency
• Wavelength
• Radiated power
• Antenna diameter
• Antenna bears
• Sidelobes, near
• Sidelobes, far
• Signal bandwidth
• Tunable bandwidth
• Intermodulation
• Beam switching time
• Angular coverage
• Polarization
150 MHz to 14 GHz
2mto2cm
1wto2kW
7mto300m
1 to 1000
-20 dB to -30 dB
0 dB to -10 dBi
24 kHz to 500 DIH-
up to 29%
-200 dBw/Hz
20 nsec to 1 µ sec
3.5 deg to 8.6 deg
single, dual, circular
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2.2.2 RADAR APPLICATIONS
	
¢	 Radar systems transmit ,signals and receive echoes. Search radars transmit signals
to a series of points and look for targets in the echoes. Tracking radars transmit signals
toward a target repeatedly and update the target's changing position. The functions can be
combined, as in search-track radars that time-share transmitted. signals between the two
modes, and in track-while-scan radars. The transmitted signal power required of a search
or tracking radar is proportional to the fourth power of antenna size, other things (target
size, range, frequency, receiver sensitivity) being held constant. The work that can be
done by a search radar (area searched per unit time) is proportional to the product of power
times aperture area of the antenna (power-diameter squared), while the work that can be
done by a tracking radar (number of target updates per unit time) is proportional to the
power-aperture-gain product (power times diameter to the fourth). Thus the key to space-
	
a
	 based radar is large antenna diameter, for which there is no reasonable substitute.
Applications of space based radar include weather radar (Ref. 2-28 and 2-29) air
traffic control (Ref. 2-32), coastal zone monitoring (Ref. 2-33), and military (Ref. 2-34
through 2-36). In all cases, in addition to requiring large antennas for practical detection
of the target (such as raindrops in weather radar), large antennas are required to produce
narrow beamwidths to discriminate between targets and to allow accurate angle tracking of
	
-	
targets. Space based radar studies to date have largely concentrated on search-track _adars
that use electronic beam switching to direct the beam quickly from pointing angle to pointing
angle. Mechanical scanning of a single-beam antenna is too slow for any reasonable target
update time (revisit time) . Thus another key antenna requirement for space based radar is
phased-array electronic beam steering. Because the required transmitter power is large,
antenna efficiency is also important.
2.2.2.1 Radar Antenna Parameters
Radar systems in the literature for weather, soil moisture, and military applications
have parameters in the range listed below.
• Frequency	 400 MHz to 16 GHz
• Wavelength	 75 cm to 1.6 em
	
t	 • Radiated power, peak	 up to 1 MW
• Radiated power, average	 up to 5 kW
• Antenna diameter 	 30 m to 300 m
• Antenna beams	 1
• Sidelobes, near	 -20 dB to -30 dB
• Sidelobes, far	 0 dBi to -10 dBi
2-10
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• Sidelobe nulling
• Signal bandwidth
• Tunable bandwidth
• Intermodulation
• Beam switching time
• Angular coverage
• Polarization
required
up to 10 MHz
105
-40 dB (harmonics)
20 n sec to 1 M sec
8.6 degrees to 30 degrees
single, dual, circular
2.2.3 RADIOMETRY APPLICATIONS
Microwave radiometers measure temperature at a distance. They work by measuring
the level of thermal noise radiated by the target at which the antenna beam is pointed. The
noise is proportional to the product of the absolute temperature and the (microwave) emissi-
vity of the target. The measured temperature is the area-average temperature of all objects
within the beam spot.
Soil moisture can be estimated from microwave radiometer measurements because
the emissivity of soil varies rapidly with soil moisture. For example, very dry soil at
300° K (80.6° F) will measure nes.r ly 300° K. while very wet soil will measure 250° K
(-9.4° F) . The depth of soil moisture measurement is about one-tenth of the wavelength.
To measure to a depth of one inch requires a wavelength of 10 inches (25.4 em), corre-
sponding to a frequency of 1200 MHz. But the radiometer frequency must be selected to
avoid man-made radio signals. The frequencies reserved for radio astronomy are also
available for radiometry, the nearest onz being 1400 MHz (21 cm wavelength). At this
wavelength a spot diameter of one nautical mile from an orbit altitude of 500 nautical miles
requires an antenna diameter of 140 meters. Although a one-nautical mile diameter spot is
larger than would be desired, it will produce useful data over many large agricultural areas.
The soil-moisture radiometer requires multiple beams. Two rows of feeds are used,
to project two rows of spots on the earth. Two rows of spots, one behind the other, are
needed because it is not possible to place antenna feeds closely enough together to produce
overlapping spots in a single row. A single satellite at 500 nautical miles altitude and 60
degrees inclination, with a swath width of 300 one-mile spots, can measure the whole earth
in approximate?_y 6 days. Two such satellites are needed to get the desired 3-day revisit
time.
A key antenna requirement for radiometry is the ability to produce multiple beams,
while for satisfactory operation the sidelobes must be low, the antenna power losses must
be small, rued the bandwidth must be large. This kind of performance is very difficult
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to achieve with parabolic reflectors or with lens antennas, except by using a very large
focal length, such as f 4.5, where the length of the mast or feed support must be 4.5 times
the antenna diameter (see Section 3) .
Radiometer studies by GSFC (Ref. 2-28), LaRC (Ref. 2-28), and JPL (Ref. 2-29)
have produced antenna designs in a size range from 10 meters to 700 meters. The GSFC
design of a 10-meter phased array radiometer at 1400 MHz, (Ref. 2-28) was proposed as
an early flight demonstration that would provide soil moisture data as a useful input to the
global weather model. Other GSFC studies (Ref. 2-28) have considered phased array
antennas up to 100 meters. The LaRC studies are based on airborne radiometer experi-
ments that have shown important radiometer capability to measure not only soil moisture
but also ocean water pollution. Scaling the airborne antenna size to orbital altitude (in such
scaling the antenna diameter must be increased directly with altitude) has resulted in fore-
casts by LaRC of antennas as large as 700 meters. The JPL studies have considered
multiple-wavelength radio-meters. The JPL concept is a hybrid earth observation facility,
from low earth orbit, that also includes radar sensing. Radar and radiometric observations
from a 400 kilometer altitude are accomplished on a time shared basis. Radiometric
observations are made at 6 frequencies (1.4, 6.6, 10.69, 18, 21, 37 GHz) and are time
shared with 18 and 37 GHz radars.
The antenna configuration previously proposed by JPL is an offset parabolic reflector
(F/D = 0.25, offset Cassegrain configuration) having a 100-meter diameter collecting
aperture which produces footprints on the earth's surface of 88 to 991 meter diameter at
nadir. The collecting aperture of the antenna is offset from the feeds, subreflector, and
the electronic equipment assemblies. Tilting and rotating of the subreflector permits fine
pointing variations within =5 beamwidths of the central RF axis. The inner portion of the
aperture is used for high frequency operation and the lower frequencies use portions of the
aperture up to the full dimension. A surface contour accuracy of X/32 is a design goal. For
multiple frequency operation of the sensors, multiple diameters of the collecting aperture
can be illuminated simultaneously.
Clearly all radiometer studies to date are somewhat conjectural and subject to revision
to higher orbit altitudes for acceptable air drag, larger focal lengths for acceptable side-
►be performance and large diameters for usable spot resolution. Although the design
-adeoffs are difficult, performance measurements as part of a deployable antenna demon-
^ration are relatively easy, and the data are critically necessary to operational system
esign.
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2.2.3.1 Radiometer Antenna Parameters
Microwave radiometers are covered by the parameters listed below for all systems
requiring antennas larger than the payload 'bay.
1.4	 3	 10	 19	 22
21	 10	 3	 1.6	 1.4
100	 49	 25	 17	 10
1•
 K
1•
 K
905
-30 dB
-10 dBi
50 MHz
30 deg
single, dual, circular
• Frequency GHz	 0.611
• Wavelength cm	 50
• Antenna diameter m	 700
• Absolute temperature accuracy
• Delta temperature resolution
• Beam efficiency
• Sidelobes , near
• Sidelobes , far
• Signal bandwidth
• Angular coverage
• Polarization
2.3 KEY ANTENNA CONFIGURATIONS
The majority of projected space systems use either phased arrays or offset parabolic
reflectors. Although on-axis parabolic reflectors are used in large ground antennas to
produce low-sidelobe antenna patterns, it is not practical merely to use the same config-
uration in space. For low Sidelobes in multi-beam space antennas, it is necessary to use
-	 high F/D numbers (F/D = 1 or larger) as opposed to the low F/D numbers (F/D = 0.5 or
smaller) that are convenient for single-beam antennas. The large focal length requires a
i	 large feed in front of the parabola for each beam, and the beam blockage produced by
multiple feeds becomes prohibitive. Fortunately, the offset parabola (Fig. 2-2) can produce
sidelobe performance nearly equal to the on-axis parabola, and it avoids the beam blockage
-	 problem, as does the space-fed phased-array lens (Fig. 2-3).
There are several types of phased-array lenses: passive, active, and electronically
steered. For a discussion of the capabilities and limitations of offset parabolas and the
several phased array configurations, see Fig. 2-4.
2.4 DEPLOYABLE ANTENNA TEST REQUIREMENTS
Tests to measure antenna characteristics that are common to all applications are
envisioned as a baseline antenna flight experiment. Antenna requirements that are unique
to specific applications are envisioned as additional tests that could be performed on the same
flight or a later flight.
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>B04 POT BEAM FEED
1
1
i
\N	 VERTEX OF PARABOLOID
10 CONE APPROXIMATION
OF ASYMMETRIC PARABOLOID
Fig. 2-2 OffNt Parabola Configuration
Fig. 2-3 P1	 Array (Lem) Configuration
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2.4.1 BASELINE REQUIREMENTS
'	 2.4.1.1 Deployability
The first requirement is that the antenna be deployable. It is desirable to have a
large ratio between the deployed and launch diameters and to minimize the length of the
launch configuration. For the flight experiment, and for certain applications, it is
necessary that the antenna be capable of being retra^ted, or furled, for return to earth in
the orbiter payload bay for modification and reuse in later flight experiments.
A key requirement on deployability is that the primary deployable structure be able
i
	 to deploy reflectors (doubly-curved surfaces) as well as phased arrays which use flat
three-layer surfaces. The mesh material used in reflectors can be gathered into a compact
volume at launch, but the material used in phased arrays cannot be gathered, but must be
rolled up on a cylindrical or double-conical drum.
For large deployable antennas it is necessary that the deployment sequence be slow.
It is not acceptable to release a mechanism and allow it to pop open; in large antenna sizes
.	 such a procedure is likely to cause structural failures. A demonstration requirement is
provision for visual monitoring, via TV cameras with zoom lenses, of the deployment
sequence. Part of this requirement is to obtain sun illumination for satisfactory visibility.
The deployability and tolerance-holding properties of large deployable antennas need
demonstration, and can only be demonstrated in zero gravity.
2.4.1.2 Loads, Temperatures, and Structural Deformations
The baseline tests should measure the deployed dimensions under conditions that
simulate, or exceed, the expected static and dynamic conditions of the projected application
systems. It is assumed here that the deployed configuration is a thick structure, one that
uses compression members and tension members to maintain the structural figure in three
dimensions. Thin structures, including those that have doubly-curved surfaces, will not
maintain reasonable tolerances because differential heating causes large bending.
The expected static structural deformations are 3 to 6 milimeters, and the static
measurement accuracy should be better than 0.5 millimeter. The dynamic and static
deformations are to be measured. In the free flying mission systems, dynamic deflections
resulting from RCS thruster impulses are usually smaller than the thermally caused static
deformations, but in the shuttle attached demonstration system the orbiter RCS thrusters
can be used to excite large amplitudes which can be observed photogrammetrically.
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For projection of measured results to larger and smaller sizes, the measurements must
include confirmation of the structural vibration analysis by checking the several lowest-
frequency vibration modes.
Temperatures and loads must be recorded from thin-film thermocouples and load
cells.
2.4.1.3 Antenna Patterns
The RF beam-forming properties of the antenna should be measured, including the
beamwidth, level of the near-in sidelobes, and a sufficiently large survey of the far-out
sidelobes to confirm the RF uniformity of the primbxy aperture. These measurements
should include off -boresight antenna beams at the scan limit.
2.4.1.4 Efficiency
The beam efficiency (the fraction of the radiated power in the main beam) and the
power losses (the fraction of the RF input power dissipated in the antenna) should be mea-
sured by: integration over the measured pattern, comparison with a gain-standard antenna
and measurement of the noise temperature of the antenna.
2.4.1.5 Intermodulation Interference
The ability to receive signals while transmitting signals is limited by intermodulation
products, which result from the simultaneous use of two or more transmitter carriers.
Very small non-linearities in conductivity of the antenna and associated structure will
cause measurable interference, and the importance of these effects requires that they be
measured in the baseline antenna tests. The effects are very sensitive to power level, and
should be measured over the expected range of application system power levels.
These measurements are primarily applicable to multibeam frequency re-use
communication :satellite antennas. Radar and beam-hopping TDMA communication satellites
are less vulnerable to intermodulation because they do not transmit and receive simul-
taneously, and of course there is no problem with receive--only radiometric satellites.
2.4.2 MISSION SPECIFIC ANTENNA TEST REQUIREMENTS
Many of the mission-specific antenna requirements can be, and therefore should be,
asured in ground tests. Some, however, cannot be measured or extrapolated from ground
ts. In any case, the tests considered are functional tests of the antenna. These tests
e the purpose of characterizing the antenna as a component of the system, not to test the
lication system per se.
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32.4.2.1 Communication Antenna Functional Test Requirements
The unique requirements of multibeam communication antennas are beam isolation
and the associated requirement for low intermodulation interference, both to allow fre-
quency reuse. The intermodulation is a baseline test. The multibeam performance would
be measured by providing a cluster of feeds connected to separate receivers, each of which
would be used to record antenna patterns. Thus the signal isolation between separate feedsi =
and the pattern degradation of off-axis feeds would be observed, and littile additional test
time would be required.
The unique requirements of a hopping-beam communication antenna are that the beam
pointing can be switched quickly (approximately 20 n sec) , that off-boresight beam angles
can be achieved (up to 8.6 degrees) without excessive grating lobes and that the RF transmit-
receive modules will perform reliability. A siml to 	 axis feed is used; multiple feeds
are not required. The system alternately transmits and receives; intermodulation is not a
problem. The baseline antenna flight tests are all that are required, because the unique
requirements of the hopping-beam antenna can be measured by laboratory ground tests of
RF modules. Given the RF modules, the electronic beam-steering capabilities of space-
fed phased arrays are known from development of the several large ground systems that
are in operational use.
2.4.2.2 Radar Antenna Functional Test Requirements
The beam-steering radar requirements are, like the hopping-beam communication
antenna, completely predictable from the baseline antenna flight tests coupled with ground
tests of RF modules. The unique requirements of radar antennas are:
• Ground clutter generated by antenna sidelobes must be negligible in comparison
to mainlobe targets and mainlobe ground clutter (the mainlobe clutter must be
Doppler filtered and is not affected by the antenna)
• The antenna sidelobes must have sufficient amplitude and phase stability to allow
adaptive nulling of jamming
• The RF losses in the antenna plane must be low, and known.
These measurement requirements and procedures will be the subject of a later
supplement to this final report.
2-2).
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2.4.2.3 Radiometer Antenna Functional Test Requirements
The baseline antenna tests include all measurements required for extrapolation to
operational radiometer systems, although unless the baseline antenna is specifically
designed (feeds, focal length, losses. efficiency) for radiometry the flight article would
not be directly usable. The antenna noise temperature is more important in a radiometer
antenna than for other systems, because a noisy antenna will dilute the noise-measuring
capability of the system. Measurement of antenna noise temperature, requiring a low.-
noise receiver, is part of the baseline tests, however, because it provides a measurement
of antenna losses for all applications. Further, the offset parabola or the modulo 2-pi
lens are the only low-cost configurations that permit good loss measurements to be made.
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3 -SYSTEM DESIGN AND DEFINITION (TASK 2)
The definitions of flight system and ground support hardware for selected payload
Y	 options are described in this section. Following an overview of the configurations examined
(subsection 3. 1), the three primary activities of Task 2 are addressed:
• Antenna system definition - description of designs with emphasis on structural/
mechanical aspects of the deployable antenna (subsection 3.2)
a• Design analysis - results of static/dynamic, RF and reliability analyses which
support the system design (subsection 3.3)
T
• MisPion experiment payload definition - description of potential radar, com-
munications and radiometry payloads (subsection 3.4).
Additional elements required to complete the system are presented in subsequent sub-
sections including flight support equipment (subsection 3.5) and ground support equipment
(GSE) (subsection 3.6).
3. 1 PAYLOAD CONFIGURATION SUMMARY
Design efforts during this study phase focused on a detailed definition of a baseline
system to provide demonstration of basic, large deployable antenna technology. The pay-
load defined includes both a deployable antenna and supporting equipment required to satisfy
a set of baseline test objectives as defined in Section 4. Characteristics of the payload are
summarized in Fig. 3-1. The antenna as shown is configured as a passive phased array.
Abile this configuration has been selected for the baseline system, the antenna is designed
to be retrievable, thereby retaining the capability for multiple flights with different antenna
configurations as described in Ref. 1-1.
Design details presented in this section are based on a reference 100-meter diameter
antenna operating at L-band (1.4 GHz). The structure has been specified with the design goal
of satisfying error tolerances for a 120-meter antenna operating up to 14 GHz (Fig. 3-2). As
indicated, :;n instrumentation measurement accuracy of 3 millimeters has been estimated for
the demonstration system. Therefore, as a practical consideration, assuming the measure-
ment error cannot be substantially reduced, the antenna should be of a size consistent with
the allowable and measurement errors; (e.g. , the expected deformation should be around
3 millimeters but less than 5 millimeters). An antenna size between 50 and 100 meters meets
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this criterion and falls within the band of potential applications. Payload characteristics
for a 50-meter antenna are included in Fig. 3-1 as a typical size option.
Potential user requirements will have a greater influence on frequency selection. The
initial baseline work assumed 1.4 GHz because this frequency is used for soil moisture
radiometry and L-band radar applications. Recent inputs from the radar community
indicate the S-band might be a more useful frequency. Changing our design to 3.0 GHz
would require modification of design details of the gore assembly and supporting RF elec-
tronics with some cost impact on the gore manufacturing complexity.
In summary, the baseline design presented in this section is readily adaptable to a
range of size and frequency options. Final selection of these parameters will be based on
at least three factors: potential user requirements, confidence in the validity of scaling
results up and down to cover the range of applications, and a better understanding of cost
and risk drivers. A functional block diagram showing the general location of major com-
ponents and interfaces is presented for the baseline demonstration as a reference for the
detailed design discussions (Fig. 3-3).
The baseline flight test of this system will verify technology parameters applicable
to missions in all of the user areas we evaluated. Orbital operations described in Section 4
will:
• Verify lightweight deployment techniques applicable to a variety of antenna types
• Measure the capability of the structure to hold tolerances within specified litnits
under a variety of environmental conditions
• Verify antenna gain and low sidelobe properties by measurement of RF patterns.
Other parameters which may also be derived from the antenna pattern data include beam
efficiency (for radiometry) and sidelobe stability (for radar).
In order to satisfy other unique mission-related test objectives, additional payload
hardware may be provided by guest experimenters.
Since user participation in the demonstration program is anticipated, additional pay-
load options, singly and in combination, have been defined. Characteristics of possible
experiment implementations are summarized in Fig. 3-4 and described in detail in sub-
section 3.4. These experiments are only representative of what might be useful payloads
based or: our assessment of mission requirements in Task 1. Final selection/definition
will require additional interface with those users interested in a joint demonstration program
to ensure experiment results which support their requirements. Since the primary interface
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rbetween antenna and mission experiment is RF, p tyload development activities will be
simplified.
3.2 ANTENNA SYSTEM DEFINITION
Grumman's design of the primary antenna structure uses a deployable wire-wheel
configuration described in Ref. 1-1. In the deployed configuration (Fig. 3-5), force is
transmitted from the hub to the rim by tension stays. The segmented rim is composed of
tubes and hinges (rim nodes). Distortion of the rim is resisted by tension in indivichial
stays, and rim position is controlled by stay stiffness and length. A primary feature of
this configuration is the ability of the structure to obtain a predictable shape after deploy-
ment and to maintain this shape within predictable tolerance in the operational space
environment.
The phased array a:itenna plane is formed by stretching a number (N) of triangula* gore
members between N rim members and the hub, with tension supplied by springs at the hub.
The deployed gores form a flat surface in the plane of the rim, filling the area between rim
and hub.
In the stowed (launch) configuration, shown in Fig. 3-6, the N gores are wound
around a tapered drum. The rim tubes form a cylindrical annulus outside the drum.
A partially-deployed configuration is also shown in Fig. 3-6. Energy for deployment
is stored in spring systems within the rim tubes near each rim node. Torque from the
spring system forces simultaneous rotation and radial translation of the rim tubes since the
rim tubes must move outward to permit tube rotation. A mechanism is used at each rin g tube
end-fitting to ensure that each rim tube rotates through the same angle relative to a rim
node and that the rim node attitude remains constant during deployment. A stay is attached
to each rim node. Radial motion of each rim tube is restrained by tension in the stay.
Stay reel motions are locked together and synchronized with drum rotation (which controls
the rain of gore unwinding). Thus, the rate of antenna deployment is controlled by regulating
the payout rate of the stays.
During deployment, the rim nodes are constrained by the stays to lie on the surface of
a sphere (at any particular instant). When deployment is symmetric, the rim nories are
equa.ly spaced above and below a plane which bisects the hub. The stability of a partially
deployed configuration can be visualized most easily when the angle between adjacent rim
tubes exceeds 120 degrees. For this condition, it seems clear that the axial displacement
of the rim node relative to the others will not impede the rim from reaching the flat (180-
degree) position. As the other rim hinges open to flatter angles, they pull the displaced
node toward the symmetric position.
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To retrieve (furl) the antenna, stay tension is increased until the rim bending moment
at a hinge exceeds the torque developed by the deployment spring system. Since gores are
attached bo rim tubes, they rotate through 90 degrees during retrieval. To initiate retrieval,
the gores are rotated 90 degrees by a mechanism at the hub before being wound on the drum.
Designs for each of the major antenna at.ructure components is described in the para-
graphs which follow. During this study effort, we have worked on simplification of details
to reduce complexity and manufacturing cost. Two key areas examined are the construction
of deployable gores and rim hinges.
3.2. 1 HUB AND DRUM ASSEMBLIES (Fig. 3-7)
The antenna hub is the primary structural member which supports the stowed and
deployed antenna. It has a circular cross section and is fastened at each end to a stay
platform. The design is a semi-monocoque consisting of aluminum frames, skin and
stringers. The hub can be constructed using standard aircraft manufacturing methods.
Aluminum alloys are used as the structural material because the thermal expansion or con-
t: action of the hub is not critical to antenna operation. Special hub frames distribute loads
imposed by the drum during launch and deployment. These loads are transferred through
tvarings supported by the drum. The hub provides stowage space for the mast structure
which is secured at one end to an internal frame. External brackets fastened to the hub
support the two drum drive motors.
The drum is made in two conical sections joined together by a circular fitting that
houses the gore rotating; mechanism (see Fig. 3-7). The slight taper of the conical sections
provide a level wrap for the triangular gores. The drum is a semi-monocoque structure
consisting of aluirirum alloy skins, frames and stringers. One frame near each end sup-
ports a ring gear that engages the motor driven gear on the hub. This drive system en-
sures a controlled tension on the gores during deployment and stowage and is synchronized
with the stay reel rotation. Tension springs contained in the drum allow movement of the
gores dictated by thermal gradients when deployed. Bearings at each end of the drum
transmit longitudinal loads into the stay platforms. These bearings also guide the drum
during rotation. Bearings mounted on drum frames transmit lateral loads from the drum to
the hub. Lock pins at each end prevent the drum from rotating prior to deployment and
resist loads in i,. lateral direction. These pins are driven by actuators so the drum may be
re - locked prior to re -entry.
e
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3.2.2 STAY SYSTEM (Fig. 3-8)
A stay platform is fastened to each end of the hub. It is an aluminum alloy honeycomb
structure and supports the stay reel, stay reel drive assembly, stay guide pulleys and the
rim members. The stay reel is an aluminum spool on which is wound 16 stays. The stays
are 0.005- x 0.375-inch tapes fabricated from graphite /epoxy. Each stay is secured at one
end to the reel inside diameter and at the other end to a rim node. Tension in the stays
hold the rim members into support fittings which are mounted on the stay platform. These
fittings take longitudinal and tangential loads during launch. Rotation of the reel allows
the rim members to move radially from the hub to the deployed position at a controlled rate.
Opposite rotation pulls the rim members back to the stowed position. The stay reel is
driven through a ring gear by a motor assembly. Pulleys mounted on the stay platform
align the pay-out and pay-in of each stay. A pin pull mechanism prevents stay reel rotation
prior to deployment.
3.2, 3 RIM MEMBERS
The 100-meter diameter antenna employs 32 aim members which support the gores at
the periphery. The rim members consist of a graphite /epoxy tube 4.25 inches in diameter
with a 0.015-inch wall thickness, and with node assemblies at each end. The node
assemblies contain the hinge fitting, stay tie fitting, rim equalizing segments and the drive
springs. The hinge fitting, stay tie fitting and rim equalizing segments are made of
aluminum alloy. The rims are linked together by the hinge fittings (Pig. 3-9), and bending
moments in the plane of the rim; tube torsion and compression loads are transferred from
tube to node by shear across the hinge pins. Energy for deployment is stored in spring
systems within the rim tubes near each rim node. Torque from the system forces simul-
taneous rotation and radial translation of the rim members since the tubes must move out-
ward to permit tube rotation. A cable running on a pulley in each tube connects the springs
together. Tension in the cable provided by the springs produces a torque output of 60-inch-
pounds in the stowed position and 30-inch-pounds in the deployed position. A stop on the
stay tie fitting limits each rim member to a 90-degree rotation. This rotation is evenly
controlled by the equalizing segments.
3, 2.4 GORE SYSTEMS
The gore system (radiating membrane) previously reported for space -fed phased array
applications is made up of a three -layer structure eonsisiing of two antenna planes on the
exterior surface with a ground plane between. Both antenna planes contain an array of
antenna elements (dipoles). Arrays on the feed side are electrically connected to subarrays
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on the target side by delay lines as shown in Fig. 3-10. Structural details of the resulting
passive phased array configuration are described in Ref. 1-1. The gore is the most complex
structural component of the antenna. The three layers, the hinge beams, the springs in the
antenna planes and small material gauges used, impose burdens on both design and manu-
facturing activities. Therefore, we have considered two gore alternatives during the current
phase of the study with the objective of simplifying the design. Both designs use slot arrays
instead of dipoles and eliminate the requirement for minihinges between planes.
3.2.4.1 Aluminum Foil Three-Plane Gore
The main view of Fig. 3-11 shows a portion of the radiating surface of a phased array
antenna. Parts of three gore sectors are shown near the hub region, with the upper portion
of the hub removed for clarity. Tension lines, attaw..,d to the interior of the drum, pull
against the inner portion of each gore sector. The outer regions of each gore sector are
attached to the rim (not shown). The continuous aluminum foil surface of each antenna plane
is interrupted by a series of dumbbell shaped slots, the radiating elements of this antenna.
The slots are arranged in a rectangular pattern, .7X by .7X (5.9 by 5.9 inches), where-
ever enough material exists on a gore sector to provide a complete slot. Approximately
340,000 slots fill a 100-meter diameter antenna. The patterns are parallel for all gore
sectors. On the center gore sector of the view shown, the slot pattern is parallel to the
centerline (axis of symmetry) of the gore. As the gore sector widens, additional lines of
slots are added, leaving a wide strip of continuous aluminum foil on either side of the
central line of slots. These strips provide a load path from the hub area to the rim for this
gore sector. However, for the gore sector which is at a 45-degree angle to the center gore
sector, there are no continuous foil strips to carry tension from the hub region to the rim.
Consequently, aluminum edge strips are provided on all gore sectors as the primary tension
path. The lowest cost edge-strip arrangement utilizes a straight edge line from hub to rim.
However, the edge lines of Fig. 3-11 are a series of intersecting straight lines which ap-
proximate the shape of the widest possible gore sector (for a separation distance between
antenna planes of 2.5 inches). This was done to display the maximum number of slots
within the confines of this drawing; i.e. , to minimize the number of slots which are lost
because they intersect an edge. To utilize this edge shape, compression carrying members
(battens) are required between the symmetric edge kick points. The splice strips shown on
the main view of Fig. 3-11 do not perform this function. They are only a manufacturing aid.
The splice strips are shown as discontinuous to reinforce the viewpoint that the deployed
shape of a gore sector is determined by the interaction of environmental effects and tension
in the edge members. Edge-member strain induces tensile strain in the 0.0005-inch thick
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foil surfaces, which has no significant compression carrying capabitty. Since compression
cannot be carried in the foil, it wil l. wrinkle. The expected static shape is analogoIXE to a
tension field beam, with diagonal tension in the foil pulling against the edge strips, causing
them to bow inward in the plane of the antenna. This expected deviation from a flat surface
is seen as acceptable when tolerance requirements are considered. The average (1 sigma)
tolerances permitted on the location of a slot (for the more stringent radiometry and radar
applications), at an operating frequency of 1.4 UHz, are *0.25 inches radial and f2.6 inches
axial. Another argument which points to the conclusion that antenna plane surface wrinkles
are benign is that, for a constant level of tension in the surface, the position-changes which
result from tension wrinkLng are constant bias errors. If they become significant, they can
be compensated for in a variety of ways. The weight of the three aluminum foil planes, with
transmission line cards, splice strips, edge strips and simulated T/R modules, is
approximately 2500 pounds.
The drum diameters shown in the main view of Fig. 3-11 are typical of the smallest
diameters possible for an antenna of this type. The smallest wrapping circumference (52-
inch drum diameter) is based upon choices made for the following parameters: number of
gore sectors, axial clearance between adjacent wrapped gore sectors, width of gore edge
strips and the separation distance between depl- ,fed antenna planes. The largest diameter
on the tapered drum 157. Vr inches) is determined by the minimum drum diameter, average
gore thickness and the maximum diameter of the deployed antenna. Average gore thickness
is sirongly influenced by the thickness, width and number of T/R modules. This design
assumed a 2 by 2 subarray arrangement and a T/R module thickness of 0. 125 inches.
View Z-Z (Fig. 3-11) shows some of the gore tensioning and deployment mechanisms
attached to the middle of the drum as well as several differ-nt positions of the inner portion
of a gore. The upper and lower planes of the three layer gore are antenna planes with dumb-
bell shaped slots. The central gound plane is solid aluminum foil (0.0005 inches thick) and
supports the simulated T/R modules. (The T/R modules are not needed for a passive boot-
lace array. However, simulated modules have been included to reproduce dynamic behavior
of an active phased array and to simulate: actual packaging during gore wrapping on a drum).
The corresponding slots in each antenna plane are connected by a Z-shaped transmission line
card which is similar to the one described for the two-plane gore configiration (subsection
3.2.4.2). The top and bottom tabs of the Kapton Z are bonded to the antenna planes. This
provides an RF coupling path between the copper transmission lines and the centers of the
dumbbell slots. A rectangular hole is provided in the ground plane to permit a transmission
line card to pass through without shorting an RF signal. In the main view of Fig. 3-11, the
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orientations of transmission line cards are perpendicular to the axis of symmetry (CL) of
each gore sector, and not perpendicular to the axis of symmetry of the dumbbell slots. For
a gore sector at 90 degrees to the central one in Fig. 3-11, each tab on the Z is slit down
the center. One half tab on both top and bottom are folded 180 degrees before bonding to
form a shape that resembles an 1-beam cross-section. This is done to maintain an RF
coupling at the centers of the dumbbell slots while permitting the cards to offer minimum
stiffness and apparent thickness during wrapping on the drum. The transmission line cards
also perform a secondary structural function. During orbital operations, all surfaces of a
gore will have the same electrostatic charge polarity. Consequently, repulsive forces on
the order of 10 -7 psi are expected. The cards are relatively stiff in tension, and aid in
maintaining gore flatness.
The principal technique for maintaining gore shape is tension applied through a gore
spreader. The inner end of each antenna plane is attached to a gore spreader with three end
fittings which are capable of rotating about their connecting pin (Fig. 3-11, main view). In
view Z-Z, the gore spreader is shown slightly rotated at the "sun normal position. " In
this position, the sun has heated the lower antenna plane to about 68° F. The upper plane is
heated by the earth and radiation from the ground plane to about 37° F. The gore spreader
has rotated to accommodate the length differences between the two antenna planes. Length
changes in the ground plane are compensated by a pair of ground plane springs (view W-V).
The largest gore length change occurs when the antenna is immersed in earth shadow and
a gravity vector is parallel to the antenna plane. Under these conditions , all three planes
are at the same temperature (-300° F), and the lower antenna plane has moved 9.2 inches to
the earth shadow position shown in view Z -Z .
To retrieve (returl) a deployed antenna, stay forces are increased until the rim tubes
rotate about their pivots and the entire rim moves radially inward. The gores are main-
tained under tension by a long-stroke, low spring-rate spring system on the inside of the
drum (view V-V). The springs restrict operational gore tension variations to 10%. They
have oeen sized to apply a total of 5 pounds of force to each gore sector. As retrieval
progressPc,
 from the "earth shadow" position, the two probes on each end of a gore spreader
(see main view) encounter two conical surfaces (engagement cones) on a spreader drive (see
views Z-Z and X-X). The spreader drive probes are forced into the engagement cones by
the geometry of gore tension lines; the shape of the opening in the spreader drive (see
view X-X - the kidney shaped opening) which is shown is -c ►.ematic only. Four tension lines
are used for each antenna plane, for redundancy. In the event of failure of one tension line
it is important to have at least one remaining gore tension line on each side of the gore
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centerline. As the rim continues to move radially inward, the gore spreader is pulled into
its retrieved position within the spreader drive (see view Z-Z), and the gore becomes slack.
A gore rotation drive, consisting of redundant electric motors, three gear meshes and two
power transmission paths composed of pushrods and drive cranks, is used to rotate the gore
spreaders 90 degrees. Part of the power transmission path is shown in view V-V (Fig. 3-11).
Drive cranks are fastened to each spreader drive. The upper pushrods and universal joints
connect every other spreader drive until a closed loop is formed around the drum for 16
spreader drives. A similar closed loop is formes' of the lower pushrods and universal
joints. For rotrieval, both the upper and lower loops move to the right (in view V-V, from
deployed position to launch position). This produces opposite-sensed rotation on adjacent
gores (to correspond with the opposite-sensed rotation of adjacent rim members) as the
spreader drives rotate within the pivot housing. Redundant rotation bushings (view Z-Z)
nre used to accommodate this rotation. After completion of the 90-degree rotation, the
drum N rotated about its centerline unt±1 the edges of the gores are maw -: it by the
stationary rim. As this occurs, the antenna planes and geound plane rotate PO degrees with
respect to the gore spreader and lie flat against one another. Rim retrievr.i and drum
rotation are resumed with tension in gore edge strips. The tapered surfs V of the aluminum
drum (view Z-Z) is completely covered with a thin (e.g. , 0.002 inches) adhesive transfer
tape (e.g. , silicone, acrylic neoprene). As the tapered gore sectors are wound on the
tapered drum, the inuier (upper in view Z-Z) surface of all edge strips on all antenna planes
and ground planes adhere to the drum. This adhesive attachment of edge strips to the drum
is the load path for gore loads during launch and re-entry. An adhesive with 90-psi shear
strength permits this attachment technique to withstand 100-g and higher launch accelerations,
By designing small clearances (e.g. , 1,18 inch) between wrapped edge strips, the foil surfaces
of the gores are prevented from contacting the adhesive drum surface. The peel strength of
these adhesives is approximately 85 ounces per inch of width. This implies that gore tension
of approximately 4 pounds will be required to deploy the antenna from the launch configuration.
3.2.•1.2 Graphite/Epoxy Two-Plane Goie
Figure 3-12 shows a different technique for implementing a bootlace phased array
antenna at 1. 4 Gliz. The main view displays part of an antenna plane whose radiating
elements are rectangular slots in a continuous RF conducting surface. The slots are
arranged in the same rectangular pattern as the antenna, (Fig. 3-11), 5.9 inches by 5.9
inches. '1'he gore is composed of only two planes. Both are antenna planes. One receives
energy from the feed and the other radiates energy to the target. The principle RF con-
nection between the two planes is a transmission line card. A distinctive feature of this
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design is the absence of a ground plane, whose normal function is to isolate the radiated
energy of one plane from the other. A powerful technique for isolating the feed and target
sides is to build the two antenna planes with their slot patterns at 90 degrees to each other.
Thus, the polarized energy from a feed slot would not excite the oppositely polarized target
slot. A disadvantage of having the two slot patterns orthogonal is that it increases the number
of riots whose shape extends beyond the edge of a gore sector (see main view of Fig. 3-12).
ibis reduces the number of radiating elements and may disturb the radiation pattern.
The principle structure of the antenna surface is a woven and cured graphite epoxy
(GR/EP) cloth (see detail D, Fig. 3-12). Ninety percent of the graphite fibers are
longitudinal. The remaining 10% are in the transverse direction (i.e. , perpendicular to
the gore). The inside surface has a thin film of aluminum (on the order of 3 x 10 -5 inches)
to protect the GR/EP from the degradation produced by ultra violet light. To conduct RF
energy, the outer radiating surface thickness is chosen as 3 skin thicknesses. For 1.4 GHz
energy, this implies an aluminum thickness of 0.00028 inches. Consequently, a likely
outer surface is 0.3-mil aluminum sheet, bonded to the GR/EP substrate. The GR/EP cloth
is fabricated in 36-inch widths. An overlap joint 1/8-inch wide, will be ased to form the
gore sectors (which are 32 feet wide at the rim). The upper edges of each plane (view Z-Z)
are bonded to Velcro edge tapes. These tapes provide a load path to the drum, which is
covered with a Velcro surface, during launch and re-entry. The rectangular holes (slots) go
completely through each antenna plane. They produce the only region of unprotected GR./EP
(the perimeter of the slot) on the antenna. The weight of the two GR/EP planes, including
edge tapes and transmission line cards, is approximately 4000 pounds. The cost of pur-
chasing and curing the graphite epoxy material is approximately $320,000 per antenna
(assuming a quantity price of $80 per pound, and allowing for wastage).
Tension is maintained in each gore sector by four springs which fit inside the gore
spreader (views A-A and C	 Fig. 3-12). Compact, low-rate springs are possible because
the extremely low thermal expansion characteristics of the GR/EP cloth restrict the con-
traction of the gore to 0. 11 inches. When rim position changes are considered, the maximum
motion of the inner (hub) end of a gore sector from operational temperature changes is 0.06
inches. This points out a significant advantage of GR/EP gore's for antennas with stringent
tolerances on the radial position of radia'_:i.g elements. For this 1.4 GHz design, an
advantage of GR/EP is a very simple gore tensioning and rotation system. The gore
spreader is permanently attached to the pivot housing (view A-A), with freedom of rotation
provided by a hearing (and a bushing as a backup). A crank is fastened to the gore spreader.
The same system of motors, gears, pushrods and universal joints (view B-B) is used to
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produce 90-degree gore rotations as was described for the 3-layer aluminum gore. gibe
upper left region of the main view of Fig. 3-12 shows how the gores wrap over the gore
spreaders and other gores during retrieval after the drum has started rotating.
The arrangements of two different transmission lines are displayed in view E-E
Fig. 3-12. The length of transmission line required for a card is a function of the card's
radial distance from the centerline of the antenna, since that radius determines the RF path
length from feed to shot. For these Modulo 2 antennas, any radial location is selected for
the minimum length transmission line ( 0), and a reference RF path length is determined
by the difference between the RF path length at this location and the reference path length,
divided by the operating wavelength ( X ). This produces a quotient, N-n where N is an
integer and n is the fractional part of a wavelength. To produce an in-phase planar wave-
front, the length of transmission line required at this location is (n A + Lo) . The longest
length of transmission line (approximately o + X ) is shown on the left side of view E-E.
Each path is formed of 2-mil copper, 1/16 inch wide. The two paths on each card are
separated by a 1/16-inchwide gap. The structure which supports and isolates these paths
is 1-mil Kapton, bent into a Z shape. The weight of 340,000 of these transmission line
cards is approximately 260 pounds.
As the gore sectors are wrapped around the drum, the interior antenna planes on each
gore sector lose tension and become slack between the drum and rim while the exterior
antenna planes are under constant tension. This occurs because the exterior planes are
always wrapped over a larger diameter - the drum diameter plus the thickness of the
interior plane and transmission line cards. For a given amount of drum rotation, the
larger diameter creates a longer circumference. Consequently, the quantity of "excess"
interior antenna plane progressively increases with the number of drum revolutions
required for retrieval. Tension in the exterior plane forces the Velcro edge strips on the
interior plane to adhere to the Velcro coverad drum during retrieval in space. For ground
preparation prior to launch, tension can be manually applied to the interior planes. The
effect of buckling of the "excess" interior planes is shown in Fig. 3-13. The elastically
buckled interior plane applies a load on the order of 2.25 pounds to its attachment fitting
on the rim tube. The buckled shape is trapped between the tensioned exterior plane of
its gore sector and that of an adjacent gore sector.
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3.3 DESIGN ANALYSES
3.3.1 STATIC/UYNAMIC ANALYSIS
in a previous activity, a structural analysis was conducted of a free-flying 100-meter
diameter lens antenna at geostationary orbit (Pef. 3-1 and 3-2). Static, buckling, modal
v!brations and thermal stress analyses indicated that the structural design would satisfy
performance requirements in tho zero-gravity space environment. In addition, dynamic
analysis was conducted to determine the impact of disturbance torques on structural
performance. The major disturbances were varying solar pressure and the satellite's
attitude control system. The antenna structure was modeled using a finite element system
to describe the reference. structures for gores, rim, hub, and extendible feed mast. The
largest computed dynamic; motions are summarized in Fig. 3-14. Gore errors are very
small when compared with allowable errors at 1.4 GHz (approximately 0. 25 inch rms in the
radial direction and 2.5 inches rnw in the axial direction). Feed position errors at the end
of a 250-meter long mast are also trivial.
As part of this study, these analyses were expanded in two areas. First, static
analyses of the antenna were conducted for the two alternative gore configurations described
in subsection 3.2.4. (The original analysis assumed the baseline three-layer gore structure).
Results obtained indicated that pre-tension loads in both configurations had to be increased
to achieve the desired frequency for the lowest mode. Second, the dynamic behavior of
the shuttle-attached antenna was studied. As a result of this initial analysis it was deter-
mined that the antenna could be controlled within required pointing accuracies for different
maneuvers by using the vernier thrusters available on the orbiter without exciting severe
mechanical vibration. It was assumed that orbiter thruster firing logic could be re-
programmed to accomplish this task. As an additional resuit of the analysis, information
was derived to size the mast.
3. 3. 1. 1 Static Analysis
Two different gore configurations for the 100-meter diameter antenna were con-
sidered. The first consisted of three planes, all made of aluminum, and the second utilized
two planes made of graphite epoxy. For both, 32 triangular sectors made tip the full
circular gore.
A finite clement model was used for the analysis of the three-plane aluminum gore.
Stresses due to the pre-tension loads were determined as well as natural frequencies and
mode shapes. Hand computations were used to check the lowest bending mode. For the
graphite epoxy gore, only hand computations were employed to obtain the natural frequencies.
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The analyses indicated that the pre-tension loads in both configurations had to be
increased to obtain the desired frequency for the lowest mode.
Three-Plane Aluminum Gore - The three planes of this design are structurally
identical. They are made of 0.0005-inch aluminum sheet bounded by edge tapes, as shown
in Fig. 3-15. Simulated modules are placed on the middle plane (ground plane), which
greatly increase the weight of this plane. The three planes act independently since there
are no minihinges interconnecting the planes as in other designs. There are only the trans-
mission lines connecting the planes which are not considered structural.
The pre-tension loads are applied at the apex of each triangular sector as shown in
Fig. 3-15. These loads provide the out-of-plane stiffness of the triangular membranes.
The finite element model which was used in both the static and vibration analyses is shown
in the top part of Fig. 3-16. Quadrilateral and trtaingular membrane elements were used to
model the triangular sector, with bar elements along the edges to model the edge tapes.
The average radial and tangential stresses in the ground plane with a 3-pound tension load
at the apex are shown in Fig. 3-17. The results obtained with edge tapes having cross-
sectional area five times larger are also plotted. Note that there is some oscillation in
the tangential stress near the apex of the sector. This oscillation is due to the coarse finite
element grid in this area.
In order to obtain the frequencies and mode shapes of the ground plane under the pre-
tension load, the mass of the structure must be computed. This is made up of the weight of
the aluminum sheet and edge tapes which is equal to 19.08 pounds, and the weight of the
10,625 simulated modules, each of which weighs 0.012 pounds, giving a total weight of
146.58 pounds. Assuming this mass to be uniformly distributed on the ground plane sector,
the two lowest frequencies and mode shapes are shown in Fig. 3-16. Note that the lowest
mode involves twisting of the sector while the second is a bending mode, and that the
frequencies are close.
A similar analysis was performed for the dipole plane. Here the weight is the weight
of the aluminum sheet and edge tapes only, and a tension load of 1.5 pounds at the spex
was used. The two lowest modes are shown in Fig. 3-18. The modes are the same its
those for the ground plane but have frequencies about double those of the ground plane.
Hand computations can be used to check the frequency of the bending mode, by em-
ploying the formula for the first frequency of a string with uniform mass:
f =	 p ( 2 1 )
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where T is the tension, p is the mass per unit length and L is the length of the string.
Using this formula gives
f = 0.0317 cps	 for the ground plane
f = 0.0621 cps	 for the dipole plane
which agree very well with the values obtained from the finite element analysis.
These frequencies are, however, too cl-)se to the frequency of the second bending mode
of the entire antenna. It is desirable to increase these frequencies of the ground plane and
the dipole planes to 0. 1 cps. This can be accomplished by increasing the tension in the
ground plane to 30 pounds and the tension in the dipole plane to 6 pounds. This would in-
crease the compression load in the rim of the antenna which would cause the rim to buckle
if it exceeded the critical load. The compressive load in the rim due to the gore tensions is:
P_(2(6)+30) x1068
= 214 lb
385
Considering the rim to be a ring on an elastic foundation (stays), the critical load is
given by
Pcr = 2 kEl
The rim and the stays have the following properties:
Rim	 Stays
D = 4.25 in.	 A=0.01
t = 0.005 in.	 E=16x106 in. 2
E - 16 x 106 p.,	 L = A1E80 in.
I = 0.3 in. 4	 k=	 =81
L
kz = 81 (sin 5.25' 	 0.7
kz = 0.0018385
P r - 2 V	 18 x 16 x 106 x 0.3 = 186 lb
Since the compressive load in the rim exceeds the critical to A, the rim would buckle.
By increasing she rim thickness and the cross-sectional area of the stays, P 
r 
could be
increased substantially so that the rim would be stable. For example doubling both the rim
thickness and the stay cross-sectional area would double Pcr.
a
3-.',0
Two-Plane Graphite Epoxy Gore - The two-plane graphite epoxy gore consists of two
structurally independent and identical planes. The construction is actually a sandwich with
a 0.0025-bieh GR/EP core bounded by a 0.00003-inch aluminum layer on one side and a
0.00028-inch aluminum layer on the other. There are no simulated modules on this design,
hence the weight is due only to the structure which is 63.5 pounds. Assuming a 2-pound
tension load applied at the apex and using the formula for the vibrations of a uniform string,
gives
f = 0.039 cps
which again is too low. It is necessary to raise the tension load to 13 pounds in each plane
to attain a frequency of 0. 1 cps. This would result in a compressive load of 133 pounds
in the rim.
3.3.1.2 Dynamic Analysis
Description of the Problem - The 100-meter diameter antenna is attached to the space
transportation system (STS) by a relatively flexible deployable mast as shown in Fig. 3-19.
'Me first problem selected for study was the dynamic response of the system while it is
maintaining a constant inertial attitude (within an allowable error of f5 degrees) in the first
quarter of the 350-nautical mile orbit as shown in Fig. 3-20. The aerodynamic, gravity-
gradient and solar-radiation pressure torques are additive in this quarter of the orbit;
therefore :
 the total environmental torque reaches its maximum value in this region. The
STS attitude thrusters do not fire in couples, and the largest control torque, exerted by the
vernier thruster is :39,800 inch-pounds developed when the two 25-pound forward thrusters
fire to couateract the environmental torque. This control tcrque is over 60 times as large as
the maximwn envircnmental torque of 649 inch-pounds. For these reasons, the pulsing of
the forward pitch jets is expected to result in the most severe vibration in the indicated
quarter of the orbit.
"Ib simplify the investigation, only motion in the plane of the orbit was considered.
While the investigation does not address some of the complex questions concerned with out-
of-plane motion, it does t-reat the basic control/vibration problem for the region and attitude
orientation in which the loads are a maximum. It would appear That if the mast is sized for
this conrtition, it will be adequate for the other required maneuvers.
The second problem selvvted fir study was to point the boresight toward a desired
position near a target satellite located down-range so that far-field pattern measurements
could be made. The desired position changes uniformly with time at the rate of 10
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Fig. 3-20 Satellite in Orbit
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beamwidths (1.47 degrees) per quarter orbit, and the desired pointing accuracy was a maxi-
mum total peak-to-peak oscillation of one beamwidth (0. 147 degree). This maneuver was
designed to demonstrate the ability to perform precision pointing while clewing. As in the
previous problem, only motion in the plane of the orbit was considered.
Summary - The results of this study are based on an idealization which employed a
rigid antenna and STS connected by a flexible mast. The study was conducted for the inertial
attitude-hold phase of the mission and for a maneuver that combined precision pointing with
s lewing.
The cap members of the deployable mast were sized to withstand the stresses resulting
from vibration excited by the control thrusters. The mast is graphite/epoxy; it has three
longerons located at the vertices of its triangular cross section, 14. 75 inches from the
cross-section center. The longerons are tubes with a 0.442-inch OD and a 0.081-inch wall.
In the first simulation of the attitude-hold maneuver, control pulses that were obtained
from a rigid-body control analysis were applied to the STS as a function of time. The maxi-
mum pointing error (ep in Fig. 3-21) was 1.2 degrees from the desired attitude, which was
well within the f5- degree requirement. The maximum deflection b in Fig. 3-21 was 90
inches. While this may seem large, the mast was not overstressed. The longeron cross-
section, specified above, was designed to prevent local buckling during these vibrations with
a safety factor of two, and in addition, to provide the desired mast cross-sectional moment
of inertia (I = 30 in. 4).
Next, a control law was developed to simultaneously control the attitude and the
flexible vibrations. This control law is a function of the predetermined vibration modes of
the system. A coupled control-system flexible-vehicle simulation indicated that during the
attitude-hold maneuver, the pointing error could be reduced to 0.24 degree from the desired
position, and the maximum excursion b could be reduced to 15 inches. Further performance
improvements may be achievable by optimizing the parameters of the control law; however,
because of budget and schedule limitations, it was not possible to do this under the present
contract.
A simulation was then conducted to demonstrate precision pointing while slewing,
using the combined attitude/vibration control law. The total peak-to-peak pointing error
was only 0.028 degree, which was well within the desired value of 0. 147 degree. The maxi-
mum elastic deflection of the feed relative to the drum centerline was 1. 7 inches.
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While only the 100-meter diameter antenna was studied, the 50-meter diameter
antenna system should be even easier to control since it should be more rigid, (i.e. , it
would have a higher fundamental vibration frequency), and the environmental loads on the
smaller system would be substantially lower.
Configuration and Idealization - The configuration and mass properties used are shown
in Fig. 3-19. The antenna and STS, when unattached by the deployable mast, are expected
to be relatively rigid; i.e. , they are expected to have natural vibration frequencies that
are high relative to the first two bending -mode frequencies of the coupled structure. Con-
sequently, in this first investigation, the antenna and STS are assumed to be rigid bodies
while the mast is assumed to be flexible. Alst, , Gince the mass of the mast is small relative
to the masses of the antenna and STS, the mass of the mast is neglected.
The STS contains the vernier thrusters shown in Fig. 3-19. Each thruster can apply
a force of 2 5 pounds. These thrusters do not apply couples to the vehicle; e.g. , to pitch the
nose up, both forward pitch thrusters fire in the X 3 direction producing the desired rotation
as well as an undesired translation in the -X 3 direction. The yaw thrusters are located
only in the aft section of the STS and produce roll in addition to yaw and translation because
they are not located in a plane containing two principle axes of the combined system. How-
ever, this first study is confined to a pitch -plane analysis only; consequently three-axis
coupling is not addressed.
Vibration Modes - It can be shown that the eigenvalue problem for the free vibrations
can be written so that w 2 /EI is the eigenvalue, where w is the vibration frequency, E is
the modulus of elasticity and I is the cross-sectional moment of inertia of the mast. Further-
more, E and I do not appear elsehwere in the equations. Consequently, w 2 /EI is a con-
stant for each mode 0), regardless of the stiffness EI of the mast, and the mode shapes are
also independent of EI. This simplification occurs because the tip masses (STS and
antenna) are assumed to be rigid.
The mast is assurr. A to be graphite/epoxy with a modulus of E = 16 x 10 6 psi. Then
the bending frequencies are
	
1 = 0.01480 Vf I rad/sec	 (1)
	
w,^ = 0.05364 vf I rad/sec	 (2)
where I is expressed in in. 4 . The bending mode shapes are tabulated in Fig. 3-22. These
mode shapes and the coefficients in equations (1) and (2) were obtained from a NASTRAN
modal analysis for a system with I = 1.494 in. 4 and were then validated for a system with
I = 100.0 in.4.
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Fib. 3-22 Bending Mods Shapes
COORDINATE MODE SHAPE
RIGID-BODY
ROTATION FIRST BENDING SECOND BENDING
u l 5.970X103 3.218X103 2.166X10-3
e l 6.091 X 10-5 -9.868 X 10-6 -2.166 X 10-5
u 2 -0.2376 -0.1281 -0.08678
0 2 8.091 X 10-5 1.107 X 10'4 -3.310 X 10-4
NOTE: MODE SHAPES ARE NORMALIZED TO UNIT MODAL MASS
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Environmental Loads - A subroutine was prepared to generate the aerodynamic,
gravity-gradient and solar-radiation forces and torques on the antenna and the STS. Equations
for both the aerodynamic lift and drag were based on Ref. 3-3 and 3-4. The density used
was 5.6 x 10 -15 s lugs /ft 3 which includes the maximum deviation listed in Ref. 3-5 for the
350-nautical mile orbit.
Equations for the solar-pressure normal and shear Stresses were based on Ref. 3-6.
Perfectly diffuse emission was assumed. This condition occurs when the rays are reflected
by dull surfaces and results in the highest shear stress.
Equations for the gravity-gradient forces and torques were extracted from Ref. 3-7.
These equations also include the effect of orbital rotation.
The variation of the environmental torques with time is shown in Fig. 3-23 for the
satellite in the fixed inertial attitude indicated in Fig. 3-20. The solar torque is not shown
since it remains constant. The largest values are
aerodynamic	 -440 inch-pounds
gravity gradient	 -200 inch-pounds
solar radiation	 -16.0 inch-pounds
These values occur at different times. The largest total environmental torque is -649
inch-pounds.
Rigid-Body Control !,am , - A common control law for on-off thrusters is based on
switching curves as shown in Fig. 3-24. In this illustration there is no disturbance torque.
The error a is the difference between the actual attitude of the vehicle and the desired
attitude, and the curves shown are the vehicle performance in the error, error-rate phase
plane. In the right-hand region a negative control torque is exerted. Since the control
torque is constant, motion with constant angular acceleration occurs and the a versus a curve
is parabola. As soon as the right switching curve is reached, the thrusters are turned off,
and the system drifts through the dead band. The switching curves are parabolas that are
programmed into the control law. When the left switching curve is reached, other thrusters
are turned on to exert a positive control +orque. As the control continues, the error and
error rate spiral into the origin.
Figure :3-25, view A indicates the performance in the presence of the environmental
torque for small errors. Since the environmental torque varies little during one control-
system oscillation, it may be regarded as a constant for the present discussion. The
trajectories of Fig. 25, view A are therefore parabolas, and they spiral into the point on
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Fig. 324 Performance of Rigid-Body Control Law in Absence of Disturbance Torque
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Fig. 3.25 Performance of Rigid-Body Control Law in Presence of Environmantd Torque
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the left dead band where e = -e DB and e = 0. Th= period of oscillation is given very closely
by the equation*
T
T - TCtPE
where T  is the contrcl torque, T  is the environmental torque, and t  is the pulse time.
The negative sign is needed because T  and T  are of opposite sign. When the spirals
be.,ome smaller, tp , and therefore r , becomes smaller and the frequency becomes larger
and larger. Consequently, to prevent exciting structural instability resulting in severe
elastic vibrations, it is necessary to limit the control frequency so that it remains sufficiently
lower than the first vibration frequency. A simple way of accomplishing this is by intro-
ducing a minimum pulse time. The phase plane curves will then spiral into the limit cycle
shown in Fig. 3-25, view B.
If the minimum pulse time is set equal to a constant, it rrust be sized so that the
smallest control period (which, in accordance with equation (3), occurs when 
I 
T  I is at
its maximum value) is significantly longer than the period of the lowest-frequency
vibration mode. In this way coupling with the elastic modes, leading to large vibration
and possible instability, is avoided. However, when I T 
	 is lower than the maximum, T
increases, and the rigid-body oscillations into the dead-band region also increase. Con-
sequently, a larger dead band is required, or a significant amount of inefficient pulsing will
occur to rotate the vehicle back and forth across the dead band. To reduce the oscillations,
and thereby avoid this situation, it is assumed that the minimum pulse time is varied t.
accordance with equation (3) to maintain the control period T as a constant at its minimum
allowable value; i.e. , from equation (3)
0.040 sec
TE
tp = larger of -
TC
where the 0.040** sec cut off is limited by the STS hardware. This scheme requires the
measurement of TE , or alternatively a E , the angular acceleration caused by the environ-
mental torque, which is multiplied by the moment of inertia to obtain TE.
*The equation is exact when the switching curve is a vem cal line; therefore, for the
parabolic switching curves, the s^•quvtlon b?comeP n ►ore accurate as the spirals become
smaller.
"Note: 0.080 sec minimum burn time constraint v:as identified after analysis was
completed.
(3)
(4)
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Selection of Mast - The flexible vibration periods for the first two bending modes were
computed from equations (1) and (2) and are presented in Fig. 3-26 as a function of the beam
cross-sectional moment of inertia. To limit the control-system coupling with flexible
vibration, the control system period (listed in the table as the rigid-body period) was
selected as 4.3 times the first-mode bending period. An integer multiple was not selected
so that one of the higher harmonics of the Fourier series describing the pulse would not be
equal to the first bending period.
A rigid-body control analysis was then performed to determine the maximum total
oscillation that would occur in the presence of the total environmental torque shown in
Fig. 3-23. To perform this analysis, closed form solutions were developed for the maxi-
mum peak-to-peak attitude oscillation, 0 TOT , based on the limit cycle shown in Fig. 3-25,
view B. A 2C/( safety margin was added so that the system would not drift across the
opposite dead band thereby expending unnecessary fuel. It was assumed that the two 25-
pound vernier jets, which exert a control torque T C of 39,800 inch-pounds, are being pulsed
to counteract the environmental torque. The total vehicle moment of inertia about the
pitch axis passing through the center of mass is required for the calcuiationF and is
2.70 x 10 8 po'urd -inch -sec 2 . The results are tabulated as (1/2) 0 TOT in Fig. 3-26.
Next, the undamped flexible system response to a single control pulse was computed
by obtaining closed-form solutions to the equations of motion. The mast was assumed to be
graphite/epoxy with a modulus of elasticity E of 16 x 10 6 psi. The results include the
flexible contribution to the pointing error e  and the deflection of the feed relative to the
drum centerline a (see Fig. 3-21). The amplitudes of these values in each mode are listed
in Fig. 3-26. To obtain the time-varying response, each amplitude must be multipled by
f sin w it and the results must be added, where w j = 2 -► / r j , the frequency of the cor-
responding mode, and r j is the tabulated modal period.
The required pointing accuracy for the case studied, attitude hold rela'i a to in-
ertially fixed axes, is f5 degrees. This value is needed for the thermal experiments. With
this requirement in mind, the data of Fig. 3-26 was reviewed, and a mast with an I = 30 in.4
was selected for furth r study even though the vibration amplitudes were considerably
higher than those for the heavier, stiffer masts.
Flexible Response for Attitude-Hold Maneuver, Using Rigid-Body Control - The flexible
response of the vehicle in the inertial attitude-hold position shown in Fig. 3-20 was simulated
by numerical integration during the first quarter of the orbit using the NASTRAN computer
program„ The control dynamics were not coupled with the flexible dynamics in this first
simulation; i.e. , the puL:es based on the rigid-body control law were applied to the
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FLEXIBLE RESPONSE TO LARGEST SINGLE
OSCILLATION PERIOD (SEC) CONTROL PULSE
CONTRIBUTION TO BENDINGRIGID BODY
MAST OSCILLATION AMPLITUDE OF VIBRATION
MOMENT OF RIGID FLEXIBLE AMPLITUDE, POINTING ERROR, AMPLITUDE,
INERTIA. I BODY, MODE 1, MODE 2, 1/2 0	 IT eP (DEG) d IIN.1
MODE 1 MODE 2 MODE 1 MODE 2(IN. r rl71 r2 (DEGI
10 577 134 37.0 3.43 1.48 0.0532 246 60.1
20 408 94.9 26.2 1.71 0.742 0.0266 123 30.0
30 333 77.5 21.4 1.14 0.495 0.0177 81.9 20.0
40 289 67.1 18.5 0.857 0.371 0.0133 61.5 15.0
50 258 60.0 16.6 0.686 0.297 0.0106 49.2 12.0
60 236 5+4.8 15.1 0.572 0.247 0.0089 41.0 10.0
70 218 50.7 14.0 0.490 0.212 0.0076 35.1 8.58
80 204 47.5 13.1 0.429 0.186 0.0066 30.7 7.51
91) 192 44.8 12.3 0.381 0.165 0.0059 27.3 6.67
100 183 42.5 11.7 0.343 0.146 0.0053 24.6 6.01
0820-0338
Fig. 3-26 Information Used to Select Mast
c-Z
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flexible vehicle its a function of time. Therefore, rotation of the sensor due to vehicle
flexibility is not accounted for. Only the flexible vibration modes were included in the
simulation; the rigid-body modes were omitted.
The mast dimensions are shown in Fig. 3-27. Each of the three longeron cap members
has an area of 0.09'2 in. and is located on a 14.75-inch radius, providing an I of 30 in.4.
The damping used for each flexible mode use 3T of critical damping. Control pulses were
applied at 333 sec intervals in accordance with the period indicated in Fig. 3-26; the pulse
widths were determined by equation (4) and are listed in Fig. 3-28.
Selected results are shown in Fig. 3-29 through 3-31. Most of the response is
attributable to the first bending mode. Fig. 3-29 shows the deflection b and Fig. 3-30 shows
the flexible contribution to the pointing error e p . Both quantities are defined in Fig. 3-31.
The maximum bending stress in the mast occurred at the STS connection, and the variation
of this stress with time is shown in Fig. 3-31. The magnitudes of the peak values are:
Deflection 6: 89.9 in.
Flexible contribution to e p : 0.00799 rad 0.458 deg
h1ast bending stress: 5, 130 psi
The overall load required to buckle the mast is 338 pounds while the maximum applied load
was only 1.3 pound~. However, if the longerons were solid, they would fail in local buckling.
The local buckling load would be 201 pounds compared with a 471-pound maximum applied
load. To achieve a safety factor of 2 for local buckling, the area moment of inertia of
the 1ongerons was increased by making them hollow tubes with the dimensions shown in
Fig. 3-27.
In addition to the above responses caused by the control thrusters, the environmental
load,ti cause sonic bending of the structure. Since these loads do not vary much during the
78 scr period of the first mode, they may be applied to the structure statically. The
NAS'1'itAN inertia relief option was used to compute this additional bending. The contributions
to d and ce p are 1.27 i n. and 0.00103 rad (0.059 deg), respectively, at the time when the
magnitude of the environmental load is a maximum.
Attitude Central Coupled with Vibration Control - A study was conducted to determine
whether the lwinting error and elastic vibrations could be reduced by modifying the control
law. It w: ►s found that substantially better performance could be achieved by introducing
the flexibility parameters into the control law.
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The control logic is based on minimizing a quantity E, which is the weighted sum of
the energy components; i.e. ,
F:=CRER+CIEI+C2E2	 (5)
where E 1 and E. are the total (potential plus kinetic) energies associated with the two
Y
bending modes, E R is the potential plus kinetic energy associated with the difference in the
error and error rate from their values at the dead band reference point (e.g. , the reference
point is where e = -e DB and A = 0 when a and a are located to the left of left switching curve
of Fig. 25, view A), and C R , C 1 and C2 are weighting coefficients ,hat are constants pro-
grammed into the control law. The average pulsing period r is also a constant predetermined
control parameter.
To illustrate the control logic, it is assumed that a and 6 are in the region of Fig. 3-24
where a positive control torque must be exerted, and that the current time falls within the
nth pulsing interval (e.g. , time = t which is between (n-1) T and r , as illustrated in Fig.
3-32, view A. The projected value of E (E following the pulse) is predicted at time t and at
future times t +A t, t +'2 At, . . . between t and n r in order to determine whether the cur-
rent value is a minimum. If the current projected value of E is a minimum, the thrusters
are pulsed; otherwise the thrusters are not pulsed, and the projections are repeated at a
slightly later time. The pulse widths used in the projections are based on the curves
shown in Fig. 3-32, view B. For clarity, only the left switching curve is shown. The
lower portion of the switching curve is based on ac  the angular acceleration due to the
control torque, the phase plane trajectory is based on the current value of a E , the angular
acceleration due to the environmental torque, and the upper portion of the switching curve is
based on (1 + E ) a  where a is a small quantity ( e = 0.05 was used in the current work).
Projected pulse widths are based on the alternative trajectories during pulsing at t, t - A t,
t + 2A t, etc. , where A t is a pre-specified control parameter.
The current values of a and 6 are needed, but are not directly measurable because of
the vibrations. In addition, the bending modal displacements f 1 and 1 2 and their
derivatives are needed. Simple expressions have been derived to determine these quantities
indirectly from measurements of b , B1' 0 1 - 02 (see Fig. 3-21), and the derivatives of
these quantities. These expressions as well as the expressions used to project E, are a
function of the vibration frequencies (equations (1) and (2)) and the mode shapes (Fig. 3-22).
The expressions to project E are also simple and are based on the following assumptions:
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• Damping is neglected
• The thrusts act as impulses*
• Static deformations caused by the environmental loads are neglected**
The effects of these assumptions are included in the simulations of the motion that will be
described.
The main parameters that can be adjusted to tune the control law are r , C R , C1,
and C 2 . An advantage of this control law is that the average pulsing period r can be
decreased to tue period of the first bending mode r 1 , thereby decreasing the pointing error
(with the rigid-body, control law r = 4.3 r 1 was recommended) while minimizing the
elastic vibration. A further decrease in r will result in additional improvement in the
pointing accuracy at the expense of additional elastic vibration. However, r cannot be
decreased indefinitely; it must remain well separated from the periods of the higher
vibration modes that are not included in the control law. The values of C 11 C 1 , and C2
can also be varied to trade off pointing accuracy (achieved by increasing C R ) with vibration
reduction (achieved by increasing C 1 and C2).
This control law was added to the Grumman SPACEI2 Computer Program (Ref. 3-8),
and the combined program was checked out. SPACE 12 is used to simulate the controlled
behavior of satellites of any shape by numerically integrating the equations of motion. The
program includes the effects of control-system/elastic-vibration coupling as well as the
nonlinear effects of large rotations.
Attitude-Hold Maneuver, Using Coupled Attitude/Vibration Control - The simulation
of the attitude-hold maneuver described above was repeated using the coupled attitude-
vibration control law. In order to complete the work within the allocated budget and
schedule, it was not possible to adequately explore the effects of varying the control param-
eters. Only two runs were made, one with r = 42 sec and the other with r = 21 sec. The
other control data used are:
C  = 2.0
C 1 = 1.0
C' = 1.0
*It is not too complicated to change this and include the actual pulse shape; however, the
response to impulsive thrusts are an excellent approximation to the actual response in
this problem since the pulse widths are very short relative to the vibration periods of the
modes being controlled.
**It is possible to modify the control law to include this effect.
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E = 0. 05
eD B = 0.0003 rad
tpmth = 0.04 sec (minimum pulse time)
tpmax = 1.0 sec (maximum allowable pulse time)
t = 2.0 sec (intervals at which projections of E are made)
The maximum pulse time is included in the control law to limit the magnitude of flexible
bending. Since the new control law enables pulsing at a higher frequency, it is possible to
use significantly lower pulse widths than those used with the previous control law (see
Fig. 3-28). The numerical-integration time interval used was 0.04 sec. *
Selected results are presented in Fig. 3-33 and 3-34 for the run with c = 42 sec.
Fig. 3-33 shows,the angular deflection of the STS 9 1 and the deflection a of the feed
relative to the drun. r*nterline (see Fig. 3-21). The rigid-body pointing error e, its
rate 6, and the total pointing error e  are shown in Fig. 3-34. There is a nearly vertical
rise in 6 every time a thruster is pulsed; thus verifying the fact that the control loads aiv
nearly impulsive. A history of the thruster pulses is presented in Fig. 3-35. The total
thruster impulse expended, which is proportional to the fuel used during the quarter orbit,
is 660 pound-sec. The peak values of 3 and e  (converted to degrees) that occurred in this
run and the run with r = 21 sec are summarized in Fig. 3-36. For comparison, the results
for the rigid ,-body control of the previous subsection are also presented. It is seen th&t
the use of coupled attitude-vibration control can substantially decrease both the pointing
error and vibration deflection. As was expected, reducing the value of r improved the
pointing accuracy but produced larger elastic vibration. After the effects of varying the
control parameters of this method are fully explored, it may be found that even better con-
trol can be achieved.
Simulation of Precision Pointing and Slewing, Using Coupled Attitude-Vibration Con-
trol - In another maneuver that was considered, the satellite is pointed at a target satellite
located down-range (see Fig. 3-37) so that measurements of the radar -beam far-field
pattern can be made. It was desired to direct the radar beam within a total (peak-to-peak
oscillation) accuracy of one beam width (0. 147 deg at 1.4 GHz). Fortunately the aerodynamic
and gravity-gradient torques are relatively small with the satellite in this orientation; con-
sequently, it is easier to achieve a higher pointing accuracy. It is also required to slew the
satellite approximately ten beamdwidths (or 1.47 degrees) in order to measure the sidelobes.
*In the Runge-Kutta numerical-integration scheme used, thetime interval is split in half and
both a prediction and a correction are made at the half interval and the :ii,al interval. Thus,
the 0.04 sec is equivalent to a finer interval for a cruder algorithm.
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CTHRUSTER TURNS
ON AT TIME
(SEC)
PULSE MOTH.
tt^^
!	 c)
59 0.096
94 0.150
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188 0.320
210 0.274
252 0.541
299 0.183
383 1.000
404 0.827
477 0.369
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561 0.788
610 0.229
882 1.000
700 1.000
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Fig. 3. 35 Pulsing History for Attitude-Hold Mwwuvw, Usin Czii Weed Attitude-
Vibration Control With . - 42 Seconds
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TYPE OF CONTROL MAXIMUM DEFLECTION
OF FEED RELATIVE TO
POINTING ERROR DRUM CENTER LINE(op DEG) (b, IN.)
MINIMUM MAXIMUM MINIMUM MAXIMUM
COUPLED ATTITUDE-VIBRATION -0.24 0.06 -15 7.5
CONTROL WITH r - 42 SEC
COUPLED ATTITUDE-VIBRATION -0.12 0.03 -17.5 9.2
CONTROL WITH r - 21 SEC
RIGID-BODY CONTROL USED -1.2(a) Ib) -90(c) 761c)
FOR FLEXIBLE SYSTEM
(@ 'WAS NOT COMPUTED DIRECTLY. FOR THE PURPOSE OF COMPARISON, THE VALUE WAS
ESTIMATED BY TAKING THE ROOT SUM SQUARE OF THE 1.14 DEG RIGIC-BODY CON-
TRIBUTION FROM FIG 3 .268 THE 0.458-DEG FLEXIBLE CONTRIBUTION OBTAINED FROM
THE SIMULATION OF THE PREVIOUS SUBSECTION
(b)WAS NOT COMPUTED
(c)ADJUSTED FOR DIFFERENT SIGN CONVENTION IN RUNS
0820-0438
Fig. 3-36 Comparison of Results for Different Types of Control During Attitude-
Hold Phase of Mission
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Fig. 3.37 Satellite in Orbit During Precision Pointing While Slowing
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'lb demonstrate the capability of the combined attitude-vibration control law to perform
both the precision pointing and stewing functions in a single simulation, the following
maneuver was postulated:
• Satellite is initially, and nominally, oriented with the mast perpendicular to the
local vertical (see Fig. 3-37); consequently the nominal rotation rate is nose down
in pitch at the orbital rate, w 0 = 0. 00 107 1 rad/sec
• Satellite is slewed relative to orbital angular velocity at constant nose-up pitch rate
Of p = -1.750 x 10 -5 rad/sec (based on 10 beamwidths per quarter orbit); con-
sequently pitch angle command is e c = ( W 0 + (ap)t
• To demonstrate precision pointing, the allowable deviation from 9c is one beam-
width (0. 147 deg, peak-to-peak). This deviation is e  in Fig. 3-21.
in the previous simulation, the attitude-hold maneuver, the location of the center of pressure
(CP) on the STS was not significant since the aerodynamic torque was predominantly
attributable to the pressure exerted on the antenna; however, in the present simulation this
contribution to the total torque is nominally zero. Consequently, while the CP on the STS
could be (and was) previously assumed to coincide with its CM without introducing any
significant error, in the present simulation the location of the CP is significant. It is
assumed to be located 200 inches forward of the STS CM, so that a conservatively large
environmental torque will be generated. A minimum pulse time of 0.080 sec was used
since we were recently notified that this limitation would be a new STS requirement. The
value of T was set at 50 seconds. Except for these values and the attitude orientation
command, the control data are the same as the data for the attitude hold maneuvers.
The pulsing history that occurred during the simulation is presented in Fig. 3-38. It
is seen that only the minimum pulse width of t pmth = 0.080 sec occurs. In accordance with
the control logic, no pulse is applied unless the theoretical required pulse widtb is greater
than tpmin/2. When the theoretical pulse width is between t pmth/2 and tpmin, a pulse of
width tpmin is applied. Since the pulse widths are shorter than those of the previous
simulation, a smaller numerical integration interval, 0.010 sec, was used.
Figure 3-39 shows the rigid-body error e, its rate 6, and the total pointing error ep.
The total pointing error oscillates between 10. 001  deg and -0.027 deg; thus the total peak-
to-peak deviation is 0.0'28 deg which is well within the desired value of 0. 147 deg. The
vibration of the STS relative to the antenna is illustrated in Fig. 3-40. The maximum linear
deflection of the feed relative to the drum centerline is 1.7 inches. I igui.- 3-41 shows the
aerodynamic, gravity-gradient, and total environmental torque components on the satellite.
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Fig. 338 Pulsing History for Precision Pointing While Slaving. Using Combined
Attitude-Vibration Control
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The total torque also includes the contribution caused by solar radiation pressure. The maxi-
mum environmental torque magnitude is only 26 inch--pounds which may be compared with
the 649 inch-pounds that occurred during the attitude-hold maneuver. The total thruster
impulse expended, which is proportional to the fuel used during the quarter orbit, is 40
pound-seconds. This value is considerably lower than the 660 pound-seconds that was
required to counteract the higher torques during the attitude-hold maneuver.
3.3.2 RF ANALYSLS
This part of the study concentrated on the development of analysis tools to predict the
performance of antenna systems (reflectors and lenses) for various mission configurations,
including the scan limitations of flat-faced, space-fed antenna systems for multi-beam
applications. Both the bootlace and zoned lens configurations were evaluated.
It is shown that the scan performance of the systems satisfying the geometric optics
approximation is only limited by the feed placement (geometry) and is independent of the
primary focus compensation method. However, the system bandwidth is affected by the
selected focusing method.
By expanding the aberration function into a power series about the radial direction (in
the plane of the lens), both coma and astigmatism scan limits are evaluated. It is shown that
coma limits the scan performance for short focal length systems while astigmatism limits
the scan performance for long focal length systems. The resultR are shown to be in agree-
ment with previous work on offset reflectors.
The distorted far-field radiation patterns, due to the significant aberration coefficients,
are also evaluated using the principles of Fourier optics (diffraction theory). The gain loss,
beam position shift, sWelobe asymmetry and level change are computed as a function of a
family of feed positions (scan angles) for a given peak aperture edge phase error.
By adapting and modifying a NASA/Langley reflector antenna computer program
(RAPDAT) the far-field radiation patterns of several offset reflector and conventional
parabolic reflector geometries were computed. This allowed the comparison of the far-
field patterns of various feed configurations and verified the use of the simplified Siedel
aberration approximation.
Having evaluated the performance limitations of the system, a design procedure for a
compensating feed array is outlined. The feed array is synthesized (i.e. , the excitations of
a family of nonplanar array elements) such that the projected aperture approximates the
desired illumination function in the least square sense. Since the array element excitation
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coefficients are dependent on the feed location, criteria for optimum feed loci are established.
Even with a complex offset optimurn feed, the displacement scan regime of a flat-faced lens
will at best asymptotically approach the scan capability of the optimum offset reflector.
3.3.2. 1 Summary of Computer Results
There are two sets of systems designs, the reference and limited mission demon-
.
stration systems. These systems are further subdivided into radar, communications and
radiometer applications. The major differences amongthe antenna systems is the focal
length to-diameter ratio and the desired scan performance requirements.
The characteristics of the family of antenna systems considered in the study are sum-
marized in Fig. 3-42. The far field radiation patterns associated with the systems are shown
in Fig. 3-43. The far-field radiation patterns depicted in Fig.. 3-43 for the various mission
scenarios utilized a circularly symmetric corrugated horn feed with the electric field vector
linearly polarized. The horn size was adjusted in each case to make the first sidelobes of
the feed just miss the edge of the reflector.
The off-set feed system far-field radiation patterns show evidence of coma aberration
as expected. Coma is particularly evident in the short focal length systems (limited mission
flight demonstration). However, the primary purpose of the limited mission demonstration
systems is to verify the analytical models by actual measurements. As a matter of fact,
the short focal length systems exaggerate the aberrations with minimum displacement
steering and provide a suitable test bed for the comparison of theory and experiment.
Based upon the simplified theory of primary (Siedel) aberrations, the number of dis-
placement beam positions allowed for 14 dB sidelobes is approximately six. In comparing
Fig. 3-43 (views I and K) for 5 beam positions off-axis, one will note that the first sidelobes
in view K are approximately at 15 dB. This result shows good agreement with theory.
Similar comparisons can be made for the F/D = 0.5 radiometer system which allows 2.25
times more beam positions.
3. 3.2.2 Methodology Used in Calculation of Radiation Patterns
The far-field radiation pattern for the reflector systems (both on-axis fed and offset
geometry) were evaluated using a NASA/Langley developed CDC computer program adopted
to the Grumman IBM/Time Share environment.
The far field pattern computation program, RADPAT, uses equations of geometrical
optics to calculate the reflected electric field using the radiation patterns of the feed and the
parameters defining the reflector surface.
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REFERENCE SYSTEMS LIMITED MISSION = FLNDHT DEMONSTRATION
RADAR COMMUNICATIONS RADIOMETER RADAR COMMUNICATIONS RADIOMETER
A) 71 METER DIA 80 METER DIA 100 METER DIA 100 METER DIA 100 METER DIA 100 METER DIA
FRED: 1.36 GHz FREQ: 0.89 GHz FREQ: 1.4 GHz FREQ: 1.35 GHz FREQ: 1.35 GHz FREQ: 1.4 GHz
PHASE ARRAY F1.6. F4. F1. Fl. F1.5
ON-AXIS FEED, OFFSET PARA- OFFSET PARA- PHASED ARRAY PHASED ARRAY OFFSET PARA-
PHASED STEERED, BOLIC REFLEC- BOLIC REFLEC• FLAT-FACED LENS FLAT-FArFD LENS BOLIC REFLEC-
FLAT-FACED LENS TOR. DISPLACED TOR. DISPLACED BOTH ON-AXIS PHASE BOTH ON-AXi$ TOR, DISPLACED
F1.5. FEED STEERED, FEED STEERED, AND DISPLACED PHASE AND DIS- FEED STEERED.
MULTIBEAM MULTIBEAM FEED STEERED. PLACED FEED
B ► 300 METER DIA SYSTEM PUSH-BROOM STEERED.
FREQ: 3 GHz, SYSTEM.
F1.5.
RADIATION PATTERN RADIATION PAT RADIATION RADIATION PATTERN RADIATION PAT-
ON-AXIS ONLY TERN ON-AXIS PATTERN ON- ON-AXIS AND 0.76 TERN TWO FEEDS,
(FIG. 25) AND 4 DEG OFF- AXIS, 10 DEG DEG OFF-AXIS ON-AXIS AND 1.4
AXIS (16 BW) OFF-AXIS (6 BW) DEG OFF-AXIS(FIG. 26, 27 & 28) (83 BW) AND (FIG. 33, 34 A 35) 1110 BIN) FIG. 36,
50 BW (FIG. 29, 37, 38 a 39)
30.31 & 32)0820.0760
Fig. 3.42 Antenna Systems
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The feed and reflector coordinate systems geometry is depicted in Fig. 3-44. The
i bundle of rays emanating from the feed is mapped via the reflector into the aperture plane
as Fl:Dwn in Fig. 3-45. The reflector can be a paraboloid, an ellipsoid or a sphere. The
ray bundles are obtained by specifying the fzed radiation patf,^rn to fill the reflector and
quantizing the beam into a number of grid spaces of multiple wavelength width in the
aperture plane. The quantized feed pattern information is btored in a three-dimensional
array (see Fig. 3-46) containing E and H field amplitudes and phase information along with
the angular location of the pierce points. The directions of the reflected ray and the point of
intersection of the reflected ray with the aperture plane are also obtained. The magnitude
and phase of the electric field vector is computed at each pierce point with the family of
i
pierce points comprising the aperture distribution. The resultant aperture distribution is
i
integrated numerically over the aperture plane to yield the far field radiation pattern. The
theory of the computer progra y, - is described in (Ref. 3-9 and 3-10).
The most commonly use: alternative formulation is the current distribution method
(Ref. 3-10), where the surface current J s on the reflector is taken to be 2 (A x Hi). Hi is
the incident magnetic field calculated from the feed pattern using geometrical optics, and n
is the unit normal to the reflector surface. This current is then integrated over the
reflector surface to yield the far-field radiation pattern. Common to both methods of
analysis are the following:
• The surface current on the shadow side of the reflector is assumed to be zero
• The discontinuity in the surface current at the edge of the reflector is neglected
• Aperture blockage and direct radiation from the feed are not included. These
approximations commonly restrict the accuracy of the calculations using either
formulation to the main beam and the close -in sidelobes (Ref. 3-11 and 3-12).
The advantage of the method used here is that the integration over the aperture plane
can be performed with equal ease for any feed position and any feed pattern, whereas the
integration over the reflector surface is time-consuming and becomes difficult when the
feed is placed off-axis or when the feed radiation pattern has no symmetry which can be
used to simplify the formulation.
3.3.2.3 Aberration Analysis of the Offset Space-Fed, Constrained, Flat-Faced Lens
A lens is considered fully constrained if the ray paths within the lens are parallel to
the lens axis (Ref. 3-13). The initial analysis of the lens depicted in Fig. 3-47 assumed the
lens to be fully constrained. However, this limitation may be removed. The additional
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degree of freedom then gained could be used to reduce the aberrations due to the flat input
and output lens surfaees. The mathematical formulation of the unconstrained flat-faced lens
is considered later.
In reference to Fig. 3-47, the condition that the phase should be constant along the line
PQ is that the electrical path length LMN should be constant for any possible path through the
lens: the emerging rays )3C and MN are assumed to make an angle S with the lens axis,
also being the angle+ FOF 1 (Ref. 3-13). This condition gives
F'L+ LM+MN = FCC+OR+BC+m	 (1)
where the term ma has been adds ; to allow for the possibility of stepping (Ref. 3-13).
From the geometry of Fig. 3-47, we obtain the expression for the path length error
(alvrration function) when the feed occupies any position F':
F. (x) = b +d (x) + MN - r - d(o) - BC - mA 	 (92)
where d(x) € nd d(o) are the path lengths due to either it bootlace or modulo A zoning within
the lens (i.e. , the refractive index times the lens thickness in a dielectric).
From the geometry of Fig. 3-47 one obtains:
	
.2
	
2	
1;`2
(f + (,a) +
f	 M ml
C
n 1,;
 2 ^ 	 1; .^
	
11
( 1 +1	 +	 / 1	 +1	 -COR 1-1, 21f /	 ]	 M f lf	 i	 (31
where COR P 1 : 1, 2 refers to it correction of the spherical aberration term for the primary
focus, located it 	 f (focal length) away from the lens surface. The correction torm
(COlt i ), i z 1, 2 can be either real time del ay (i = 1) making the unscanned lens infinite
bandwidth for a point source feed at the primary focus using lxxrtlaces, or using a correction
cormslx)nding to modulo A multiple of a wavelength (or module 2 r phase shift) using zoning
(i = 2) (lief. 3-1:3). Since the aberration function is strictly a function of the lens geometry,
the :aberration properties of the flat-fared lens system are independent of the type of primary
focus compensation method (i.e. , lxlotlace or modulo A compensated).
Ileturning to the alxrration function, (3), the bootlace correction is given by:
COlt i :. 1	 rely { 1 ]	 - 1C/ (4)
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while the correction for the zoned Ions is given as (i =2)
C'olt i .y	 1N'T ^-	 + Ct)12i_1_
- f IN'I'I	 i.'Ult i	 1 I	 ('')
In order to examine the significant aberration terms we expand (3) in powers of x:
E x
	
x	 1 x	 os8 - 
cos 36
tang el!V	 (sin8 - cose cane ) +y` -) ^c
	
J
1 jx\ tans + }}.t^.'I'.4 f/cC^'^g	
(6)
'llle stwond term in equation (ti) represents astigmatism and field curvature and the third
term represents txmia. In order to evaluate the effects of the primary aberrations on the
scan limit performance of the leas we examine their effects separately. The amount of
aberration that t• tut be tolerated by the system is limited primarily by the sidelobe levels.
The relatiotlship between the rtns phase error (aberration) and the sidelobe levels in the
far field patterns are established (ltef. 3-14), however, before we examine the two
primary Siodel aberrations (Ref. 3-14) one by one, we plot the total aberration function
(Equation (:3)) as a function of the reciprocal of the focal length to diameter ratio with dis-
plavellient scan angle as it parameter in Fig. 3-48 through 3-52. We note that the alverration
function takes oil 	 values for large scan ankles. As will be shown later, to main-
twin the desired sidelobe levels (approximately 40 dil down) we have to limit the (E/F) to
less than to. 0001, that is, to systems with (F/D) > 2 for scan angles in the neighlx)rhood
of one degi , ve or larger. Of comrse, this is tut oversimplified statement since the scan
ankle limits art y
 also a function of the nunit-we of wavelengths in the aperture.
3,:3.2.4 }nstantanvous ltandwidth Limitations
The bandwidth of it spare-fed zotlec} lens depends oil
	 optical path length differences.
Siticc the zoned loos only rvinoves Modulo X multiples of the path length difference, the
ills tatttalivmw lxlndwidth of the lens is affected by the path length difference (e.g. , equation
(1)), and by the amount of phase scatuling. As it matter of fact, even in the case of the Ix)ot-
lacc correction for an on-:lair; primacy feed, the instantaneous bstndwidth is reduced when
one displacetlivilt stoat's the lens. The instanttuleous btuldwidth of the zoned lens is given by:
S c (f "1))
t)	 l ^ 4 (t l Sill
	 (7)
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where, c is the speed of light, f/D is the focal length to diameter ratio and 0 is the scan
angle.
3.3.2.5 Marechal Tolerance Criterion
In order to estimate the maximum amount of aberration that may be tolerated by a
lens, we resort to diffraction theory. Since we are dealing with a microwave lens rather
than an optical one, there is a significant difference in the amount of gain loss (light loss
in optics) and sidelobe level (high spatial frequency) the microwave system can tolerate.
Therefore, it is important to appropriately modify the criterion established for optics to
satisfy the more stringent requirements of the microwave lens system.
Therefore, one has to be careful in applying a criterion established for optical
systems to low sidelobe lens antennas.
Define the "mean-square deformation" ( A 0 ) 2 of the wavefront either impinging on
the aperture or created by the aperture as:
(,do) _ ^` - (^^)^.	 (8)
The magnitude squared of the far-field radiation pattern can be shown to be reduced by
the phase aberration as
2 
(Om) 2JE (" > 1 - ^2^  ^ 
where 00 is the root mean square departure of the wavefront from the ideal expressed as a
fractional part of a wavelength. Marechal's criterion in optics (Ref. 3-13) allows
IE 12 > 0.8, when I DOI < A/14 and considers an optical system well corrected. In terms of
antenna theory, this condition represents a gain loss of 1 dB. Interpreting this for a
uniformly illuminated linear aperture, an rms phase error of A/14 across the aperture
means a peak phase error at the aperture edge of
	 12 ( A /14) or approximately one-quarter
wavelengths aperture edge error. The corresponding rms sidelobe level is -14 dB. Clearly
this level is not acceptable for low sidelobe performance.
A more desirable tolerance is an rms phase error of X /48. For uniform illumination
the corresponding peak aperture edge phase error is 12 A /48 or approximately a /14. In
this case the gain loss is 0.015 dB and the rms sidelobe level is -35 dB.
It should be pointed out that using other illumination functions, the rms to peak phase
error ratio will be lower than 12.5. Hence, one would expect, on the average, a lower
peak sidelobe level with tapered illumination functions.
(9)
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Using diffraction theory, the effects of the primary Siedel aberrations on the sidelobe
levels can also be directly evaluated. If we define aberration in the system as a measure of
the departure of the phase from the ideal, then corresponding to each primary aberration
term there is a corresponding induced phase error. In the following subsections we-examine
the effects of square law and cubic phase (coma) variation on the far-field radiation patterns.
3.3.2.6 Effects of Square Law Phase Variation
Assume a uniform amplitude distribution and a square law phase variation a (x)
k x2 , -a /2 < x < a/2, over a linear continuous aperture. The far field pattern is given by:
F(6)=
	
	 1 a/z e -j • (x) e  - 2uxsin 0 dx	 (10)
-a/2
To evaluate (10), we expand thd quadratic phase term in a powor series, for k x 2 < A /2,
rather than by the direct use of Fresnel integrals. The exponential terms can be
approximated as:
-jkx2	 2 k 
2 
x 
4
e	 1-jkx -	 +.	 .
2
Substituting (11) into (12) and evaluating the resultant integrals term by term one obtains
F(0) = sink - 2 B - jk A	 (12)
where:	 = b a2,b 2^r sin /,a=1
2
A= 03 4 sin + 2o os^=2 sin 
;'-2	 ^ 	 1 [B	 '76 	 + 77 	 P - 3A
The magnitude square of the far field pattern
2	 .,	 2
+F ( 0 ) I = 
s^ P- 
2 B	 +k 2  A2	 (13)
is plotted in Fig. 3-53 for k = 0, 7 /2, r , 3 T /2 1 l 7r which corresponds to aperture edge
phase errors of (0, 6, A /8, 3 X /16, X /4) or (0, 22. 5°, 45% 67.5% 901. The aperture
was normalized to unity length.
(11)
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Fig. 3-53 For Field Pattern with Quadratic Aberration (Aperture Edge Peek
Error as a Parameter)
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The theoretical curves can be applied to represent important practical problems. These
include defocusing effects due to the inexact placing of the primary feed or defocusing of a
zoned lens due to operation at a frequency off mid-band.
In addition to providing far-field patterns of apertures with curved wave fronts, (12)
provides theoretically the near-field (Fresnel diffraction field) pattern for antennas with
plane wavefronts.
The use of the linear aperture to approximate the performance of paraboloidal
reflectors or lenses with phase aberrations was found to be satisfactory by computer simul-
tation of the actual systems.
Quadratic aberration has two primary effects on the far field radiation pattern. The
gain (directivity) is reduced and the sidelobe levels increase symmetrically. These effects
are plotted in Fig. 3-54 and 3-55 respectively, as a function of peak aperture edge error.
3.3.2.7 Effects of Cubic Phase Variations
Assume a uniform amplitude distribution and a cubic phase variation 0  (x) =
-kc x3 across the aperture, -a/2 < x < a /2. To evaluate the far field pattern, we expand
the cubic phase term (exponentiated) in a power series
e
-jk6
 x3 —
	
k4 x3 - k2 x61	 2
for kx 3 < T /2. The far-field pattern is obtained by evaluating the integral in (10) with
the cubic phase term expansion (14) replacing a-i r W. The resultant far-field pattern
is of the form:
sin	 k
F(4,	
+ 8 44	
(302-6)sin k+(6 k- J, )oos 0
k2
1280 7 	( 41 6 -
 30 0
 4 +360 %0 2 - 720) sin +
	 (15)
+(6 * 5 -1204, 3 +720	 cos
where
(14)
0=^ ,b= a sin 0,a=1.
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Typical far-field patterns are plotted in Fig. 3-56 for k = 0, ir , 2 n , 3 r , 4 7r , which
corresponds to (0, X /16, A/8, 3 A /16, A /4) or (0, 22 . 5% 45% 67 . 5% 90') peak aperture
edge phase errors. The aperture was normalized to unity length.
Cubic distortions are found in parctice when reflectors or lenses are illuminated by
primary feeds which are off-axis either because of inaccurate alignment or because, off-axis
beam (s) are desired. The beam distortion due to cubic phase variation is known it► optics
as 'coma" and the increased unsymmetrical lobe which is particularly evident in Fig. 3-56
is called the "coma lobe, Note also the tilt in beam direction due to 'coma aberration" in
Fig. 3-56.
The gain loss and sidelobe levels increase as a function of aperture edge peak phase
error are plotted in Fig. 3-57 and 9 -58, respectively.
The criterion of allowable gain loss and effects on the sidelobe levels are dinroR,^ed
in the scanning limit considerations section.
3.3.2.8 Scan Limits of Primary Aberrations
In examining the entire aberration function we established approximate scan limits
(see Fig. 3-48 through 3-52) as a function of the reciprocal of the focal length to diameter
ratio. In this section we examine equation (2) with respect to a three-dimensional lens
geometry. To facilitate numerical computation of the predominant wavefront errors due
to the primary aberrations (astigmatism and coma) we make a small angle approximation,
i.e.  sin 0::- tan 0 0 , cos 9 = 1 - 6 2 .
 Then we consider each term separately by
2
placing limits on the magnitude of the errors. In order to facilitate numerical comparisons
we normalize the data to a unity diameter aperture.
The coma aberration can be bounded as
3
E = 
_L (.a
3 32 f ) O c '9 n *
Equation ( 16) can be expressed in terms of scan angle limit at:
o (32) (100) f2 AS <
	 (17)
c	 IrD3n
where, f is the focal length, D is the aperture diameter and n is the reciprocal of the
fractional part of the wavelength, n > 1.
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Fig. 3-56 Far Field Pattern with Coma Aberration (Aperture Edge Peak
Error at a Parameter)
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Fig. 3-57 Effects of Coma Aberration, Gain Lou
Fig. 3-58 Effects of Come Aberration, Sidelobe level
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rEquation (171 is plotted in Fig. 3-59 through 3-62 for a range of focal lengths, and
phase errors as a function of the number of wavelengths in the aperture. Figure 3-59 and
3-60 assumed a peak aperture edge phase error of ( X/4) which corresponds to a gain loss
of 1 dB and an rms sidelobe level of 14 dB for uniform illumination. Figure 3-61 and 3-62
assumed a peak apertu re edge phase error of ( A /14) which corresponds to it gain loss
0.015 dB and an rms sidelobe level of 37 dB for uniform illumination. As expected, the
more stringent phase error requirements reduce the allowable displacement scan. Further-
more, by defining the diffraction limited antenna beandwidth as
B n = 1 . 2	 h	 (16)D
we can compute the number of beam positions that can be scanned (due to coma only) by
defining N 11	 9 c ;' O D and
B < f 3n ( D) `	 (19)
However, one has to be careful in applying the above equations to large* (f/D) ratios where
astigmatism is the limiting term.
Astigmatism can be bounded by:
:iD2 0 2 A	 a
E2	 1(if	 n	 C^ 0)
The scan limit due to astigmatism can be expressed as:
ISOlfi f
A '< 	 D'=
 n	 (' 1)
Equation (21) is plotted in Fig. 3-63 through 3--66 for aperture edge peak phase errors
of X 4 and X 14 respectively. We note in comparing Fig. 3-59 through 34)2 for the coma
, erration case with Fig. 3-63 through 3-66, that for small (f, , D) ratios the coma aberration
limits the scan while for large (f/D) ratios the astigmatism places an upper limit on the scan.
These results are in agreement with the work of Mrstik (Ref. 3-15) on offset reflector
antennas. As a matter of fact, Fig. 3-67 is a plot for I d13 fain loss for the scan limits of an
offset reflector with optimum feed location (Ref. 3-15). We note that our combined results
represented by Fig. 3-59, 3-60, 3-63 and 3-4i4 are in agreement with Fig. 3-67. However,
the results shown for the flat-faced lens with non-optimum feed locations are more
pessimistic. This result is not unex4weted for several reasons. First, the non-optimum
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Fig. 3-59 Coma San Limits for Displacement Steered Space-fed Fiat-Faced
Lens at 1 dB Gain Lou (Uniform Illumination)
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feed locations do not minimize the mean sq •iare phase error across the aperture. Secondly,
the most easily deployed lens design used flat-faced input and output surfaces. Hence even
with an optimally located point source feed, there are not enough degrees of freedom avail-
able to drive the mean square error to the same local minimum as in the case of an offset
parabola. The only solution in this case is to compensate for the absence of the required
degrees of freedom in the lens by introducing additional degrees of freedom at the feed. By
making the feed surface curved and introducing real-time delays at the feed, one can
asymptotically approach the a serration function of an optimally fed offset reflector.
To achieve the required aperture illumination, one has to synthesize a set of complex
coefficients for the nonplanar phased array feed. Hence the procedure is to first find the
optimum locus of feed points w;;ich minimize the mean squared aberration and then synthesize
the feed array coefficients.
3.3.2.9 Three-Dimensional Case
The previous analysis of the flat-faced lens used a two-dimensional formulation.
Hefore we examine the primary aberration terms we consider an unconstrained three-
dimensional lens. The three-dimensional case that we consider is limited to a system,
that is axially symmetric about the lens axis (Z-axis).
Introduce coordinates for the feed and lens input/output surfaces. Feed: 
xf' yf' zf;
lens input surface x l , y l , z l ; lens output surface x 2 , y21 z 2 . Next introduce polar co-
ordinates, x = u cos 0 , y = u sin 0 and define a general point on the lens input surface as
(u l cos 0 , u  sin 0 , z l) and a corresponding general point on the lens outer surface as
(u,, cos 0 , U9 sin 0 . z2). Note at this point that the axial symmetry is represented by the
angular variable 0 without a subscript. In reference to Fig. 3-47 introduced before, define
the lens relative thickness zero at z = 0 at (0, 0, 0). Furthermore, with the input/output
surfaces flat one can make z l = z2 = 0 (since they are not changing). The unconstrained
conditions are niplicit in the variables u  for the input surface and u 2 for the output surface.
For example, for bootlace correction of the primary feed this means that the bootlace
starting on the input surface at u 1 do not necessarily go to u 2 = u  on the output surface.
Now the previously introduced two-dimensional aberration function can be modified for the
three-dimensional case.
E (u 	 0 , B) = u l - cos `' 0 + r` -2u 1 r cos 0 sin 9 lit
+ u.,cos# sin 0 -r+n -- m. 	 (22)
The offset feed location is the same as defined in Fig. 3-47, and
r = (a 2 +f` ) 1 ',` , with feed coordinate (a, 0, -f).
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To obtain a lens that has good displacement steering performance, we would like to
minimize E (u l , u2 , ♦ , 0 ) and simultaneously minimize the rate of change (derivative) of
E' (u l , u 2 , 0 , 0 ) (Ref. 3-16). The minimization of the derivative of E' (u l , u2 , 0 , 0 )
with respect to changes in the feed location should provide the capability of wider scanning.
However, one should not expect the minima of E (•) and E' (•) to coincide (Ref. 3-16). That
Is, the condition for perfect focus is not necessarily a condition for good scanning
performance. Hence a weighted minimization criterion may be desirable, minimize W =
( 1 - c ) E + E E', 0 < E 9 1. In either case, we minimize say E (u l , u2 , ♦, 0) with u l , u2,
and 0 as parameters and the feed coordinates variables. Clearly, for a given feed
location there is a corresponding scan angle 0 . However, one uses a perturbation solution
of the equations (Ref. 3-15) and we minimize the equations with respect to a minimum mean
squared error constraint (Ref. 3-16).
3.3.'2. 10 Perturbation Solution
Assume that the true radiation direction differs from the reference direction 0 by an
amount Q (Ref. 3-15). Hence the path lengths defined in equation (2) must be corrected by an
amount A E i . The index i is over all R , 0 and I of the lens, i.e. , all piercing points with
grid spacing adjusted to be greater than a wavelength. It is further assumed that the piercing
points are uniformly distributed over the lens. Then we minimize the mean square error
about the average. This allows solving for a new set of feed coordinates.
By iterating over the entire surface of the lens, a set of feed coordinates are computed
which define as a function of the piercing points a feed surface. The resultant feed surface
minimizes the ni an square path length error. It should be noted that the lens is assumed to
be primary focus compensated. This can be accomplished by either bootlaces or zoning
(modulo 2 V phase shifter settings).
To find the extremum of the aberration function subject to side constraints we propose
to use• the method of Davidon, described by Fletcher and Power (Ref. 3-17). This recursive
algorithm uses a descent method for finding a local minimum of a function of several
variables. The computer routine is available either on TIME-SHARE or on the BATCH-
system in SSPLIB under the SUBROUTINE DFMFP.
An alternative formulation may also be desirable by finding simultaneously the minima
of ix)th the aberration, function and its derivative. This may be accomplished by a modified
Marquardt algorithm for finding the minimum of the sum of square of M functions of N
variables (lief. 3-IS). This subroutine is available on tcie BATCH-system under the name
SUBROUTINE LXMAUQ.
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3.3.3 RELIABILITY ANALYSIS
A reliability analysis was conducted which included a failure mode and effects analysis
(FMEA) and a reliability prediction fo: the system shown in Fig. 3-3.
The purpose of the FMEA is to identify potential failure modes which could affect
antenna performance. Since the design is in the formative stage, the analysis initiated
investigations into alternate design approaches for components which were identified as
critical to mission performance. In addition the analysis permitted the formulation of several
design guidelines which should be utilized as the design progresses.
The results of the FMEA were used to develop a reliability model of the deployable
antenna. This model was used to predict the probability of mission success including
antenni deployment/retraction, measurement of antenna characteristics, and conducting
operational antenna experiments.
3.3.3. 1 Summary and Conclusions
Reliability analyses conducted on the present configuration of the Deployable Antenna
clearly indicates a potential for launching a successful mission. FMEA and reliability pre-
diction were based upon achieving all mission objectives, i.e. deploying and retracting
antenna, obtaining antenna characteristic data, and conducting communications and radar
experiments. Based upon this conservative approach, the FMEA identified twenty four
single point failures (SPF) and the probability of mission success was calculated to be
0.9958.
The 24 SPF's were assessed and the rationale for acceptability are included in Fig.
3-68. These SPF's will be continually evaluated by reviewing alternate design approaches.
Eighteen of the SPFs are associated with the antenna structure/mechanical components while
six are related to electronic components. This is due to the fact that redundancy can be
more easily implemented with electronic components. With structural/mechanical compo-
nents the additional complexity of incorporating redundancy is not as advantageous when cost
is considered relative to the probability of failure occurrence. Design guidelines were
established (Fig. 3-69) in the structural/mechanical area so that the antenna will operate
properly in the event of a failure. In most cases, this fail .;afe approach is achieved by
"over design" to compensate for an increase in load due to either dislodgement or increase
friction due to binding.
The deployable antenna has the capability to be separated from the shuttle to avoid a
hazardous situation in the event that the antenna is extended and cannot retract into the
shuttle payload bay. This condition would prevent closing of the payload bay doors if it
were not for the separation capability.
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CASE
NO. ITEM
FAILURE
MODE
CRITI
CALITV
RATIONALE FOR
ACCEPTABILITY
2 STAY REEL CLU fCH FAILS TO DISENGAGE I •	 DESIGNED FAIL SAFE DIS-ENGAGE (SPRING RETURN)
•	 FAILURE CRITICAL ONLY IF
MOTGR FAILS (2 FAILURES)
3 STAY REEL GEAR BINDING I • NO REASONABLE DESIGN AL-TERNATIVE
• CONTAMINATION PREVENT
MINIMIZES PROBABILITY OF
FAILURE
4 STAY REEL A LINES DISLODGEMENT 1 • ALL DRIVES WILL BE DE
THAT CAUSES SIGNED TO PREVENT BIND-
BINDING ING DUE TO LINES. SPRINGS.
ETC. BY PROVIDING
SHIELDS OR GUARDS
10 NODE PIVOT JOINT DISLODGEMENT 1 • SAFETY WIRE FASTENER
10 NODE PIVOT JOINT BINDING 1 ` CONTAMINATION PREVENTIONMINIMIZES PROBABILITY
OF FAILURE
• INVESTIGATE USE OF REDUND
ANT BEARING SURFACES
16 GORE SPREADER BINDING 1 • SAME AS CASE NO. 10 FOR
LINKAGE "BINDING"
13 DRUM MOTOR BINDING 1 • SAME AS CASE NO. 3
19 DRUM RING GEAR 8 BINDING 1 • SAME AS CASEINO' 3
MOTOR INPUT GEARS
21 DRUM LOCK PIN MOTOR FAILS TO WITH- I • REDUNDANT LEADS 3 ELECT
DRAW ' CIRCUITS
• OPERATES ONLY TWICE DRU-
ING MISSION
22 ERECT/STOW PIN FAILS TO WITH- I • SAME AS ABOVE
I	 MOTORS DRAW PIN
22 ERECTISTOW PIN FAILS TO Rt II • SAME AS ABOVE
MOTORS INSERT • CAPABILITY TO SEPARATE{ ANTENNA FROM SHUTTLE
23 ERECT'STOW PIN GEARS BINDING I • SAME AS CASE NO 3
24 MAST EXTENSION I	 FAILS TO OPEN I • SAME AS CASE NO 21
FLANGE MOTORS LATCH
24 MAST EXTENSION. FAI+_S TO CLOSE 11 • SAME AS CASE NO 21
FLANGE MOTORS 1TCH •	 CAPABILITY TO SEPARATE
ANTENNA FROM SHUTTLE
25 MAST EXTENSION BINDING I • SAME AS CASE NO 3
FLANGE GEAR
26 MAST EX T ENSION BINDING I • SAME AS CASE NO 3
FLANGE MOTOR
27i
MAST EXTENSION BINDING ! • SAME AS CASE NO 3
ROTATABLE NUT
(
28 ANTENNA SEPARATION PREMATURE I •	 REDUNDANT ARE & FIRE
SEPARATION CIRCUITS FOR PIN PULLERS
40 DUPLL N CR ANY FAILURE III •	 LOW PROBABILITY OF
FAILURE
•	 CAN STILL ACHIEVE SEVERAL
MISSION OBJECTIVES
41 RADAR COMM TRANS SHORT TO GROUND 111 • SAME AS ABOVE
MITTER StLECTSWITCH
44 FEED ANTENNA NO OUTPUT III • SAME AS ABOVE
48 SIGNAL ANTENNA NO OUTPUT III • SAME AS ABOVE
50 OMNI ANTENNA NO OUTPUT IU • SAME AS ABOVE
51 SATE LUTETRANS SHORT TO GROUND nl • SAME AS ABOVE
MIrTtR SELECT
0820 0788
SWITCH
---------'------_.^^^...__-^._^--- ------- ---
Fig. 3-68 Single Point Failure Modes Summary
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WHERE REDUNDANT MOTORS ARE USED, CLUTCHES MUST BE DESIGNED FAIL SAFE OPEN TO THE DISENGAGE
POSITION
GORE EDGE STHiPS MUST BE DESIGNED TO PREVENT DAMAGE TO GORE MATERIAL IN THE EVENT THAT AN
ASSOCIATED STAY REEL LINE FAILS
SPRING FORCE AT RIM NODES AND STAY REEL MOTORS MUST BE SIZED TO OVERCOME INCREASE IN FRICTION
CAUSED BY BINDING OF A SINGLE BEARING OF A STAY REEL PULLEY OR BEARING
• ANTENNA MUST DEPLOY AND RETRACT PROPERLY IN THE EVENT OF A SINGLE RIM NODE SPRING OR STAY
REEL LINE FAILURE
• ALL BOLTS MUST BE SAFETY WIRED TO PREVENT DISLODGEMENT
• GORE TENSION SPRINGS AND LINES MUST SE REDUNDANT, I E., A SINGLE FAILURE WILL NOT ADVERSELY
AFFECT GORE SURFACE GEOMETRY
• SYSTEM GAIN WILL BE BASED UPON POSSIBLE LOSS OF ONE OF 32 GORES
• GORE SPREADER WILL INCORPORATE REDUNDANT ROTATIONAL BUSHINGS TO PREVENT BINDING FAILURE
DUE TO PROXIMITY OF GORE TENSION LINES
• GORES MUST BE DESIGNED TO WITHSTAND INCREASE LOAD DURING DEPLOYMENT AND RETRACTION IN
THE EVENT OF BINDING OF A SINGLE DRUM BEARING
• RL DUNDAN T ELECTRICAL LEADS AND CONTROL CIRCUITS MUST BE USED WHERE NON-REDUNDANT MOTORf
ARE LISED
• ANTLNNA MUST HAVE SHUTTLE SEPARATION CAPABILITY WITH REDUNDANT ARM AND FIRE CIRCUITS
ae:o a ••>et
Fig. 3-68 DeMoyable Antenna Design Guidelines
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3.3.3.2 Failure Modes and Effects Analysis (FMEA)
The FMEA analyzed the effect of each potential failure mode during the various
operational phases and classified each in accordance with the following criticality definitions:
I - A failure which would result in the inability to deploy the antenna or which does
not permit attainment of any major mission objectives.
II - A failure which would prevent the retraction of the antenna but does not affect
other major mission objectives.
IlI - A failure which would cause a major degradation of antenna performance but will
permit accomplishment of some mission objectives.
IV - A failure which would cause a minor degradation of antenna performance.
V - Any othe r failu re.
The detailed FMEA worksheetQ are provided as the last item in Section 3 (see Fig. 3-85).
Failures categorized as 1, II and III are considered single point failures (SPF), A
summary of all SPF's along with the rationale for their acceptability is shown in Fig. 3-68.
Of the 2 .1 failure modes \chich are classified as SPF's, 18 were associated with the antenna
structure while 6 «ere related to electronic components. This is due to the fact that
redundancy ( , -in  be more easily implemented with the electrical components. Although
just ificattion for the retention of these SPF's is included in Fig. 3-68, these areas must be
continually elevated by reviewing alternate design approaches.
They vast majority of the antenna structure SPF's are due to binding of gears, joint or
line dislodgement, binding of joint or motor bearings and/or failure of meters to activate.
Although redundancy \cas incorpoi-ated in all other portions of the antenna struct-in
redundancy \\as not deemed necessary and 'or practical in these SPF areas.
(',caring binding due to overload c •an lx- avoided by gear design and test; however,
binding caused by contamination will he prevented by normal contamination control pro-
cedures ; nd by designing shields or guards around the gears.
Joint dislodgement will be avoided by safety wiring all fasteners. Joint and motor
lu • :au• ing hinding can 1V Minimized by proper lx^aring selection, contamination control pro
cedures, and the :application of appropriate lubricant~. Redundant hearing surfaces could
also he considered; however, the additional cost and weight does not appear justified con-
sidVl• ing the lo g% probability of a binding failure.
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1	 Although the erect /stow pin motors and mast extension flange motors contain redundant
electrical leads and control circuits, the loss of motor output (e.g. , due to a short to ground)
results in a SPF. Redundant motors were not implemented since these motors are only
required to operate twice during the mission.
All electrical components are redundant except for the duplexer, antenna, and trans-
mitter select switches. These components were not made redundant due to the low probability
of failure and the fact that several mission objectives could be accomplished if these compo-
nents should fail. These failures would permit antenna deployment/retraction, measurement
of structural,'thermal/dynamic antenna characteristics, and for certain failure modes,
antenna pattern measurements can be accomplished.
The probability of mission success of the deployable antenna is addressed in subsection
3.3.3.3. The high reliability indices obtained support the justification for acceptability of
the SPFs; however, alternate design approaches which would eliminate the SPFs should
constantly be evaluated until the design is frozen.
As a result of this FMEA activity, several design guidelines were established and are
listed in Fig. 3--69. The guidelines are primarily associated with the antenna structure/
mechanical design. Several design criteria were formulated so that the antenna could
operate properly in the event of a failure. In most instances this was achieved by 'over
design" to compensate for an increase in load due to a dislodgement or an increase in
friction due to tearing binding.
1101iability Prediction - An estimate was made of the probability of mission success for
the deployable .antenna. For this analysis mission success was defined as the ability to
achieve all the following; mission objectives:
o Lk, ploy and retract antenna
• Obtain antenna characteristics, i.e., structural, thermal, dynamic and antenna
pattern measurements
• Conduct communications and radar experiments
t'tilizinb the results of the F111EA, reliability models was generated basod -pon
equipment criticality and redundancy. Figure 3-70, sheet 1 chows the reliability model
for the entire deployable antenna system, including the antenna structure; Fig. 3-70,
sheet 2 shows the reliability model for the antenna structure only.
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The operating time for each equipment was obtained using the reference mission profile
(Fig. 3-71). Figure 3-72 and 3-73 shows the operating time along with the failure rate for
each equipment. The failure rates used are based on SAMSO recommended values and an
industry survey performed by Boeing Corporation for SAMSO and published in report TR-
76-14, dated October 1975. In addition the failure rate data obtained from PRC System
Science Company's evaluation of 310 in-flight spacecrafts for the Naval. Space System
Activity were used. These data are contained in report PRC D-1864 dated 30 November 1972.
The equipment operating times, failure rates, and reliability models permits the
calculation of the probability of mission success as shown in Fig. 3-74. The mission success
reliability prediction for the deployable antenna is 0.9958. This represents a high reliability
index, particuiarly since it is based upon obtaining all mission objectives. Reliability
estimates were also calculated for a deployable antenna with no redundancy for which a 0.9641
0.9641 probability of success was obtained. Therefore, the use of redundancy resulted in a
9 to 1 improvement, based on a ratio of the unre liabilities. As can be seen in Fig. 3-74,
redundancy was used more extensively in the electrical area. Therefore, most of the un-
reliability is in the structure/mechanical portion of the deployable antenna. As discussed
in subsection 3.3.3.2, redundancy applications in the structure/mechanical area cannot be
as easily implemented as with electrical components. Each of the single point failures was
assessed and it was not deemed advantageous to implement the redundancy based on the low
probability of failure.
3.4 MISSION EXPERIMENT PAYLOAD DEFINITIONS
The baseline antenna demonstration will verify many of the mission application test
parameters defined in Section 2. For instance, a requirement co) imon to each of the
missions, low sidelobe levels, will be demonstrated during antenna pattern measurements.
Other parameters which may also be derived from these data include antenna gain (for all
missions), beam efficiency (for radiometry) and sidelobe stability (for radar).
Measurement of other mission applications related data will require additional hard-
ware (and operations) which is described below for experiment payloads. As such, they
have been defined as typical experiments satisfying the antenna requirements of the reference
or generic mission system objectives that were defined in Task 1. Final designs will be
tailored, within limits (i.e. compatible with overall antenna demonstration objectives),
according to specific experimenter requirements.
The mission application hardware specifications assume that the baseline antenna sys-
w m , a passive fixed-focus phased array, is used.
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DEPLOYABLE ANTENNA EQUIPMENT
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ANTENNA STRUCTURE
ERECT,'STOW IN BAY X X 1.50 SEE
MAST EXTENSION/RETRACTION X X Y00 FIG.3.73
DEPLOYMENT • RETRACTION X X 3.50
ANTENNA OPERATION X X X X X 93.00
DELAY LINES X X X X X X X 82.50 0.10
STRAIN GAGES X X X X 100.00 0.10
TEMPERATURE SENSORS X X X 11.00 014
ACCELEROMETERS X X X 100.00 0.79
GORE DISTANCE SENSORS X X X X X X 82.50 0.05
E ODME X X 9.25 11.72
SIGNAL COND/FILTERS%A-D/REMOTE MULTIPX X, X X X X 100,00 13.88
PHOTOGRAMMETRIC CAMERAS X X 5.00 0.75
SENSOR CENTRAL MULTIPLEXERS X X X X X 100.00 1.76
TV CAMERAS X X 7.00 7.50
SENSOR DATA RECORDERS X X X X X 100,00 35.00
RADAR. COMM TRANSMITTER SELECT SWITCH X X 1 CYCLE 0.10
RADAR, COMM TRANSMITTERS X X 34.50 3.00
SIGNAL GENERATORS X X 34.50 5.00
DUPLEXER X X X 58.50 0.13
SIGNAL PROCESSORS X X X 5850 0.39
HF DATA RECORDERS X X X 58.50 35.00
FEED ANTENNAS X X X 58.50 0.09
RECEIVERS X X X 58.50 0.68
SATELLITE TRANSMITTER SELECT SWITCH X X 1 CYCLE 0.10
SATELLITE BATTERIES X X 3200 2.20
SATELLITE TRANSMITTERS X X 32.00 300
SATELLITE SIGNAL ANTENNA X X 32.00 0.09
SATELLITE COMO RECEIVER AND TRANSPDR X X 32.00 6.98
SATELLITE OMNI ANTENNA X X 3200. 0.09
Gaza o6ze
Fig. 3-72 Deployable Antenna Equipment Operating Times and Failure Rates
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MPANTENNA STRUCTURE COONENTS
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ERECT/STOW PIN MOTORS X 1.50 1.00
ERECT/STOW PIN GEARS X 1.50 0.10
MAST EXTENSION FLANGE MOTORS X 2.00 1.00
MAST EXTENSION FLANGE GEARS X 2.00 0.10
MAST EXTENSION DRIVE MOTORS (BINDING) X 2.00 0.01
MAST EXTENSION DRIVE MOTORS (OPEN,'SHORT) X 2.00 1.00
MAST EXTENSION ROTATABLE NUT X 2.00 0.10
STAY REEL MOTORS X 3.50 1.00
STAY REEL CLUTCH AND GEARS X 3.50 0.10
STAY REEL LINES X X 96.50 1.00
STAY REEL PULLEYS X X 96.50 0.01
STAY REEL BEARINGS X 3.50 0.01
NODE EXTENSION CABLES X X 96.50 1.00
NODE EXTENSION SPRINGS X X 96.50 0.22
NODE EQUALIZATION CABLES X X 96.50 1.00
GORE TENSION SPRINGSiLINES X X 96.50 1.22
GORE GROUND PLANE SPRINGS/LINES X X 96.50 1.22
GORE SPREADER X X 96.50 0.10
GORE SPREADER LINKAGES (BINDING) X X 96.50 0.10
GORE SPREADER LINKAGES (DISLODGEMENTI X X 96.50 0.10
GORE SPREADER DRIVE MOTOR SWITCH X 3.50 0.10
GORE SPREADER DRIVE MOTORS ( OPEN 'SHCRT) X 3.50 100
GORE SPREADER DRIVE MOTORS (BINDING) X 3.50 0.01
DRUM MOTORS (OPEN;'SHCRT) X 3.50 1.00
DRUM MOTORS (BINDING) X 3.50 0.01
DRUM RING GEAR A MOTOR INPUT GEARS X 3.50 0.10
DRUM BEARINGS X 3.50 0.01
DRUM LOCK MOTORS (INADVERTENTLY ACTUAT : S) X X X X 100.00 0.10
DRUM LOCK MOTORS (FAILS TO WITHDRAW) X 3.50 1.00
0820-083H
Fig. 3.73 Antenna Structure Operating Times and Failure Rates
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3.4.1 COMMUNICATION EXPERIMENT
As described in subsea. n 2.2, the objectives of a communication experiment should
address the demonstration of a large deployable antenna with narrow beam performance and
a scan coverage many beamwidths around boresite. Up to f4 degrees angular coverage may
be provided by a combination of multibeam feed configuration and/or electrical beam steering.
Of particular importance are those performance characteristics which will permit
frequency re-use in the multibeam array. Use of the same frequency every second beam
requires low sidelobe levels (-30 dB first sidelobe). In addition it is desirable to measure
the effect on the sidelobes of beam scan angle off bore site, for comparison of computed
values to provide verification of the analysis of the off-boresight performance of antennas that
are large in wavelengths (of the order of 500 wavelengths diameter). See subsection 3. 3.2.
Sidelobe levels of the antenna (mainbeam) will be measured during pattern tests as the
antenna, in a receive mode, is physically scanned past the RF signal transmitted by the
subs ate Ilite. Use of additional feeds and receivers, as shown in Fig. 3-75, will provide a
measurement of interbeam isolation by comparison of receiver signal levels. Multibeam
sidelobe degradation data are derived by comparison of total antenna patterns. Since the
configuration only gives look angles a few beamwidths off boresite, the anticipated level of
degradation will be small.
The operational sequence described in Section 4 for pattern measurements will provide
the data required for multibeam strength calibration measurement at the surface of the array
to Lw used to compensate for short term fluctuations in the signal transmittted from the
subsatellite.
The level of intermoduiation (INN) products generated in the deployable structure is an
important parameter for multibeam communication functions. The measurement of a single
two-signal, third-order product is proposed using the experiment configuration shown in Fig.
3-75. As the equal output levels of the two transmitters driving two feeds are increased the
spurious IM signals (at -200 dl3w/Hz) generated in the mast or antenna structure is mea-
sured as it is reflected back to a receiver via a third feed. Variable transmitter outputs up
to 200 watts are required to measure the onset of INI levels. The antenna will be pointed at
deep space during this test.
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TEST
SUSSATELLITE
• VERIFY FREQUENCY REUSE
- ANTENNA PATTERN MEAS VERIFY DESIGN REQMTS
• DEMONSTRATION DURING ANTENNA PATTERN MEAS
PROBABILITY OF MISSION SUCCESS IMPROVEMENT DUE TO
REDUNDANCY BASEDPRESENT NON-REDUNDANT
CONFIGURATION CONFIGURATION RELIABILITY
ELECTRICAL PORTION .9999 .9899 101:1
STRUCTURE!MECHANICAL .9959 .9739 6:1
TOTAL DEPLOYABLE ANTENNA .9958 .9641 9.1
0$20.0848
Fig. 3-74 Deployable Antenna Reliability PredW:-m
ACTIVITY
DAY
1	 2	 3	 4	 a	 6	 7
LAUNCH/DEPLOY -
STRUCT MEAS
ANT PATTERN
MISSION DEMO -
RETRIEVAL/DE-ORBIT --
0820-0940
Fig. 3.75 Communications Experiment
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3.4.2 RADAR EXPERIMENT
Desired test objectives for a radar experiment include:
• Verification of beam agility
• Measurement of clutter background (amplitude and spectral distribution)
• Detcc0,.,n of a target in the clutter background
• Verification of antenna low loss performance
• Sidelobe cancellation capability.
Direct inflight demonstration of beam agility is not proposed because the low-cost, passive
array will form a fixed beam at the angle determined by the settings of the fixed phase
shifters (transmission l.ne sections) in the array as manufactured. Electronic beam steering
is then verified by ground tests of electronic modules.
The verification of antenna loos parameters can be provided by measurement of the
equivalent receiver noise temperatures through the antenna. This measurement is identical
to that described for the radiometry experiment in the subsection 3.4.3. Equipment and
operational requirements are also identified.
Clutter measurements have the greatest impart on experiment system geometry and
antenna configuration parameters. Clutter data from various land, sea and ice background
aru desired. We anticipate that the maximu.n orbit inclination possible, 56 degrees (con-
sistent with ETR launch constraints), will be necessary to satisfy these conditions. The
magnitude of clutter returned are a function of the projected clutter patch which in turn de-
pends on spot and range bin sizes (see Fig. 3-76) Many radar systems being considered
have ground spots of 20 to SO nautical miles, and range bins of 60 to 150 meters (i.e. clutter
patches up to 9 x 106 square n,aters). Single beam operation at 350 nautical miles (and
150-meter range bins) yielcte a maximum clutter patch of about 1 x 10 6 square meter.
Therefore in order to better simulate anticipated operational conditions, a multibeam system
as shown in Fig. 3-77 has been specified for the experiment. The use of multibeams with
separate receivers also provides an enhanced capability for determination of clutter
distribution within the clutter patch.
Clutter bandwidth, both intrinsic and that produced by relative sensor/background
velocity will to measured. The latter source is a function of banmwidth and grazing angle as
shoun in Fig. 3-77. Since the antenna being flown has a beamwidth consistent with that of
projected operational systems, use of only a single beam system is adecuate for this mea-
surenu• nt. Antenna pointing, it beamwidth with respect to the local vertical, will be
rtrquired to provide the desired range of geometry conditions.
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500-FT RANGE BIN
GRAZING ANGLE 5°
X
X - COS 5^ - PROJECTED RANGE
BIN LENGTH
MAX SPOT WIDTH - 3.8 N MI
PROJECTED LENGTH OF 500-FT RANGE BEAM (XI
MAX CLUTTER PATCH - (3.8 X 6076) (5 51 1 - 1.16 X 107 FT2
FOR SINGLE BEAM BASELINE ANTENNA SYSTEM
10820.08513
Fig. 3.76 Clutter Patch Geometry
RADAR
V
y
CL
B
dVR - RADIAL VELOCITY SPREAD
ACROSS BEAM (SPECTRUM)
V - RELATIVE GROUND SPEED OF SENSOR(INCLUDING EARTH ROTATION)
0 -BEAM WIDTH
0 - SCAN ANGLE (MEASURED FROM VERTICAL)
a - AZIMUTH ANGLE (MEASURED FROM VELOCITY VECTOR)
COS y- COS aSIN 0
VR - V COS y - RADIAL VELOCITY
dVR - V SIN ydy-VSINy8
0820-0868
Fig. 3-77 Radar Beam Geometry for Determining Fixed Clutter Spectrum
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Experiment RI' signal requirements in terms of energy and waveform parameters,
have been examined. The energy for lx)th clutter measum nient s and target detection are
batted oil 	 a minimum target-to-signal ratio of ti dil (with a 5 square meter target
RCS). A requirement of 21 milliwatt-second was determined from the following
relationship:
(47r);l R4 K '1' L S ,' N	 _
21 x 10 ^; w-sec transmitWr energy per pulse
a`cT
whe re :
It 1590 n mi (2.95 x 10 6 m) at zero-degree grazing angle
K = 1.3S x 10
T - (;OO°K
L - li d 11 (1 rat io )
S'ti = C d11 (•1 ratio)
X	 .22 ► 1 ► for 13.50 MlIz freque•nry
Cr 5 m` (assumed aircraft target RCS)
G,	 (	 }' = t;3 (111 for 1 Irani, 1) = 100 m
\	 I	 /
Definition of signal waveform parameters is based oil number of factors. Integration
time constraints arc dependent on time on target (Clutter patch), look geometry and range-
walk compensation considerations. The speed of the )l o am spot oil the ground (due to
antenna orbital motion) is 3. 7 n mi 'sec. if no range walk compensation techniques are used,
the integration time is limited to the time the range bin stays oil 	 (i.e. , 0.022 seconds
for a .`)oo -foot range bin). With range walk compensation (applied in the post flight data
processing), spot time on target limits the maximum integration time. At 5-degree grazing
:u ►gle, the footprint is projected 44 nautical miles in the range direction and integration
in excess of 10 seconds is theoretically possible. With range walk compensation, a simple
Mo-pulse MITI system can lie used for target detection.
Waveform PRF for clutter measurements is determined primarily by the two-way
transmission time geor ►uc try. At maximum range (1590 nautical miles for zero-degree
grazing angle) ill( , two-wa`• tr:uismission time is 20 milliseconds. Two waveform appmaches
considered were: (1) place all the energy in a single pulse, or (2) split the energy between
a nunibel . of pulses and integrate the return signals. The first approach was selected in this
stuety for system sizing. A typical waveform was defined assuming '.e 0.5 microseconds
transmitter pulse at .50 Ilz PRF. The pock transmitter lower is 42 kilowatts and the average
t ►;ulsmittsr poWer is l matt.
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For ground clutter spectrum analysis, a higher PRF must be used to avoid Doppler
ambiguity. The waveform definition for this function, a considerab!v more complicated
problem, was not considered as part of this study.
Performance parameters of our postulated radar experiment are summarized in
Fig. 3-78. Also shown is a functional block diagram of the hardware required. The signal
generator is assumed to be commandable inf light to permit flexibility in waveform selection
during clutter measurement and target detection sequ ,,noes. Data will be recorded and/or
tra,ismitted to the ground for post-flight data reduction. Therefore a minimum of on-board
signal conditioning has been assumed.
Integration of the experiment with a 50-meter antenna (instead of 100 meters) would
primarily impact power requirements. The two way antenna gain is reduced by 12 dB.
Therefore, some combination of waveform modification (i.e. integrating more pulses) and/or
increasing transmitter outrut (peak and average power) must be provided to maintain the
desired energy.
3.4.3 RADIOMETRY EXPERIMENT
'Pest objectives identified for this experiment include:
• Verification of scan angle performance
• Measurement of temperature sensitivity
• Soil moisture measure .nent.
Scan angle performance will be measured during antenna pattern tests using a multibeam
feed /receiver system. These measurements have
 been described for the communication
experiment (multibeam performance measurements in subsection 3.4.1). The experiments
to satisfy the remaining test objectives are described below.
The temperature sensitivity ( A T) of a radiometry system is given by:
2
.1 T `
	 Br	 (TA + TREC)
where:
B = R F Bandwidth
r - Integration Time
TA
 = Antenna Temperature
•REC = Equivalent Receiver Noise Temperature
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SHUTTLE
5 FEEDS
fi
.y.
t^
350NMI
ALTITUDE
	(56 DEG INCLIN)	 110
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Fig. 378 Radar Experiment
W
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Of these parameters, the first two, B and t , are under control of the experiment designer
and therefore considered known. Antenna temperature, T A , is a function of where the sys-
tem is looking. By pointing the antenna to a cold location in the sky (deep space) with a
known temperature, TREC can be measured and the AT of the system can be computed for
any combination of the other variables. A calculation of the expected TREC for the demon-
stration antenna-feed-radiometer receiver combination is shown in Fig. 3-79.
The addition of feeds in a row gives a limited push broom radiometer configuration,
which, wl ,2n pointed to the earth, provides soil-moisture measurements (see Fig. 3-80).
Each feed requires an electronic module containing a radiometer receiver, typified by the
Dickie receiver shown, and a sampling device to interface with the orbiter DMS. The
major demand on the orbiter for support is the pointing requirement. In order to deter-
mine how well the system works, flight data will be compared to selected ground-truth
data in post-flight analysis. A valid comparison will require accurate time/location data
correlation. To reduce errors due to pointing, a requirement of tl bearnwidt.h with
respect to a local vertical reference has been specified.
Operating from a 350-nautical mile orbit, a 100-meter diameter system will provide
ground resolution (spot size) of approximately one nautical mile with a spot ground speed of
3. 7 n mi/sec. This in turn dictates a maximum integration time of 1/3.7 or .27 seconds.
The anticipated A T of the system is given by:
A T =	 2	 ('280° K + 397. 7° K) = .75' K
1 (12111Hz)(.27 sec)11/2
,Ahere the bandwidth is limited to 12 MHz by the antenna configuration and TA = 280° K when
the antenna is looking down at the earth.
Should a 50-meter antenna be flown, the ground resolution is degraded to approximately
2 nautical miles, but the integration time can be doubled. In addition the bandwidth can also
be doubled to 24 MHz resulting in a system 4 T of 0.38° K. There is no impact on the
experiment payload requirements, but the antenna pointing requirements can be relaxed
since the lx!amwidth has doubled.
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BLOCK DIAGRAM FOR SYSTEM NOISE TEMPERATURE (PASSIVE ZONED LENS)
RECEIVER
TRANSMISSION TRANSMISSION
LINE ARRAY LINE
ARRAY>ZA"-  SWITCH G1	 FILTER	 G2
SPACE ~FEED
FED
Tel	 Te2 	Te3 Teo Te5	 T06	 T07J Te8	 Te9	 Te10
T
T^ - T + G +GGB+ GG8G9
(1) T
AVG ARRAY BOOTLACE TRANSMISSION LINE LENGTH - Z
SUBARRAY LOSS (4 X 4 SUBARRAY) _ (3.25 x ) ('dB ) - 0.326 dB
L l +L2+L 3 -0.325+(Z Cld8)+.325-0.7d8
L4 - 0.088 dB (987. TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY)
L5 + L6 + L7 - ldB
L -.7 +.088 + 1 - 1.79 dB (1.51 RATIO) jG - 0.676
T-(L-1)290-(1.51-1)(290)-148°K
(2)Teg-168.2°K;G8-316
(3)Teg- 17.4°K; GO-0.944
(4) Tel 0- 168.2°K;G10-316
Trqc - 148 + 168.2 +	17.4	 +	 168.2	 . 397.70.676 (0.676)(316) (0.676)(316)(.944)
0820-0878
Fig. 379 Passive Zoned Lens Noise Temperature Estimate
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i	 ACTIVITY
I
DAY
1	 2	 3	 4	 5	 6	 7
LAUNCH/DEPLOY
STRUCT MEAS I	 !^^
MISSION DEMO
ANT PATTERN ^•
RETRII VE/DORBIT
• DEMONSTRATE RACo )METER
ANTENNA PATTERN MEASMT VERIFY DESIGN REGMTS
DEMO VERIFIED PY GROUND SOIL MEASMTS
• DEMONSTRATION DURING STRUCTURALITHERMAL MEASMT
SOIL TEMP DATA GATHEREn WHILE ANTENNA IS FACING
EARTH AS PART OF THERMAL TEST CONDITION
0820-0918
Fig. 3.80 Radiometry Experiment
SHUTTLE
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3.5 FLIGHT SUPPORT EQtIPMENT
3.5. 1 ORBITER INTERFACE/INTEGRATION EQUIPMENT
3.5. 1. 1 Support Structure
The antenna, mast canister and separation base are stowed in the shuttle payload bay
as one unit. This unit is supported at the forward aft ends by tubular truss structures.
(Fig. 3-81) These trusses are fabricated from square aluminum extruded tubes bolted
together. The forward truss supports two actuator driven pins which engage fittings
attached to the forward stay platform. These pins are retracted to allow the unit to rotate,
ar'i be extended for final stowage. The pins take Y and Z loads only. The forward truss is
attached to 'he srtttle at the longerons and keel member. The primary load path is in the
Z direction into the longerons with loads in the Y direction resisted by the keel attachment.
The aft truss structure transmits loads from the separation base at the pivot fittings to the
longerons in the X and Z direction and to the keel fitting in the Y direction. Where the
trusses interface with the shuttle structure the current interface design is incorporated as
dictated by Ref. 3-19.
When the unit is erected all loads will be transmitted to the shuttle through the aft
truss structure. After the RMS have rotated the unit from the stowed position to the
90-degree erected position, an actuator driven pin will engage the separation base to
pn)vide a three point support for the deployed antenna. The actuator is mounted on a member
of the aft truss. After antenna testing is completed the reverse procedure is initiated
and the unit will ►x^ restowed in the shuttle payload bay.
3.5. 1.'2 The Mask
The deployable mast is attached at one end to the hub anu is stowed within the hub. The
other end is secured to the separation base. The canister which contains the deployment
mechanisn) and transition region is bolted at the antenna end to the hub and is clamped at the
shuttle end to a ring mounted on the separation base. When the clamps are released and the
motorF on the canister are energized, the mast will deploy raising the antenna to its 100-
mcter position outside the shuttle.
The principle structural components of the mast are the longerons , battens and the
diagonals (see Fig. 3-t+2). These members are made of graphite epoxy. Typically, the
longerons are segments of tubing, of ('.092 in. ` cross sectional area, which are articulated
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to the batten frames with universal hinge fittings. Six diagonal cables provide shearing stiff-
ness and s e.rength for each section of the mast. Three of extendible diagonals and hinged
linkages which extend when unlatched. This combination of extendable diagonals and hinged
longerons permits adjacent batten frames to be rotated differentially about the mast axis
thus collapsing the section into a compact retracted configuration. Retraction and deploy-
ment of each section proceeds independently of the extent to which adjacent sections are
deployed. The canister section consists of a large motor-driven, three-threaded nut and
three pairs of stationary, vertical guide rails. Round roller lugs which protrude from the
mast at each batt(;n corner are engaged between the stationary guides and the threads of
the nut. When the nut is rotated by a drive motor, the mast is forced to deploy from or
retract into the canister and hub. The deployed part of the mast does not rotate as it
deploys. As the mast is so deployed or retracted, cams located in the top of the transition
region automatically latch or unlatch the mast diagonal linkages. Since one level of roller
lugs is always engaged by the canister, the deployed portion of the mast is always supported.
Since the mast must be twisted to retract and since the deployed part of the mast does not
rotate in too canister, tho retracted part within the stowage region of the hub must rotate.
To accommodate this rotation, the end of the mast is mounted on a rotatable plate within
the hub.
3.5. 1.3 Separation Base
The separation base is an aluminum structure mounted on the support truss which
interfaces with the shuttle payload bay. It supports the antenna and contains the pivot about
which the antenna rotates 90 degrees from shuttle stowage to erected position (see Fig. 3-81).
This base also provides the mount for the mast canister release clamps and actuators.
Springs and clamps within the base allow the portion above the pivot mount to be ejected
to remove the deployed antenna and mast from the payload bay.
3.5.2 St? 13SATE LLITE DESIGN
The use of a small spin-stabilized satellite as a RF signal source for antenna pattern
measurements is described in Ref. 1-1. The subsatellite system consist of those elements
shown in Fig. 3-3 plus the necessary equipment to interface with the orbiter (including
spinup and release mechanism). Prior to deployment these equipments arc installed on the
antenna aft support structure in the orbiter payload bay (see Fig. 3-81). The satellite is a
drum (14. 94-inches in diameter by 7.65-inches high) housing two each of the following: RF
generator, TT&C, and batteries. These items are connected by two individual harnesses to
achieve redundancy. The above equipment is mounted on aluminum brackets which in turn
ace attached to a central shaft and to each end cover. The end covers are fabricated from
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aluminum sheet and are fastened to the rolled aluminum sheet which forms the drum. The
sides of the drum contain eight equally spaced slots and each end cover contains two slots
(see Fig. 3-83). A fitting is secured to each end of the central shaft and provides the mount
for the spin up bearings. Standard aircraft hardware and fabrication procedures are
emp'3yed in the satellite's construction.
The support brackets holding the spin up motor and satellite release mechanism (see
Fig. 3-84) are mounted on an aluminum honeycomb base. The two bearings on the satellite
shaft are gripped by aluminum scissor fittings, two fittings at each end. Prior to release,
the motor brings the satellite to a 60-rpm rotation speed. A slot on the satellite's shaft
engages a mating tang on the motor shaft for torque transmission. Positive engagement of
the slot and tang is ensured by the compression spring. Energizing the solenoid overcomes
the spring's force and withdraws the tang from the slot. The satellite is held by the scissor
fittings while it is spinning. When the screw jack actuator opens the scissors the satellite
is free of all restraints. The shuttle may then be backed away from the satellite the
required distance for test purposes.
The total subsatellite system weight is estimated to be 180 pounds (110 pounds for the
subsatellite and 70 pounds for the spin-up and release mechanism).
3.6 GROUND SUPPORT' EQUIPMENT (GSE)
Several items of GSE have been identified to the deployable antenna demonstration
flight system. These can be group,-,d basically under mechanical and electrical GSE. Pre-
liminary specifications defining requirements, capabilities and usage are presented below
for each item.
:3.6. 1 MECHANICAL GSE
:3.6. 1. 1 Antenna Shipping Container
• Requiremetas
- Provide suitable protection from physical damage and contamination for the
antenna during transportation and storage
- Provide hoisting and fork lift provisions for the fully loaded unit
- Provide a means of mounting a dry nitrogen supply and control unit
- Provide a means of detecting and recording acceleration loads during trans-
portation and handling.
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• Capabilities
- The antenna shipping container is capable of providing suitable protection from
mechanical damage and foreign particle contamination for the antenna whilo
mounted on the handling dolly.
- The shipping container is a two-part enclosure consisting of a base section,
formed by the handling dolly with casters removed, and a cover section. The
complete container will be approximately 40 feet long, 8 feet wide, and 8 feet
high. It will incorporate hoisting and tie -down points, provisions for attachment
of instrumentation, and provisions for incorporating a nitrogen purge system.
- The cover will consist of as aluminum welded frame enclosed with armorply
panels, which will in turn bolt to the base section.
0 Usage
- Transportation between factory and test or launch sites
- Storage at factory, test, or launch sites.
3.6. 1.2 Antenna Handling Dolly
• Requirements
- Support antenna in horizontal attitude b_y means of fore-and-aft fittings during
final assembly and integration
- Provide means to safely move antenna within a manufacturing plant or test
facility
- Provide pivot points for rotation of antenna to vertical attitude for checkout
and test.
• Capabilities
- The antenna handling dolly will consist of a structural metal frame approximately
40 feet long and 74-1;"2 feet wide. Shock mounted casters, removable for shipping,
will be secured to mounting flanges on the dolly frame :o enable local movement
of dolly.
- Support points will lx^ provided for the antenna, with the rear supports acting as
pivot points for rotation of the antenna to the vertical position. Locking devices
will hold the antenna in either the horizontal or vertica' attitude
- An armorply (plywood faced with aluminum) deck will lx placed over the dolly
frame to provide walking room adjacent to th y, antenna. This will also enable
the dolly to serve as the 'Oas2 of theshipping container during the transportation
mode.
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F• Usage
- Assembly fixture during factory final assembly and integration
- Dolly for intra-plant movement of antenna between various work and test areas
- Test fixture during final checkout and test in either horizontal or vertical attitudes
- Base of shipping container during transportation of antenna to test or launch sites.
3.6. 1.3 Transporter Pressurization Unit
It '1equirements
- Supply dry gaseous nitrogen to the shipping container to preclude entry of
particulate contamination and to control humidity levels
- Maintain pressure of 3 inches of water nominal in container
- Provide sufficient storage of nitrogen for a 30-day supply
- Provide means of controlling and monitoring container pressure.
• Capabilities
The transporter pressurization unit is lightweight, frame and panel construction,
designed to be mounted to the shipping container. The unit contains the nec-
essary cylinders, regulators, filters, valves, monitoring, warning, and safety
devices to ensure an uninterrupted flow of dry gaseous nitrogen to the unit. The
unit may be recharged from an external nitrogen supply. The nitrogen supply
will be routed via hoses to the environmental cover. It will bleed from these to
the hard container and thence to atmosphere.
• Usage
- The pressurization unit will be used during transportation of the antenna and
during storage periods in an uncontrolled environment.
3.6. 1.4 Environmental Cover
• Requirements
- Provide suitable protection for the antenna from particulate contamination and
cxcessi%e humidity during transportation and storage periods.
• Capabilities
- The cover will consist of a soft fiberglass reinforced vinyl material, fabricated
to fit around the outer contours of the antenna. It will be made in two sections
which will lock together by
 means of interlocking plastic "zippers." Sealable
openings will kx- provided at the antenna support joints and at inlet and outlet
purge ports.
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• Usage
- The environmental cover will be used during the transportation mode and during
long term storage periods. It also may be used during local movement in non-
clear or high humi=lity areas.
3.6. 1.5 Portable Work Stands
• Requirements
- Provide complete access to all areas of the antenna while installed in the antenna
dolly. Access is required for the installation and checkout of subsystems and
components.
• Capabilities
- The work stand will consist of commercially available tubular scaffolding
materials, joined together to form a custom designed work platform which
provides maximum accessibility to the antenna. Ride work areas, convenient
stair locations and wrap around design facilitate operations. Other features
include hand rails, kick plates, and bumpers of soft material to protect
personnel and equipment.
9 Usage
- The work stand will be used to provide acc=ess to the antenna during installation
and creek-out of components and subassemblies at the factory, at test sites,
and at the launc=h site.
3.6. 1.6 Antenna Sling Set
• dequirements
- Assist in lifting deployable antenna assembly, using conventional overhead
hoists, for instal lation; 're moval from the work stand, dolly, shipping container,
CITE, test fixture, or shuttle payload cannister
- Install/remove: flight support structure in factory, from shipping container,
CITE, or shuttle payload cannister
- Hoist fully loaded shipping container.
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• Capabilities
- The sling set will consist of a tee-shaped spreader bar, steel cables, and hoist
fittings for attachment of cables to antenna or major sub-assemblies. Suitable
shackles and lifting rings will also be included in the sling set. Provisions will
#	 be made on the spreader bar for multiple pickup point capability to be compatible
with a variable center of gravity of the antenna assembly and sub-assemblies
- A sling to hoist a fully loaded shipping container onto truck or other transportation
vehicle will also be part of this set.
• Usage
- Hoisting of antenna assembly for removal/installation from work fixtures, dolly,
test stands, and shuttle payload cannister
- Hoisting of flight support structure from work stands, shipping container, and
removal/installation in the shuttle payload cannister prior to antenna installation.
3.6. 1.7 Transportation Tiedown Set
• Requirements
-- Provide interface between shipping container and "Guppy" aircraft
- Provide means to secure the shipping container to the transportation vehicle
pallet.
• Capabilities
- The tiedown set will consist of the following items:
o An interface structure to adapt the shipping container/dolly assembly to the
Guppy pallet
o Chain binders, shackles, and fittings to secure the shipping container to the
pallet and aircraft.
Usage
- The tiedown set will be used during transportation of the deployable antenna.
3.6.' ELECTRICAL GSE
3.u.'2. 1 instrumentation Stimuli Generator
e Requirements
- Simulate the output signals of all operational sensors and transducers used in the
flight article
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i
Random selection of any analog channel and the application of a precision input to
these channels for the purpose of verifying channel accuracy and crosstalk
Random selection of any discrete channel and the application to these channels of
the proper inputs to yield a 'one or a zero" for the purpose of verifying discrete
channel operation
Provide a means for manually implementing the operations of the above three
requirements.
• Capabilities
- The instrumentation stimuli generator will be capable of supplying the signal
sources, switching facility and the controls functions necessary to implement
the testing of the instrumentation system on the flight article. This stimuli
generator will be housed in a console containing several removable panels.
e Usage
- Faetory check-out of the instrumentation subsystem
- Pre-launch check-out of the instrumentation subsystem.
3.6.'2.2 Display and Control Panel Used in PSS
e Requirements
- Provide manuai commands to the flight article
- Display information on the deployment of the antenna, status of the motors, and
the relays
- Provide alarm and status lights for the caution and warning electronic assembly.
a Capabilities
- The display and control panel located in the payload specialist station (PSS) will be
capable of controlling the deployment of the antenna by manual controls which will
allow the antenna to deploy at a given rate. A pictorial display will be monitored
to evaluate the performance of the antenna as it de p loys. There will be a master
warning light (light and audible tone) that will indicate a serious malfunction
during deployment that requires immediate attention. There will be other status
lights that will indicate open or closed positions for a number of func.ions on the
flight article. Additionally, there will be a test mode to check the lighting of all
status and warning lights.
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• Usage
- For the horizontal cargo interface test equipment (CITE) check-out at KSC
- During the shuttle mission operation for antenna depbyment.
3.6.2.3 Caution and Warning Electronic Assembly Stimuli Generator
• Requirements
- Supply stimuli to exercise the caution and warning electronics assembly (C&WEA)
in order to checkout its operation after installation in the shuttle vehicle.
• Capabilities
The C&SEA stimuli generato, All be capable of supplying several 0-5 VDC
signals to the C&%kTA via GSE connectors on the display and control panel. Each
0-5 vdc stimuli signal will be independently adjustable in order to check C&WEA
threshold levels, and the capability for external monitoring of each stimulus will
be provided. The equipment will consist of a rotary switch for selecting an
individual signal path, while toggle switches will be used to connect a signal.
The signal will be adjustable by using a potentiometer, and an output jack to a
digital voltmeter will monitor any signal line.
• Usage
- Factory check-out of the display and control panel
CITE check-out of the panel at KSC .
3.G. 2. 4 Sub-Satellite Electronics Test & Maintenance Station
• Requirements
- Test and troubleshoot the sub-satellite's command receiver and S-band
trans mitter
- Supply the necessary RF stimuli to the receiver to obtain an output from the
transmitter
- Display the waveforms of the receiver and transmitter to facilitate periodic
maintenance overhaul and calibration.
• Capabilities
- The test and maintenance station will be capable of energizing, stimulating and
monitoring the inputs and outputs of the sub-satellite electronics. In this way,
it can be determined that the transmitter is operating within its specified limits.
Test and maintenance procedures will bF: followed in accordance with written
instructions. This Test and Maintenance Station will consist of a rack of special
and commercial test equipment.
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• Usage
- Factory check-out of the subsatellite electronics
- Pre-launch check-out of the subsatellite electronics.
3.6.2.5 Electrical Load Simulator
• Requirements
- Apply loads to the flight article in 50 watt steps with changes up to 1000 watts
- Make step increases or decreases in any increment that is divisible by 50, at
any power level so that the step change and the power level do not exceed
1000 watts
Be able to operate to a maximum of 32 volts, and a nominal of 28 volts.
• Capabilities
- The electrical load simulator will apply loads to the flight article in 50 watts
steps with changes up to 1000 watts. When the various loads are applied, the
voltage and the current will be remotely monitored. Also, all loads that are
applied will be controlled remotely. The electrical load simulator will have  the
capability of incorporating external inductive and capacitive loads.
• I_T S, ge
- Factory check-out of the flight article
- Pre-launch checks of the flight article before installation in the shuttle bay.
3.6.2.6 Constant Current Battery Charger
• Requirements
- The secondary batteries will be received in a dry-uncharged condition. After
activation with electrolyte, the batteries must be charged. The constant current
hattery charger is also required to recharge the secondary batteries when the
charge on the batteries is dissipated in tests.
• Capabilities
The con-Aant current charger will be capable of simultaneously charging several
silvcr-zinc batteries with a two-stage constant current supply. In the first stage,
it %%ill be, automatically programmeo `o furnish 20 amps for about 10 hours. For
the second stage, the charge current will be reduced to 5 amps until the battery
voltage reaches 32 volts. This unit will consist of a rack containing several
identical battery chargers with integral volt-meters and ammeters. A blower
Will ix' used to maintain safe operating temperatures for the charges.
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- Factory check-out of the flight article
- Pre-launch checks of -he flight article before installation in the shuttle hay.
3.6.2.7 Flight Article Ground Power Supply
• Requirements
- To supply the flight article with prime power during the ground test program.
• Capabilities
- The flight article ground power supply will be capable of supplying a regulated
do voltage within an adjustable range. The adjustable output voltage settings
will be from 20 to 0`2 vdc measured at the flight article bus. For the peak
steady state power, the power supply will deliver 1000 watts throughout the
adjustable voltage range with the output ground isolated. There will be front
panel meters for measuring output current, and voltage. In addition, there
will be a "Power ON" indicator and a "Blown Fuse" Indicator. The unit will
also protect the flight article against over-load and reverse current conditions.
• usage
- Factory check-out of the flight article
- Pre-launch check-out of the flight article.
;3.6. 2.8 Display and Control Maintenance Test Station
• Requirements
- Perform maintenance and acceptance testing on the display and control panel
used in the payload specialist station (PSS) in the shuttle
- Test the entire panel and functionally verify its operation.
• Capabilities
- This display and control (D&C) maintenance test station will be capable of
supplying the necessary lower and loads to the PSS panel. It will provide
stimuli with a given tolerance and accuracy to check the status lights for a
number of functions on the flight article. The MC maintenance test station will
isolate a malfunction on the PSS panel to the lowest replaceable level. A
simulated signal will be sent to the pictorial display that viewed the deployment
of t e antenna to verify its correct operation. The master warning light will be
exercised to make certain that it lights and an audible tone is heard. In addition,
all status and warning lights will be lit to verify their correct operation.
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• Usage
- Factory check-out of PSS Panel
- Pre-launch check-out before CITE and installation in the shuttle bay.
3.6.2.9 DC Transient Voltage Power Supply
• Requirements
- Provide a means to introduce into the do power line of the flight article,
ripple, timed transients and steady state variations.
Capabilities
- The do transient supply will provide the ripple, timed transient and steady state
output voltage variations. In addition, provisions will be incorporated for
monitoring both the steady state and transient power applied to any subsystem
under test. The variations that will be applied to a subsystem under test will be
specified by the NASA electrical specifications that the flight article is designed
to. As an example, the steady state voltage could be varied between 24 to 32
vdc. Also, the transient voltage limit could be plus or minus 100 volts for 10
microseconds at a 10 pps repetition rate for a period of five minutes. The out-
put ripple using MIL-STD-704 would be supplied by two audio oscillator signals,
which are added and transformer coupled to the do output terminals. The
transient voltage limits will be transformer coupled to the do output terminals
from a high power pulse generator. Several panels mounted in a roll-about
with a rack configuration will consist of the do transient supply.
• Usage
- Factory	 , of each individual subsystem
- Electronic IIIWgration of the flight article with all the subsystems prefient.
3.i>.2. 10 flattery Maintenance Test Station
• Requirements
- Monitor and record the battery voltage and current output
- Monitor, record and control the battery charge rate and terinina •.'oltage
- Control the battery output current by providing resistive loads.
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• Capabilities
- The battery maintenance test station will primarily be manually operated through
a series of control switches and indicating lights. It will monitor and record the
battery voltage, current and power output from 0 to 32 vdc, 0 to 50 amps do and
0 to 1000 watts respectively. Also, it will control the battery current output by
providing resistive loads so that the power output goes from 0 to 1 kw in 100
watt steps. Independently, it will monitor charge time, discharge time, and
total operating time for the batteries. The battery test station will also monitor
record, and control the constant current charge rate from 0 to 10 amps do with
an automatic cut-off at a pre-selected voltage from 0 to 32 vdc.
• Usage
- Factory check-out of the flight article
- Pre-launch check-out before installation in the shuttle bay.
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4 - ORBITAL OPERATIONS ANALYSIS (TASK 3)
4.1 FLIGHT OPTIONS
Our thinking on flight options has been modified from the prior study results based on
a further definition of equipment and orbital operational requirements.
Four flight options had been defined as part of the FY-77 study.
• Antenna development flight only
(mesh deployable reflector)
• Antenna development flight only
- (passive bootlace array)
• Multibeam communication antenna configuration - using array in shuttle-attached or
free -flying mode.
- (mission application experiment only).
• Earth-looking radiometer test using deployable reflector
- (mission application experiment only).
Each of these options was considered an individual flight, with the antenna retrieved and re-
configured between flights as required.
It is now believed that additional objectives can be accomplished on a single flight with
the participation of guest experimenters, (e.g. , mission application experiments can be
flown on the same flight with a basic antenna development configuration). Therefore, while
retaining the capability for multiple flights and different antenna configurations, emphasis in
this study has been towards definition of how much can be done on a single flight. Options
include the demonstration of a passive array with some combination of mission experiments
(radiometry, radar or communication). A phased array has been selected for first flight
because it is most applicable to priority users (communications and radar). For the same
reason, these missions are leading candidates for experiments on the first flight. Based on
the orbital operations analysis summarized below, the experiments and the basic antenna
development tests can be completed within a 7-day mission timeline.
4.2 DEMONSTRATION TEST OBJECTIVES
'Pest objectives associated with the baseline antenna system (Fig. 4-1) were identified
in Ref. 1-1. Upon review, we have determined that they are still consistent with the
4-1
PRIMARY OBJECTIVE TEST ACTIVITY
• DEMONSTRATE DEPLOYMENT • SEQUENTIAL DEPLOYMENT
• VISUAL & PHOTO COVERAGE
• STRUCTURAL A MECH MEASUREMENTS
• STRUCTURAL TOLERANCES • DISCRETE ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISTANCE MEASURING EQUIPMENT MEASUREMENTS
MEASUREMENTS
• PHOTOGRAMMETRIC SURFACE CONFORMITY MEASUREMENTS FOR VARIOUS
DYNAMIC AND THERMAL CONDIT!ONS
• DETERMINE DYNAMIC • SPECIFIC SHUTTLE INDUCED DISTURBANCES
CHARACTERISTICS
• STRAIN MEASUREMENTS
• PHOTOGRAMMETRIC MEASUREMENTS
• DETERMINE THERMAL • ADJUST ANTENNA ORIENTATION FOR DIFFERENT THERMAL CONDITIONS
CHARACTERISTICS
• TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS
• ELECTRO-OPTICAL DISTANCE MEASUREMENTS
• DETERMINE ANTENNA FAR • FREE-FLYING RF TEST GENERATOR DEPLOYED PRIOR TO ANTENNA DEPLOYMENT
FIELD PATTERN
• ADJUST ORBIT SO THAT RF GENERATOR CROSSES ANTENNA ORBIT TWICE A DAY
• MEASURE MAIN BEAM AND SIDE LOBES
• VERIFICATION OF ANALYSIS • COMPARISON OF TEST RESULTS WITH PREDICTIONS (POST FLIGHT)
TOOLS
0820.0498
Fig. 4-1 Orbital Demonstration Program Objectives
4
overall objectives of the demonstration system. During this study, our definition of mission
related experiment objectives has been expanded as follows:
• Communications Experiment
- measurement of interbeam isolation
- measurement of passively generated intermodulation products.
• Radar Experiment
- Verification of antenna loss parameters
- Measurement of clutter backgrounds for various geometry conditions
- Demonstration of target detection in a clutter background.
• Radiometry Experiment
- Measurement of equivalent receiver noise temperatures through the antenna
(from which system temperature sensitivity can be computed)
- Demonstration of soil moisture measurements.
4.3 DEMONSTRATION DESIGN REFERENCE MISSION
A design reference mission (DRM) has been developed for a 100-meter diameter
antenna demonstration mission. This mission will demonstrate:
• Antenna deployment
• Structural tolerance attainment
• Antenna pattern
• Communication frequency reuse
• Radar utilization
• Antenna furling and stowage.
Figure 4-2 presents this DRM timeline. A mission summary is illustrated in Fig.
4 while Fig. 4-4 identifies the assumptions, groundrules and orbital parameters used
to define the DRM. The 350-nautical mile altitude will provide acceptably low atmospheric
drag and can be obtained with a single OMS package. The 56.5-degree inclination is also
the highest inclination that can be obtained at 350 nautical miles with a single OMS package.
A high inclination is required to obtain radar clutter data.
After launch and into the proper orbit, the first day's activities will be primarily a
period of space acclimination to allow the crew to adjust to the space environment and motion
so that they will be able to perform subsequent taskr efficiently. It will be necessary how-
ever, to launch the test subsatellite on the first day so that the proper separation between
the orbiter and the subsatellite can be achieved by the third mission day. After the sub-
satellite is launched the orbiter will begin to separate slowly from the subsatellite.
4-3
EVENT
ORD
LAPSED TIME
MR:MIN
AT
MR:MIN
ORBITER
ATTITUDE REMARKS
LIFT-OFF 00:00
STAGE SRBs 00:02
MECO 00:06
OMS-1 00:09
OMS-2 00:52
ORBITER & PAYLOAD C/O 01:40 00:15
OPEN PAYLOAD DOORS 01:55 00:05
SUBSAT TURN ON 6 C/O 02:00 00:10
ESTABLISH SUBSAT DEPLOY ATT 02:10 00:05 Y-POP; —X VERT
SUBSAT SPIN UP A DEPLOY 02:15 00:10 Y-POP; —X VERT ORBITER BACKS AWAY FROM
SUBSAT
ESTABLISH SUBSAT TRA;K 02:25 00:05
MEAL 02:30 01:00
SPACE ACCLIMATION 03:30 05:30
MEAL 09:00 01:00
FREE TIME 10:00 02:16
PRE SLEEP ACTIVITIES 12:15 00:45
SLEEP 13:00 08:00
POST SLEEP ACTIVITIES 21:00 00:45
MEAL 21:45 00:45
ESTABLISH ORBITER ANT ERECTION 22:30 00:05 Y-POP; —X VERT
ATTITUDE
DEPLOY RM-1 WITH TV CAMERA: 22:36 00:10 Y-POP; —X VERT
C/O & START ANT. STRUCT/THERMAL 22:45 00:10+ Y-POP; —X VERT DATA ACQUISITION CONTIN-
DATA ACQ UOUS FOR MISSION DURATION
ERECT ANT. PACKAGE IN PAYLOAD 22:55 00:20 Y-POP; —X VERT RM-2 ERECTS ANT.; ANT. SEN-SORS VERIFY ANT. PACKAGEBAY A VERIFY IS PROPERLY ERECTED AND
LOCKED IN POSITION FOR RE-
MAINDER OF DEPLOYMENT
SEQUENCE
DEPLC.t RM-2 WITH TV CAMERA 23:15 00:10 Y-POP; —Y VERT RM-1 d -2 ARE POSITI"ED
FOR OPTIMUM VIEWING.
HOLD ACTIVITIES FOR SUNLIGHT 23:25 00:35 Y-POP; —X VERT SUNLIGHT RF.OD FOR DE-
PLOYMENT VIEWING
DEPLOY ANTENNA MAST 24:00 00:30 Y-POP: —X VERT
VERIFY MAST DEPLOYMENT 24:30 00:20 Y-POP; —X VERT SENSOR DATA REVIEWED TO
ASCERTAIN PROPER MAST
DEPLOYMENT
HOLD ACTIVITIES FOR SUNLIGHT 24: E0 00:40 Y-POP; —X VERT SUNLIGHT READ FOR DE-
PLOYMENT VIEWING
DEPLOY ANTENNA 25:30 00:40 Y-POP; —X VERT
VERIFY DEPLOYMENT 26:10 00:45 Y-POP; —X VERT
ESTABLISH MINIMUM OISTUR>tANCE 26:65 00:05 Y-POP; —X VERT
ATTI? UDE
ACTIVATE E4DME & START MEASURE- 27:00 00:45
MENTSEQUENCE
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 27:16
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 27:30 00:30
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 27:45
MEAL 27:50 00:40
0e20-050elit
Fig. 4-2 DtploymNe Antenna Demo DFIM Timelirn (Shoot 1 of 4)
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EVENT
ORD
LAPSED TIME
HR:MIN
AT
HR:MIN
ORBITER
ATTITUDE REMARKS
ESTABLISH FULL SUN ATTITUDE 28:30 00:05
CONTINUE E-0DME MEASUREMENT 28:35 00:45 FULL SUN STRUCT/THERMAL
SEQUENCE MEASUREMENTS
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 28:40
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 28:00 00:35
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 28:10
ESTABLISH EDGE SUN ATTITUDE 28:15 00:05
CONTINUE E-ODME MEASUREMENT 28:20 01:10
SEQUENCE
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 28:26 EDGE SUN STRUCTHERMALT/
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 30:00 01:10 MEASUREMENTS
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 30:30
LSTABLISH 450 SUN ATTITUDE 30:35 00:05
CONTINUE E-0DME MEASUREMENT 30:40 01:05
SEQUENCE
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 30:45 46' SUN STRUCT/THERMAL
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 31:00 MEASUREMENTS
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 31:15 01:00
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 31:30
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 31:45
ESTABLISH DYNAMIC DISTURBANCE 31:60 00:05
ATTITUDE
CONTINUE E-0DME MEASUREMENT 31:55 DYNAMIC MEASUREMENTS
SEQUENCE
FIRE -2 THRUSTERS 32:00
32:30 01:00
33:00
EXPOSE PHOTOGRAMMETRIC PLATES 32:00
PLATES 32:30 01:00
33:00	 111
MEAL 33:30 01:00
FREE TIME 34:30 02:00
PRE-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 36:30 00:30
SLEEP 37:00 08:00
POSE-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 45:00 00:30
MEAL 45:30 00:45
ESTABLISH PATTERN MEASUREMENT 46:15 00:15 X-POP
ATTITUDE
ESTABLISH & VERIFY SUBSAT/ORBITER 46:30 01:30 X-POP PATTERN
PATTERN MEASURING EQUIP INTERFACE MEASUREMENTS
PATTERN DATA ACQUISITION 48:00 03:30
MEAL 51:30 01:00
ESTABLISH PATTERN MEASUREMENT 52:30 00:15 Y.POP
ATTITUDE
VERIFY SUBSAT/ORBITER PATTERN 52:45 00:15 Y4'OP PATTERN
MEASURING EQUIP INTERFACE MEASUREMENTS
PATTERN DATA ACQUISITION 53:00 03:00
FREE TIME 56:00 01:00
MEAL 57:(',: 01:00
FREE TIME 58:x'' 02:30
PRE-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 80:30 00:30
0820-0506(2)
Fig. 42 D000ymbia Antenna Demo DRM Timeline (She" 2 of 4)
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EVENT
ORD
ELAPSED TIME
HR:MIN
AT
HR:MIN
ORBITER
ATTITUDE REMARKS
SLEEP 61:00 OC:00
POST-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 69:00 00:30
MEAL 60:30 00:45
ESTABLISH COMM EXP ATTITUDE 70:15 00:145 Y-POP; —X VERT
ESTABLISH i VERIFY SUBSAT/ORBITER 70:30 01:15 Y-POP; —X VERT
COMM EXP MEASURING EQUIP
INTERFACE
COMMUNICATIONS EXP DATA 71:45 03:45 Y-POP; —X VERT
ACQUISITION
MEAL 76:30 01:00
COMMUNICATIONS EXP DATA 76:30 02:00 Y-POP; —X VERT
ACQUISITION
RECONFIGURE ANTENNA ELECTRONIC 78:30 01:30
CONFIG FOR RADAR EXP
FREE TIME 80:00 01:00
MEAL 81:00 01:00
FREE TIME 82:00 02:30
PRE-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 84:30 00:30
SLEEP 85:00 08:00
POST-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 93:00 00:30
MEAL 93:30 00:45
ESTABLISH RADAR EXP ATTITUDE 94:15 00:15
VERIFY RADAR ELECT EQUIP 14:30 00:30
RADAR CLUTTER EXP DATA 95.00 04:00
ACQUISITION
QUICK LOOK CLUTTER DATA 96:00 03:00
EVALUATION
MEAL 99:00 01:00
RADAR COOPERATIVE TARGET 100:00 06:00
EXP DATA ACQUISITION
QUICK LOOK CO-OP TARGET DATA 101:00 04:00
EVALUATION
MEAL 105:00 01:00
FREE TIME 105:00 02:30
PRE SLEEP ACTIVITIES 106:30 00:30
SLEEP 108:00 08:00
POST SLEEP ACTIVITIES 117:00 00:45
MEAL 117:45 00.45
ESTABLISHl ATTITUDE FOR ANTENNA 118:30 00:10 Y-POF; —X VERT
RETRACTION
POSITION RMs WITH TV CAMERAS 118:40 00:20 Y-POP; —X VERT
FOR OPTIMUM VIEWING
ACQUIRE E-ODME RIM MEMBER 119.00 00:10 YPOP; —X VERT
TARGET
HOLD FOR SUNLIGHT 119:10 00:50 Y-POP; —X VERT SUNLIGHT READ FOR VIEWING
RETRACT ANTENNA 120:00 00:40 Y POP; —X VERT
VEF%IFY RETRACTION 120:40 00:10 Y.POP; —X VERT
HOLD FOR SUNLIGHT 120:50 00:40 Y-POP; —X VERT SUNLIGHT REQU FOR VIEWING
RETRACT MAST 121-30 00:30 Y-POP; —X VERT
VERIFY RETRACTION 122:00 00:10 Y-POP; —X VERT
STOW ONE RM TV CAMERA 122:10 00:10 Y.POP; —X VERT
L0620.0508(3)
EVENT
GRD
ELAPSED TIME
HR:MIN
AT
HR:MIN
ORBITER
ATTITUDE REMARKS
HOLD FOR SUNLIGHT 122:20 00:40 Y-POP; —X VERT SUNLIGHT READ FOR VIEWING
LOWER ANTENNA PACKAGE INTO 123:00 00:20 Y-POP; —X VERT
PAYLOAD BAY & SECURE
VERIFY ANTENNA PACK:.GE STOWAGE 123:20 00:30 Y-POP; —X VERT
STOW RMs & TV CAMERA 123:50 00:10 Y-POP; —X VERT
MEAL 124:00 01:00
CLOSE OUT ANTENNA EXP & ORBITER 125:00 04:00
MEAL 129:00 0 1: 00
FREE TIME 130:00 02:30
PRE-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 132:30 00:30
SLEEP 133:00 O8:00
POST-SLEEP ACTIVITIES 141:00 00:45
MEAL 141:45 00:45
DE-ORBIT & LAND 142:30
0820-0506(4)
Fig. 4-2 Deployable Antenna Demo DRM Timeline (Sheet 4 of 4)
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• ALTITUDE	 - 350 N MI
• INCLINATION	 56.6,
• MISSION DURATION - 7 DAYS
• CREW	 - 3MEMBERS
- COMMANDER
- PILOT
- MISSION SPECIALIST
• ONE OMS PACKAGE REQUIRED
• IT HAS BEEN ASSUMED FOR THE PURPOSES OF GENERATING THIS DRM THAT THE
DEPLOYABLE ANTENNA IS THE ONLY MISSION ACTIVITY ON THE SHUTTLE FLIGHT
• NO EVAs ARE PLANNED
• ALL DEPLOYMENT ACTIVITIES ARE PLANNED TO OCCUR IN SUNLIGHT SO THAT
THESE ACTIVITIES CAN BE VIEWED AND PHOTOGRAPHED
• THE DRM TIMELINE IS BASED ON A NOMINAL B-HOUR CREW EXPERIMENT WORK DAY.
0320-0528
Fig. 4-4 Deployable Antenna Demonstration DRM Groundrules and
Orbital Parameters
f
Antenna deployment will be accomplished on the second day. The orbiter will be placed
in a Y axis POP attitude with the +'L axis facing away from the direction of orbital travel.
This attitude will produce a uniform disturbance across the antenna during deployment. All
i
	 deployments will be performed during sunlight to permit visual monitoring. Deployment will
be accomplished in three steps:
Step 1 - The RMS will be used to erect the antenna package in the payload bay.
Step 2 - The antenna mast will be extended. TV cameras, held by the two RMS, will
record mast extension. Structural, mechanical and thermal data will be
acquired.
Step 3 - The wire wheel antenna will be deployed. The TV cameras will record de-
ployment. Structural, mechanical and thermal data from antenna-mounted
transducers will be acquired by the antenna experiment data acquisition
console. Data from these sensors will be recorded continuously during the
entire mission.
After antenna deployment, both the electro-optical distance measuring equipment, (E-0DME)
and the photogrammetric measurements will be made, to verify the structural tolerance of
the deployed antenna. The E-0DME will acquire data automatically, stepping from one
target to another.
A series of thermal and dynamic test conditions will be established using the orbiter
to orient the antenna with respect to the sca n and to provide mechanical disturbances from
thruster firing. Photo gram metric , E-0DME and standard instrumentation data will be
acquired for each of these conditions. Thee data will be used to verify ante% pa structural
performance and tolerance.
Antecma patterns will be measured on .lay 3. Boresight equipment mounted atop the
antenna %%ill tx- used to determine the position of the subeatellite with respect to antenna
axes. The orbiter will rotate the antenna through successive 180--degree arcs. During
each rotation or cut, pattern data will be obtained by coordinating the strength of the
subsatellite signal received by the antenna to the attitude of the antenna relative to the sub-
satellite. Patterns will be obtained for X-POP and Y-POP orbiter attitudes.
Antenna-use experiments will be conducted on days 4 and 5. On day 4, a frequency-
re-use communications experiment will be performed. The subeatellite will be. used as a
communications test station to evaluate multibeam isolation and intermodulation products.
Subssection 3.4. 1 describes the communications experiment.
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A radar experiment, conducted on day 5, will verify:
• lk.airi agility
• Detection of a target in the clutter background
• Antenna low loss performance
• Sidelobe cancellation capability.
Also measurements will be made of the clutter background (amplitude and spectral
distribution). 'Me high 56-degree orbit inclination was chosen to permit clutter measure-
ment. A complete description of the radar experiment is contained in subsection 3.4.2.
Antenna retraction and stowage in the payload bay will be accomplished on day 6.
After the close out of the antenna experiment the orbiter will be made ready for deorbit and
landing which will be accomplished on mission day 7.
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5 - PROC;RAMMATICS ANALYSIS (TASK 4)
Preliminary design results from Task 2 and the demonstration flight program defined
in Task 3 form the basis for programmatic data developed in Task 4. Results of this task,
presented in this section, include:
• Work Breakdown Structure and Dictionary
• Program Planning (schedule)
• Development Activities
5.1 WORK BREAIMOWN STRUCTURE (WBS)
The Deployable Antenna Demonstration Program WBS contains all labor and material
required for the DDT &E , manufacturing and operation phases for all program elements.
These phases are defined in the subsection below.
5.1.1 DDT&E
Thi3 item includes all labor, materials, tooling, facilities, studies, analyses, etc. ,
which arc required to determine specification requirements and the subsequent analysis,
design, development, evaluation and redesign for the subsystems. Specifically included
are the preparation of specifications, drawings, parts lists, wiring diagrams, technical
coordination between engineering and manufacturing, vendor coordination, component and
subsystem hardware development and testing, data reduction, report preparation, deter-
mination and specification of requirements for reliability, maintainability, and quality
assurance. In addition, efforts are included to complete the planning, design, fabrication,
assembly, inspection, installation and modification of initial tooling, jigs, fixtures, and
special test equipment/GSE . Also included in this item is the effort expended in conducting
system design reviews, evaluating the results of those reviews, and performing engineering
cost analysis and materials analysis. This includes subsystem management and engineering
which is directly a part of a particular subsystem or component. DDT&E also includes
developmental test articles, major ground test articles and development testing. It includes
engineering models, breadboards, and engineering mockups as required in the development
of individual subsystems and components.
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5.1.2 MANUFACTURING
I
I
	
	 This item includes all labor and materials req uired for the production of space hard-
ware through the acceptance of this hardware by the Government. Space hardware includes
all hardware produced for deployment in space. Specifically included in this item are the
following:
• Procurement, fabrication, assembly and checkout of space hardware
• Ground test and factory checkout of space hardware
• Initial spares
• Maintenance of tooling and factory test equipment/GSE
• Sustaining engineering for liaison support of space hardware manufacturing.
5. 1.3 OPERATIONS
This item includes all ground and flight operations and the support of these operations
as follows:
• Ground operations - receipt, assembly, checkout, servicing, launching, post-
launch support, and mainter_ance/refurbishment of the reusable space hardware
as required at the launch site
• Flight operations - mission planning, in-orbit mission execution and ground
mission control support
• Support operations - transportation and handling of Deployable Antenna System
hardware requiring special consideration, training equipment, training programs
and space hardware/GSF, operational spares.
5.1.4 W S DEFINITION
The program elements are grouped into seven categories as shown in Fig. 5-1:
(1) Program Management
(2) System Engineering and Integration
(3) Design and Development
(4) Manufacturing, Checkout and Assembly
(5) System 'Pest
(G) Logistics
(7) Opera Ions
The W it.S definition, as detailed in Appendix A, is intended to apply, as appropriate to the
DDT s E , manufacturing and operat .onal phases of the program.
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5.2 PROGRAM SCHEDULE
A schedule of required activites leading to a deployable antenna demonstration flight in
early CY-84 is shown in Fig. 5-2. The schedule is based on assumed continued preliminary
design activity in FY-80 leading to a program go-ahead in FY-81. User participation to
further identify requirements is shown in parallel with the preliminary design effort to
ensure that the baseline antenna demonstration can support functional tests. Although a
single demonstration flight is shown in thr. schedule, the antenna has been designed to be
retrieved and therefore can be reconfigured for additional testing (antenna development and/
or mission functional tests) in later flights. Such testing in a second flight could occur a
year later if activities leading to it are started with appropriate lead time (i.e., starting
before the first launch) .
5.3 DEVELOPMENT ACTIVITIES
The ground validation activity in the schedule has been further subdivided into the
development tests shown in Fig. 5-3. These tests, identified and described in Ref. 1-1
include:
• Rim hinge - a preproduction unit will be used to determine torques, friction, and
locking characteristics
• Rim members - representative rim members will be tested to determine the rim
member's mechanical and thermal properties
• Stay - representative stays will be tested to determine the stay's mechanical and
thermal properties
• Gore wrap - demonstration of lens and reflector gore wrap and unwrap
• Stay reel - a preproduction unit will be used to determine torque and friction forcr,•s
• Measurement system - an electro-optical distance measurement equipment test
set up representative of the flight system geometry will be tested to verify measure-
ment errors
• Membrane characteristics - representative lens and/or reflector gore segments
will be tested to determine thermal and mechanical characteristics
• Bootlace lens patterns - a test array of approximately 200 subarrays will be tested
to obtain pattern, gain, beamwidth, sidelobes, and impedance data
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• Reflector feed pattern - full-scale reflector feed pattern data
• Computer model - computer deployment models of the lens and reflector con-
figurations will . be updated with the results of the above identified development
tests.
Final definition of these validation activities will r fleet results of development work
in progress (and planned for the Phased Array Radiating Membrane Development Program
sponsored by DARPA). In this program 10 by 9 foot phased array test articles are being
designed, fabricated and tested. Results defining membrane characteristics will be
directly applicable to the Deployable Antenna Demonstration Program. Limited gore wrap
and pattern tests will also provide inputs, but to a lesser extent.
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Appendix A
WBS DICTIONARY
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Appendix A
WBS DICTIONARY
1.0 DEPLOYABLE ANTENNA DEMONSTRATION PROGRAM
This element summarizes the effort to provide hardware, software, services and
facilities that are required to develop, manufacture, operate and maintain the deployable
antenna system. It also includes the DAs/sbattle integration activities.
1.1 PROGRAM MANAGEMENT
This element summarizes the management activities of planning, organizing, direct-
ing, coordinating, controlling, and approving actions required to accomplish overall DAS
objectives. It excludes management activities associated with specific DAS hardware
elements but includes the management activities required for DAS integration with other
categories. The management activities associated with specific DAS hardware elements
will be included as part of those particular elements. Functions coated herein include
Program Manager, Administrative Staff, Cost/ Performance Management, Information
Management, Contract Administration, and Material Procurement.
1.2 SYSTEM ENGINEERING AND INTEGRATION
This element summarizes the effort required for systems engineering and integration
of the DAS. The systems engineering effort includes directing and controlling requirements
analysis and integration, system definition, system test definition, interface, safety,
reliability, maintainability, configuration management, quality erl4ineering and technology
utilization. The integration effort includes DAS /shuttle integration.
This element is subdivided as follows:
W BS	 TIT LF
1.2.1	 Systems Engineering
1.2.2	 DAS/Orbiter Integration
1.2.1 SYSTEMS ENGIN E ERING
This element pertains to the systems engineering effort associated with the design,
development, production and test of the DAS. Included are analyses required to verify
compatibility of designs with requirements; to control and direct the engineering activities,
A-2
and to make cost/performance tradeoffs. Also included are engineering planning studies,
	_	
technology utilization, technical risk assessment, reliability engineering, safety engineer-
ing, quality engineering, configuration requirements analysis, and associated support
required to perform the DAS systems engineering task.
1.2.2 DAS/SHUTTLE INTEGRATION
	
1	 This element includes all systems engineering and integration effort associated with
the combined functioning of the DAS and shuttle. Included are system analysis, test and
evaluation required to ensure the efficient accomplis' went of this task; analysis and
identification of DAS test and- checkout operations affecting the interface; evaluation/
coordination of recommended changes to this interface; and preparation, submittal, and
maintenance of Interface Control Documents, DAS integration in this context includes the
deployable antenna in each of two antenna development configurations and the functional test
equipment. Integration of the subsatellite and instrumentation with the orbiter is also
included as appropriate for the different configurations.
1.3 DESIGN AND DEVELOPMENT
This item includes all labor, materials, tooling, facilities, studies, analyses, stc. ,
which are required to determine specification requirements and the subsequent analysis,
	_	
design, development, evaluation and redesign for the subsystems. Specifically included are
the preparation of specifications, drawings, parts lists, wiring diagrams, technical co-
ordination between engineering and manufacturing, vendor coordination, component and sub-
system hardware development and testing, data reduction, report preparation, determination
and specification of requirements for reliability, maintainability, and quality assurance. In
addition, costs are included for efforts to complete the planning and design of tooling, jigs,
fixtures, and special test equipment/GSE. Also included in this item is the effort expended
in conducting system design reviews, evaluating the results of those reviews, and per-
forming engineering cost analysis and materials analysis. This includes subsystem manage-
ment and engineering which is directly charged to a particular subsystem or component.
Design and development also includes costs associated with developmental test articles
hardware such as engineering models, breadboards, engineering mockups and such other
hardware as required in the development of individual subsystems and components.
This element is subdivided into the following systems.
W BS	 TITLE
1.3.1	 Deployable Antenna
1.3.2	 RF Source Subsatellite
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WBS TITLE
1.3.3 Application Functional Test Equipment
1.3.4 (Reserved)
1.3.5 GSE
1.3.6 Facilities
1.3.1 DEPLOYABLE ANTENNA
This element contains the costs associated with design and development of all the
subsystems required to provide the flight hardware for the two antenna development con-
figurations; a bootlace array and a parabolic reflector. The :iF source subsatellite, also
required with these configurations is included in WBS 1.3.2.
The deployable antenna is divided into the following elements:
WBS TIT LE
1.3.1.1 Basic Structure
1.3.1.2 Bootlace Array Configuration Kit
1.3.1.3 Reflector Configuration Kit
1.3.1.4 Instrumentation
1.3.1.5 Payload/Orbiter Interface Structure
1.3.1.6 Integration and Assembly
Each of the subdivisions - 1.3.1.1 through 1.3.1.5 are subsystems and contain labor and
materials necessary to design and develop that particular subsystem.
1.3.1.1 Basic Str-,,.ure
This element includes the design and development of hardware which makes up the
wire wheel structure that is common to both flight configurations. It consists of the hub,
rims, stays, stay platforms/reels and interconnecting umbilicals.
1.3.1.2 Bootlace Array Configuration Kit
This element includes the design and development of hardware which when integrated
with the Basic Structure (WBS .1.3.1.1) results in a bootlace array antenna system. It
consists of a rotating gore drum, three gore planes and interconnecting delay lines, gore
mounting/ tensioning hardware and the feed structure and electronics.
1.3.1.3 Reflector Configuration Kit
This element includes design and development of hardware which when integrated with
the Basic Structure (W BS 1.3.1.1) results in a parabolic reflector system. It consists of
)
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three extendible masts and associated canisters, mesh reflecting surface, axial control
system and feed structure. Feed electronics in WBS 1.3.1.2 are common to this element.
1.3.1.4 1i s t rum entat ion
This element includes design and development of hardware required to perform
structural measurements during shuttle attached flights. It consists of the electro-optical
distance measurement system, the analytical photogrammetry system, TV, instrumenta-
tion and signal conditioning modems.
1.3.1.5 Payload/Orbiter Interface Structure
This element includes design and development of hardware which provides the physical
interface between the deployable antenna and the orbiter during the three shuttle-attached
flights as identified above. It consists of an orbiter separation mast and canister, pivot
structure support, pivot structure and forward support structure.
1.3.1.6 Integration, Assembly and Checkout
This element contains all labor required to perform an integration analysis for the
combining of the various subsystems into the two antenna development configurations.
1.3.2 RF SOURCE SUBSATELLITE
This element contains the costs associated with the design and development of all the
subsystems required as part of the expendable subsatellite which provides RF signals for
beam pattern measurements on antenna development flights. The RF source subsetellite
is subdivided into the following elements:
W BS	 TITLE
1.3.2.1 Structure
1.3.2.2 RF Electronics
1.3.2.3 EPS
1.3.2.4 TT &C
1.3.2.5 Subs ate I I ite /Orbiter Interface Structure
1.3.2.6 Integration and Assembly
Each of the subdivisions 1.3.2.1 through 1.3.2.5 are subsystems and contain labor and
materials necessary to design and develop that particular subsystem.
1.3.2.1 Structure
This element includes design and development of structural stringers, hardware
mounting brackets and external skin.
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1.3.2.2 RF Electronics
This element includes design and development of the RF transmitter (signal source)
and omni antenna network including harness, dummy load and hybrid.
1.3.2.3 EPS
This element includes design and development of primary batteries and interconnecting
wiring.
1.3.2.4 TT&C
This element includes design and development of command receivers, baseband/
transponder. electronics and omni-antennas.
1.3,.2.5 Subsatellite/Orbiter Interface Structure
This element includes design and development of a spin-up table and associated sub-
satellite mounting/release mechanism.
1.3.2.5 Integration and Assembly
This element contains all labor required to perform an integration analysis for the
combining of the various subsystems into the subsatellite.
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1.3.3 APPLICATION FUNCTIONAL TEST EQUIPMENT
L	 This element contains the costs associated with design and development of hardware
'
	
	
which, when !ntegrated with the deployable antenna (1.3.1), results in a shuttle attached
test configuration for one or more applications.
The application functional test equipment is divided into the following elements.
W BS	 TITLE
1.3.3.1	 Radar Test Equipment
1.3.3.2	 Communications Test Equipment
1.3.3.3
	 Radiometry Test Equipment
Eacb of the subdivisions 1.3.3.1 through 1.3.3.3 is a subsystem and contains labor
and materials necessary to design and develop that particular subsystem. Also included is
all labor required to perform an integration analysis for combining the subsystem with the
deployable antenna (1.3.1) .
1.3.3.1 Radar Test Equipment
This element includes design and development of hardware which when integrated with
the shuttle attached deployable antenna will provide radar functional tests. Hardware in
this element includes a signal generator, transmitter, feeds, receivers and tape recorders
as required to satisfy test objectives.
1.3.3.2 Communication Test Equipment
This element includes design and development of hardware which when integrated with
the shuttle attached deployable antenna will provide communication functional tests. Hard-
ware in this element includes transmitters, multibeam feeds and receivers as required to
satisfy test objectives.
1.3.3.3 Radiometry Test Equipment
This element includes design and development of hardware which when integrated with
tha enuttle attached deployable antenna will provide radiometry functional tests. Hardware in
this element includes a multichannel radiometer receiver, multi-beam feeds and a data
sampling device as required to satisfy test objectives.
1.3.4 (RESERVED)
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1.3.5 GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPMENT (GSE)
This element summarizes the labor and material required to design and develop the
GSE hardware required for DAS systems level in-process and final assembly/checkout,
development/verification test site operation, ground operations, and flight operations
mission support. The GSE requirements include the electrical /mechanical/hydraulic
equipment needed for DAS test /checkout, fault isolation, handling, transportation,
servicing and repair. It also includes DAS GSE software requirements.
This element is subdivided as follows:
W BS
	 TITLE
1.3. 5.1	 Mechanical GSE
1.3.5.2	 Electrical GSE
1.3.5.3
	 Fluid GSE
1.3.5.1 Mechanical GSE
This element includes design and development of a factory stand and local trans-
portation dolly, sling assembly, access and work stand, antenna handling equipment and
spacecraft shipping container.
1.3.5.2 Electrical GSE
This element includes design and development of a console to support the assembly
and checkout testing of the payload.
1.3.5.3 Fluid GSE
This element includes design and development of a propellant checkout and servicing
unit to support checkout testing of the RCS.
1.3.6 FACILITIES
This element includes the planning, design and dsvelopment associated with the
construction /major modification of required facilities f^:#r the DAS manufacture, test,
maintenance /refurbishment and ground /flight operations support. At this time, the program
is assumed to be performed in existing facilities; no requirements for additional facilities
or major modifications have been identified. In future WBS updates, this element will be
subdivided to include facilities associated with manufacture /acceptance test, development/
verification test, ground operations and flight operations as appropriate.
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1.4 MANUFACTURING, CHECKOUT AND ASSEMBLY
This item includes all labor and materials required for the manufacturing, checkout
and assembly of space hardware through the acceptance of this hardware by the Government.
Specifically included in this item are all costs associated with the following:
• Procurement, fabrication, assembly and checkout of space hardware
• Ground test and factory checkout of space hardware
• Initial spares
• Maintenance of tooling and factory test equipment/GSE .
This element is subdivided into systems which have a one-to-one correspondence to
those defined under WBS 1.3; i.e. , 1.4.1 includes costs associated with manufacture of the
deployable antenna which was designed/developed under 1.3.1. This one -to-one corre-
spondence is further extended down to the next level for definitions of subsystem and com-
ponents included in this system. The resulting subdivision is as follows:
W BS TIT LE
1.4.1 Deployable Antenna
1.4.1.1 Basic Structure
1.4.1.2 Bootlace Array Configuration Kit
1.4.1.3 Reflector Configuration Kit
1.4.1.4 Instrumentation
1.4.1.5 Payload/Orbiter Interface Structure
1.4.1.6 Integration, Assembly and Checkout
1.4.2 RF Source Subsatellite
1.4.2.1 Structure
1.4.2.2 RF Electronics
1.4.2.3 EPS
1.4.2.4 TT&C
1.4.2.5 Subsatellite/Orbiter Interface Structure
1.4.2.6 Integration and Assembly
1.4.3 Application ]Functional Test Equipment
1.4.3.1 Radar Test Equipment
1.4.3.2 Communications Teat Equipment
1.4.3.3 Radiometry Teel Equipment
1.4.4 (Reserved)
1.4.5 Ground Support Equipment
4
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WBS	 TITLE
1.4.5.1 Mechanical GSE
1.4.5.2 Electrical GSE
1.4.5.3 Fluid GSE
1.4.6 Facilities
1.5 SYSTEMS TEST AND EVALUATION
This element summarizes the effort required to plan and perform the integrated sys-
tem and vehicle level tests for DAS ground testing that are necessary to evaluate and verify
hardware integrity/performance. It includes major test article and instrumentation costs
in addition to test program costs, subdivided as follows:
W BS
1.5.1
1.5.2
1.5.3
1.5.1 MAJOR TEST ARTICLES
TITLE
Major Test Articles
Instrumentation
System Test
This element includes the labor and material required for all DAS test articles that
provide design development information necessary to verify design concepts. It includes
the design, tooling, fabrication, assembly, installation, quality assurance and checkout of
test articles such as the gore wrap/unwrap test article, bootlace lens pattern meaaurement
test article, etc. The installation of subsystem hardware on the test article and test fixture
design/fabrication/assembly are also included. Test specimens for component and sub-
system development/qualification test are excluded. They are included in the respective
subsystem elements.
1.5.2 INS"TRUNIE NTATION
This element includes the labor and material required for the instrumentation of DAS
major test articles. It includes the design, procurement, installation, checkout and operation
of required instrumentation systems.
1.5.3 SYS i EM TEST
This element includes the plaaning, coordination, design, set-up, conduct, data
reduction and evaluation of DAS system level ground development and verification tests.
Consumables for syste:i1 level development/verification tests are also included. It excludes
systems or vehicle level flight testing.
1
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1.6 LOGISTICS
This element summarizes all labor and material required to implement, operate and
maintain an integrated logistics system for the DAS and its related GSE. It includes trans-
portation and handling of DAS hardware requiring special consideration; provision of training
equipment; planning and implementation of training programs; and the provisioning for and
control of flight hardware/GSE spares.
This element is subdivided as follows:
WBS	 TITLE
1.6.1	 Transportation and Handling
1.6.2	 Personnel Training
1.6.3
	 Inventory Control
1.6.1 TRANSPORTATION AND HANDLING
This element contains the cost of preparation for and transportation of major items of
DAS hardware which have special requirements due to their size, weight, shape or controlled
environment. Transportation of DAS modules from the factory to test sites to included in
this element. Transportation of hardware items not requiring special consideration is ex-
cluded from this element since these charges are indirect.
1.6.2 PERSONNEL TRAINING
This element contains the cost of instruction as well as training aids such as manuals,
audio-visual aids and accessories required for the training of DAS ground and flight crews.
1.6.3 INVENTORY CONTROL
This element contains the effort required for provisioning, warehousing and maintain-
ing a supply of DAS flight hardware and GSE spares.
1.7 OPERATIONS
This element summarizes all efforts associated with planning, coordination and imple-
mentation of DAS operations, subdivided as follows:
WBS	 TIT LE
1.7.1	 Ground Operations
1.7.2	 F) ight Operations
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1.7.1 GROUND OPERATIONS
This element summarizes all efforts associated with the planning, coordination and
implementation of DAS launch activities and maintenance/refurbishment of DAS modules.
This element is subdivided as follows:
W BS	 TITLE
1.7.1.1	 Launch Operations
1.7.1.2	 Maintenance/Refurbishment
1.7.1.1 Launch Operations
This element contains the planning for DAS launch site operations including initial
launch site checkout of DAS subsequent to factory acceptance test, integration of the DAS
with the launch system, and launch countdown support. It includes such tasks as require-
ments development, test planning, coordination of schedules, preparation of checkout/
countdown procedures, liaison between launch site and home plant, module checkout and
support of integrated check-out countdown activities.
1.7.1.2 Maintenance/Refurbishment
This element contains the maintenance and refurbishment activity required to restore
DAS after each mission to a readiness condition for subsequent missions. It includes the
home plant planning for this function, development of requirements, procedure preparation,
liaison maintenance/refurbishment site and home plant, post-flight safing and inspection,
conduct of the maintenance/refurbishment tasks, and revalidation/functional checkout of
DAS.
1.7.2 FLIGHT OPERATIONS
This element summarizes all efforts associated with DAS mission planning, in-orbit
execution of the mission, and ground support of the mission. It includes all mission activity
required to certify the readiness of the DAS as well as support of operational missions.
This element is subdivided as follows:
W BS	 TITLE
1.7.2.1 Mission Planning
1.7.2.2 Mission Implementation
1.7.2.3 Mission Ground Support
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1.7.2.1 Mission Planning
This element contains the mission planning to certify the readiness of the DAB for
mission operations and the mission planning required to establish DAB/mission compati-
bility. It includes definition of objectives, establishment of requirements, formulation of
plans, preparation of in-orbit procedures, coordination of communication and data require-
ments, preparation of crew timelines, and participation in mission planning working groups.
1.7.2.2 Mission Implementation
This element includes all in-orbit activities performed by flight crews to certify DAB
operational readiness and to provide DAB support of operational missions.
1.7.2.3 Mission Ground Support
This element contains the effort associated with real-time ground support of DAB
operational missions and post-flight data processing, analyses and report preparation
relative to DAB performance.
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